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ZOOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Volume 3

NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

It has been over a year since Vol. 2, No. 4 of Zoological Bibliography. This has been a very

busy period for Aves Press so that necessary investigation of all aspects of e-journal

publication were not completed on schedule. But this long delay is also because articles

submitted to Zoological Bibliography were few and originally amounted to too few pages for a

conventional issue of 40 pages or more. Recently that changed, but it had become clear that it

was not yet possible to move forward exactly as we had hoped and had previously stated.

We had hoped to ask for a subscription for each volume. However, our plans to establish a

registration window on our website have been put on hold because subscriptions to e-

journals are subject to VAT and under European Union regulations accounting for such VAT
is complicated enough to cause problems.

Alternatives are therefore being considered and meanwhile at least some of volume 3

will be available by download, article by article, from the website of Aves Press Limited. We
expect a solution to be in place soon, and we may begin seeking subscriptions for part or all

of volume 3 when that is the case. Certainly we expect Volume 4 to be published on the basis

of subscription income. It will be a great help to us if the widest possible distribution takes

place for our issues and Aves Press ask that all those who download, or otherwise receive

PDFs, register for Newsletters on the Aves Press website so that when the future

arrangement is known everyone can be told exactly what will happen with the rest of

volume 3 and with Volume 4.

Anyway this is now an e-journal only and it retains the online ISSN, while discontinuing

the printed version and the ISSN for that. However, the journal is registered with ZooBank

so that authors may now submit papers which include the publication of new names for

which a ZooBank LSID will be obtained and included in the article. When, eventually,

ZooBank is capable of recording nomenclatural acts the same will apply.

Volume 3 will contain a minimum of 160 pages and articles in this and future volumes

of Zoological Bibliography will be numbered, each technically being an issue. These may
appear singly or in groups. Each article, which will carry its own date of publication, has

been conceived and is presented as intended to become available on an Open Access basis

six months after publication. For those parts of volume 3 that are being made available free

of charge the issues will be able to be downloaded individually without a six month delay.

Editorial notes, reviews and pages of notices will always be available when first published

and will bear small Roman numerals. A volume cover and list of contents will be published

when each volume is completed.

ISSN 2045-4651 Published 31 October 2014
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With this Introduction comes the first of several issues being ready almost

simultaneously. In these the page numbering of each article follows that of the preceding one

(although as each article will start on a recto page, i.e. with an odd-numbered page, there

may be a blank verso page at the end of PDFs of articles that end on an odd-numbered

page).

The articles in Zoological Bibliography continue to be peer-reviewed with authors holding

the copyright while granting a licence to Aves Press under the terms of the Creative

Commons Attribution Licence.

Edward Dickinson

Acting Editor

31 October 2014
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A bibliographical description and publishing history of

Edward Forbes's A History of British Starfishes (1840-1841)

with exact publication dates of new taxa and nomenclatural

acts

R. B. Williams

COPYRIGHT: © 2015 Williams. This is an article distributed under the terms of the Creative

Commons Attribution Licence, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction

in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. Open access will be

provided six months after publication.

ABSTRACT: A bibliographical description and a publishing history of Edward Forbes's A
History of British Starfishes and Other Animals of the Class Echinodermata

,
printed by Samuel

Bentley and published by John Van Voorst, are presented, correcting and expanding the

previously existing very brief notes. The monograph, dated simply 1841 on its title-page, was

originally issued in six parts between 1 October 1840 and 15 June 1841. Precise knowledge of

the dating and content of each part is crucial, since tire work makes available two new family-

names, two new genus-names and eleven new species-names, while also proposing 23 new
nomenclatorial combinations. The question of taxonomic validities is not addressed herein

(although five papers that include new echinoderm names were published by other authors

during 1840), but descriptions of the contents and collational formulae of each part (based on

five of them in original wrappers that have just been discovered) provide exact day-dates for

publication of the constituent new taxa and nomenclatural acts. All the persons who produced

the 122 illustrations are identified; they comprise the artists (Forbes himself, who also drew

most of the figures on the wood; Joshua Alder; George Joseph Bell; Catharine Johnston; John

Templeton; William Thompson; and John Thornhill junior) and the wood-engraver (John

Bastin). A History of British Starfishes exemplifies Forbes's great artistic range, from

scientifically accurate drawings through dramatic fantasies to whimsical characters, which

complements the mix of scientific and occasionally humorous literary style that he employed

for this nevertheless scholarly work.

KEYWORDS: echinoderms, echiurans, Edward Forbes, parts-issues, priapulids, publication

dates, publishing history, sipunculans, wood-engravings.

INTRODUCTION

In common with other Victorian science publishers, John Van Voorst (1804-1898) issued

many zoological and botanical monographs serially in parts (Williams, 2004), usually issuing

the consolidated volume(s) simultaneously with the final part (e.g., Williams, 1981). This

practice has often led to confusion regarding the publication dates of new taxa established

therein, because some taxonomists, perhaps not being aware of the original parts-issues of

particular monographs, have apparently been misled by the sometimes spurious publication

dates printed on the title-pages of consolidated volumes. Since very few of Van Voorst's

monographs in original parts with dated wrappers can be traced, even in the great national

and university libraries, the publishing history of parts-issues often needs to be

reconstructed from contemporary external dated evidence (for instance, letters between

author, publisher and printer; book-trade periodicals; citations in other publications; and

ISSN 2045-4651 360BB94F-43AA-4EEB-B78F-802BAD4F6C07 Published 9 December 2015
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literature reviews). Therefore the discovery of

any surviving parts of any monograph in

original wrappers is a rare and important

event, since it can often provide direct

evidence of the exact publication date of each

part of the letterpress and any associated

illustrations.

Although sets, or partial sets, of the

original parts of some works published in Van
Voorst's "Natural History of the British Isles"

series are known, I have been unable to trace

any for A History of British Starfishes and Other

Animals of the Class Echinodermata (Forbes, 1841

[1840-1841]) by Edward Forbes (Figure 1).

Exact dating and precise knowledge of the

contents of each part are essential because of

the new taxa and new nomenclatorial

combinations introduced in this work. Such

information is particularly important because

other taxonomic and faunistic works on

various echinoderms (Muller & Troschel,

1840a, 1840b; Thompson, 1840a, 1840b; Gray,

1840) appeared in the same year that

publication of Forbes's monograph

commenced. Recently, I obtained five of the

six parts in original wrappers, and the

following account, which expands the

previous very brief notes by Bell (1890),

Woodward (1904) and Sherborn (1922), now
provides a more exact knowledge of the dates

of included new taxa and nomenclatural acts

than has hitherto been possible. The opportunity is also taken to examine the publishing

history of the book, and the sources, artists, and wood-engraver of the illustrations. The

figures, some of which were remarkably innovative for a scientific monograph, provide early

examples of Forbes's great artistic range.

Figure 1 . Edward Forbes (1815-1854) (frontispiece

of Wilson & Geikie, 1861; photo by R. B. Williams).

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION

Forbes's monograph, hereafter referred to as British Starfishes, was available on two sizes

of paper, demy octavo and royal octavo, printed by Samuel Bentley, Bangor House, Shoe

Lane, London (see Brown, 1982 for further details of this printer). There are no plates, but

122 wood-engravings were printed within the letterpress.

Although Bell (1890), Woodward (1904) and Sherborn (1922) clearly knew that British

Starfishes was published serially, none of them provided a complete account of the exact date

ISSN 2045-4651 360BB94F-43AA-4EEB-B78F-802BAD4F6C07 Published 9 December 2015
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and composition of each part. 1 Bell omitted the compositions and misdated part VI;

Woodward gave the months, but omitted the days of publication, and provided an

incomplete composition for part VI; Sherborn omitted the compositions, merely giving the

dates of the cumulated pages as 1840 and 1841.

Compositions of the parts

British Starfishes was originally intended to be published in four parts, but it

progressively expanded to six (see below). Each part was priced at 2s. 6d. (demy paper) or 5s.

(royal paper). The batches of gatherings are sewn through their folds (not stab-sewn), within

single brownish-grey wrappers. The following list of contents is based upon a partial set of

five of the six parts in the demy size, the composition of the missing part II being inferred

from parts I and III, and the consolidated volume.

For each part, the collational formula, pagination and number of leaves are:

Part I: B-D8
; pp. [1]—48; 24 leaves.

Part II: E-G8
; pp. 49-96; 24 leaves.

Part III: H-K8
; pp. 97-144; 24 leaves.

2

Part IV: L-N H
; pp. 145-192; 24 leaves.

Part V: O-Q8
; pp. 193-240; 24 leaves.

Part VI: R-S8
tf
8 b2

; pp. 241-[272], [i]-xx; 26 leaves.

Demy leaf size, all edges uncut: 221 x 143 mm (shape ratio 1.55).

Dates of the parts

The previous brief notes by Bell (1890: 473), Woodward (1904: 591) and Sherborn (1922:

liv) on the dating of British Starfishes seem to have been based on a combination of second-

hand information and conjecture. Apparently, none of those authors ever saw any parts-

wrappers, and I have been unable to find any current evidence for the survival of any

original parts in libraries.

During examination of sets of parts of other Vein Voorst monographs, I have observed

that occasionally some later parts had been issued in wrappers printed for previous parts,

the original part-numbers and dates having been amended in manuscript by the publisher.

This is also the case for the present set; the last two parts are in earlier wrappers with the

original part numbers and dates corrected (e.g. Figure 2). It is quite likely that other sets of

British Starfishes parts were issued in the same way. However, the combinations of particular

parts of text and amended wrappers may have been different from those of the present set,

depending on what spare wrappers came to hand, but no other sets are currently available

for comparison.

1 Although Sherborn (1922: liv) recorded extremely brief details in Inis bibliography, he subsequently provided

a part number and month-date (without evidence, and not derivable from his bibliography) for each genus

and species published in British Starfishes (see Sherborn, 1922-1933).

2 Signature J is omitted, as is usual in the printers' alphabet for signing gatherings of leaves (see Williams,

2012 ).
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Afew copies of this work are printed on Royal 8vo. price 5s. each Fart.

Figure 2. Front wrapper (brownish-grey) of part V of British Starfishes ;
actually a part I

wrapper corrected in manuscript (photo by R. B. Williams).

ISSN 2045-4651 360BB94F-43AA-4EEB-B78F-802BAD4F6C07 Published 9 December 2015
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Afew copies of this work are printed on Royal 8 to. price 5s. each Part,

Part IV. will be published 1 January
,
1841.

Figure 3. Front wrapper (brownish-grey) of part III of British Starfishes (photo by R. B.

Williams).
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The publication dates given below are derived directly from the printed or manuscript

dates on the wrappers of the present set, except for the missing part II, the date of which

follows Bell (1890):

Part I, 1 October 1840 (printed on front wrapper).

Part II, 1 November 1840 (no wrapper available for examination). 3

Part III, 1 December 1840 (printed on front wrapper).

Part IV, 1 January 1841 (printed on front wrapper).

Part V, 1 February 1841 (issued in wrappers printed for part I, amended in manuscript).

Part VI, 15 March 1841 (issued in wrappers printed for part IV, amended in manuscript).

In common with parts-issues of other Van Voorst titles, in many cases a printed wrapper

may bear not only its own actual date of publication, but also the predicted date of issue of

the next part (see Figure 3). Various sources corroborating the dates on the wrappers of

British Starfishes have been traced. 4 For instance, The Literary Gazette (26 September 1840, no.

1236, p. 632) announced part I to appear on 1 October 1840 (the work to be completed in four

parts); and it was subsequently confirmed (in The Publishers' Circular, 15 October 1840, vol. 3,

no. 74, p. 241) as published between 1 and 15 October 1840.

Part III was predicted in The Literary Gazette (28 November 1840, no. 1245, p. 775) to

appear on 1 December 1840 (the work being proposed now to comprise five parts); and was

advertised as just published (the work now projected to be in six parts) on 27 December 1840

in The Sunday Times, p. 1.

Publication of part IV was explicitly stated to have been on 1 January 1841 in The Art-

Union for 15 January 1841 (vol. 3, no. 24, p. 2).

The wrapper of part IV states that
"
Part V. will be published 1 February, 1841.''} on the

amended part IV wrapper used for part VI, that statement has been altered in manuscript,

thus, "Part V. will- he published 1 February, 1841." retrospectively confirming the publication

date of part V.

Consistent with publication of part VI on 15 March 1841 are the notices for the

completed volume in The Literary Gazette of 3 April 1841, no. 1263, p. 223, and in The Asiatic

Journal and Monthly Register for British and Foreign India, China, and Australasia for April 1841,

vol. 34 (new series), no. 136, p. 264. Furthermore, The Spectator of 27 March 1841, p. 307,

noted having received parts IV, V and VI.

3 Bell (1890) had been informed by the firm of Gurney & Jackson, the successors to Van Voorst's business, that

each part had been issued on the first day of six successive months, beginning 1 October 1840, which would

mean that part II had been published on 1 November 1840. That date for part II is accepted here, because the

dates shown on the wrappers of parts I, III, TV and V corroborate Gurney & Jackson's information, although

part VI was actually published not on the first, but on the fifteenth of March, presumably to allow time for

casing copies of the consolidated volume for simultaneous distribution to the book-trade.

4 If books were issued in parts, the British Museum (then a legal-deposit library for British publications)

sometimes received a copy of each part as they were published. On other occasions, the publisher might wait

until the work was completed before depositing a copy of the consolidated volume(s). If copies of parts-issues

had been received, it was the normal practice to bind them up, often discarding the wrappers, but in such

cases, the accession dates of the parts were usually pencilled or stamped on the first or last page of each one

within the bound volume(s). Unfortunately, the legal-deposit copy of British Starfishes, now in the British

Library (shelf-mark 729 i 24), is a royal-paper sized copy of the complete volume, received on 27 April 1841.

Hence it yields no confirmatory information about the earliest possible dates of issue either of the parts or of

the consolidated volume.
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A HISTORY
OF

BRITISH STARFISHES,
AND OTHER ANIMALS OF THE CLASS

E C II I N 0 DERM AT A.

By EDWABD FORBES, M.W. S. Foe. Sec. B. S. etc.

ILLUSTRATED BY WOODCUTS.

LONDON:
JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, PATERNOSTER ROW;

MDCCCXLI.

Figure 4. Title-page issued in part VI of British Starfishes (photo by R. B. Williams).
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The consolidated volume

The title-page of the completed volume is dated 1841, no mention being made anywhere

in the book that it had been issued in parts. It was available in publisher's cloth-covered

boards simultaneously with the last separate part issued on 15 March 1841. A publication

date of "March 1841" is given in The British Catalogue of Books Published from October 1837 to

December 1852 (Low, 1853: 122). That date is corroborated by an advertisement for the

volume in The Publishers' Circular (1 April 1841, vol. 4, no. 85, p. 93). Demy copies were

priced at 15s. and royal copies 30s. Those prices are the total prices of the six parts, so the

cloth casing was effectively supplied free-of-charge by the publisher.

The present description is based upon four uncut demy copies and one uncut royal copy, as

issued in original cloth; and five further demy copies and one royal copy, all in library

bindings.

The title-page (see Figure 4) reads (in quasi-facsimile):

I A HISTORY I OF I BRITISH STARFISHES, I AND OTHER ANIMALS OF THE CLASS I

ECHINODERMATA. I BY EDWARD FORBES, M. W. S. FOR. SEC B. S. ETC. I [coat of arms

with motto "QUOCUNQUE JECERIS STABIT"] I ILLUSTRATED BY WOODCUTS. I

LONDON : I JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, PATERNOSTER ROW ; I MDCCCXLI. I

The collational formula is:

Demy or royal 8vo: fl
8 b2 B-S8 [$2 signed (-al, 2, b2)j. 146 leaves. Leaf size, all edges uncut:

demy 221 x 141 mm (shape ratio 1.57); royal 254 x 161 mm (shape ratio 1.58).

The composition is:

xx + 272 pp.; [i-vii] viii-x [xi] xii-xx [1] 2-3 [4] 5-267 [268-272]. Paginated at top, outer

corners of pages, except for pages 71, 141, 197 and 243 at top centre.

The contents are as follows:

[i] half-title; [ii] blank; [iii] title-page; [iv] printer's imprint; [v] dedication to Professor

Agassiz; [vi] blank; [vii]-x preface; [xi]-xx introduction; [1]-18 Crinoideae; 19-70

Ophiuridae; 71-140 Asteriadae; 141-196 Echinidae; 197-242 Holothuriadae; 243-267

Sipunculidae; [268] Latin index; [269] English index; [270] errata and printer's imprint;

[271-272] integral Van Voorst advertisements.

All the copies in publisher's cloth that were examined are of the same composition.

The library-bound copies are similar, but two of them have the integral advertisements (pp.

[271-272]) excised; another, a late-issued copy, has a 16-page pamphlet of Van Voorst

advertisements, dated December 1858, inserted after the integral advertisements.

NEW TAXA AND NOMENCLATORIAL COMBINATIONS

Forbes's British Starfishes actually includes descriptions also of other echinoderms and of

animals now assigned not to the phylum Echinodermata, but to other minor phyla. His

classification was relatively simple by modern standards. He accepted the Echinodermata as

one of the three classes of the Radiata, which then embraced echinoderms, zoophytes

(polyps) and medusae. The echinoderms, he divided into six orders: Pinnigrada (or

Crinoideae); Spinigrada (Ophiuridae); Cirrhigrada (Asteriadae); Cirhhi-Spinigrada

(Echinidae); Cirrhi-Vermigrada (Holothuriadae); and Vermigrada (Sipunculidae). He
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suggested that the Crinoideae constitute two families, stalked and sessile, exemplified by the

genera Comatula and Holopus, respectively, but he did not employ Latin family-names for

them. As for the five remaining orders, he divided them into families named as follows. The

Ophiuridae comprised the Ophiurae and Euryales; the Asteriadae comprised the Urasteriae,

the Solasteriae, the Goniasteriae, and the Asteriae; the Echinidae comprised the Cidarites, the

Clypeasteriae, and the Spatangaceae; the Elolothuriadae comprised the Psolidae, the

Pentactae, the Thyones, and the Synaptae; and the Sipunculidae comprised the

Sipunculaceae, tire Priapulaceae, and tire Thalassemaceae.

My present attempt to identify the new taxa established in British Starfishes, is made in

case modern taxonomic changes might require the revival of any names made available in

that work. I have restricted my search to names up to family status, i.e., only those subject to

the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature. Accordingly, Forbes's new names for

two families, two genera and eleven species are shown in Table 1, and Iris 23 new
nonrenclatorial combinations appear in Table 2. Each can be day-dated (see footnotes to

tables). Fortunately, it is also possible to date, at least to the month, several taxonomic and

faunistic papers published in 1840 (see references for Muller & Troschel, 1840a, 1840b;

Thompson, 1840a, 1840b; Gray, 1840), the year when publication of British Starfishes was
commenced. Since the present paper addresses the dating and priority, rather than

taxonomic statuses, of new names, I express no opinions on their current validity with

regard to synonymy, etc., which would require further research by echinoderm specialists.

What makes it particularly difficult to decide which names in British Starfishes were

newly proposed by Forbes is that he did not state the authorities for names above generic

level, or the dates for any names at all (unfortunate deficiencies that may be discovered even

in some modem taxonomic works). Furthermore, his orders of echinoderms are now
regarded as classes, and the Sipunculidae that he described are now distributed among the

minor phyla Priapulida, Sipuncula and Echiura. Gray (1848), in a list of Centroniae (radiated

animals) in the British Museum collection, published a useful concordance of the taxa in that

list and in Forbes's book, and a later valuable source is the Handbook of the Echinoderms of the

British Isles (Mortensen, 1927), but neither author mentioned that British Starfishes appeared

serially. The monumental nomenclatural lists compiled by Sherborn (1922-1933) and Neave

(1939-1940) were invaluable in identifying Forbes's new genera and species. However,

identifying new family-names was far more difficult, and I may have erred occasionally in

recognizing their first appearances in the literature. Lists of the currently accepted British

species of all the modern phyla that Forbes treated are to be found in The Species Directory of

the Marine Fauna and Flora of the British Isles and Surrounding Seas (Howson & Picton, 1997)

under Echinodermata (McKenzie, 1997), Priapulida (Howson, 1997), Sipuncula (Howson &
Ball, 1997a) and Echiura (Howson & Ball, 1997b).
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Table 1. New family, genus and species names introduced in Forbes's British Starfishes (1840-1841).

New taxon Page New taxon Page

Amphidotus roseus Forbes 194 Ophiocoma punctata Forbes 37

Brissus lyrifer Forbes 187 Psolinus Forbes 207

Cucumaria communis Forbes & Goodsir

in Forbes

217 Sipunculus bernhardus Forbes 251

Cucumaria hyalina Forbes 221 Sipunculus johnstoni Forbes 254

Echinus flemingii Ball in Forbes 164 Solasteridae Forbes (as Solasteriae) 77

Goniasteridae Forbes (as Goniasteriae) 77 Syrinx harveii Forbes 249

Ocnus Forbes & Goodsir in Forbes 229 Thyone portlockii Forbes 238

Ophiocoma goodsiri Forbes 57

Publication dates: page numbers 1-48 = part I (1 October 1840); page numbers 49-96 = part II (1 November

1840); page numbers 97-144 = part III (1 December 1840); page numbers 145-192 = part IV (1 January 1841);

page numbers 193-240 = part V (1 February 1841); page numbers 241-272 = part VI (15 March 1841).

Table 2. New combinations of genus and species names introduced in Forbes's British Starfishes (1840-1841).

New combination Page New combination Page

Amphidotus cordatus (Pennant) 190 Ocnus lacteus (Forbes & Goodsir) 231

Chirodota digitata (Montagu) 239 Ophiocoma brachiata (Montagu) 45

Cribella oculata (Pennant) 100 Ophiocoma filiformis (Muller) 40

Cribella rosea (Muller) 106 Psolinus brevis (Forbes & Goodsir) 207

Cucumaria drummondii (Thompson) 223 Syrinx niidus (Linnaeus) 245

Cucumaria frondosa (Gunner) 209 Syrinx papillosus (Thompson) 247

Cucumariafucicala (Forbes & Goodsir) 227 Thalassema neptuni (Gaertner) 259

Cucumaria fusiformis (Forbes & Goodsir) 219 Uraster glacialis (Linnaeus) 78

Cucumaria hyndmanni (Thompson) 225 Uraster hispida (Pennant) 95

Cucumaria pentactes (Muller) 213 Uraster rubens (Linnaeus) 83

Echiurus vulgaris (Savigny) 263 Uraster violacea (Muller) 91

Ocnus brunneus (Forbes in Thompson) 229

Publication dates: page numbers 1-48 = part I (1 October 1840); page numbers 49-96 = part II (1 November

1840); page numbers 97-144 = part III (1 December 1840); page numbers 145-192 = part IV (1 January 1841);

page numbers 193-240 = part V (1 February 1841); page numbers 241-272 = part VI (15 March 1841).
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PUBLISHING HISTORY

Development of the text

In 1839, Forbes had published an important study of the starfishes of the Irish Sea (Forbes,

1839), and he was soon contemplating a monograph of all the British species. He had already

been preparing that work for some months when, on 16 September 1839, he offered it to Van
Voorst for publication (Wilson & Geikie, 1861: 250-251):

Having for some time back, under the most favourable circumstances, been collecting

materials for the natural history of the molluscous and radiate animals of Great Britain,

most of which are now in a state nearly ready for publication, I should like to know if

such would be available in your plan of publishing a series of histories.

I am drawing up at present a history of British star-fishes, with a view to publication

during the early part of next year. If it would suit your series [Van Voorst's "Natural

History of the British Isles"], it is at your service. There are about thirty or thirty-five

species, many of which have only been observed by myself. Drawings of all of these I

should furnish, and accompany them with a series of specimens for the use of the

engraver.

The offer was quickly accepted and, on 30 November 1839, the monograph was

announced to be forthcoming (The Athenaeum, no. 631, p. 908). Forbes had promised the

manuscript and drawings to Van Voorst for 1 March 1840, but because of a lecturing

commitment in Liverpool, completion was delayed; late March found him in London, still

planning the production with Van Voorst, and taking away some wood-blocks on which to

draw his figures, which were due to be engraved by early May (Wilson & Geikie, 1861: 256-

259). Flowever, preparations clearly took longer than intended because although, in June

1840, Forbes informed George Johnston that part I was due to be published on 1 August

(Barwell-Carter & Hardy, 1892: 147), yet it was delayed for another two months.

Although much must already have been written by the time part I was eventually

issued on 1 October 1840, the work, originally expected to be completed in four parts,

expanded first to five, and then to six, during publication (see above). Recent discoveries and

new information were added as the successive parts were published. For instance, on p. 164,

in part IV, Forbes referred to an observation by Professor Agassiz (the dedicatee of the book)

made during October 1840, when part I had already been published. In part VI, on p. 263, he

recorded finding specimens during the winter of 1840, when perhaps the first two or three

parts had already been published; and in tire list of errata (p. [270]), a synonym published in

June 1840, prior to the issue of part I, was noted. So tight was Forbes's frantic work schedule

that, having accepted an invitation to serve as naturalist on a voyage to the Aegean Sea

under Captain Thomas Graves on H.M.S. Beacon, he had to sail from London on 1 April 1841,

only just allowing him time to see completion of the publication of his book (Wilson &
Geikie, 1861: 268-273).

As observed by Wilson & Geikie (1861: 68), in Forbes's youth, his

chief acquirement was probably a large command over the literary resources of the

English language. Although he certainly did not know its grammatical niceties, to which,

indeed, he was indifferent to the end of his days, he had, for a boy of sixteen, read

largely in its literature, and had largely employed it as an instrument of thought He
knew the riches of his mother-tongue, and felt conscious that he could employ them in
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the service of literature and science, but it was as a writer, and chiefly as a poet, that at

that time he expected to render service.

Wilson's & Geikie's allusion to a lack of "grammatical niceties" is not really borne out by

Forbes's writing in British Starfishes. However, his literary style was admittedly rather

idiosyncratic, and even in a formal monograph, he sometimes could not resist introducing

touches of humour. Here is a typical example (pp. 37-38):

The stomachs of fishes are often zoological treasuries. The Haddock is a great

conchologist. hi his travels through the country of the Mermaids, he picks up many
curiosities in the shell way. Not a few rare species have been discovered by him; and the

ungrateful zoologist too frequently describes novelties without an allusion to the original

discoverer. As Haddocks are not in the habit of writing pamphlets or papers, the fraud

remains undiscovered, greatly to the detriment of science; for, had the describer stated to

whom he was indebted for his specimen, we could form some idea of its habitat and

history, whether littoral or deep sea,—very important points in the economy of

Mollusca,— important not only to the malacologist, but also to the geologist. Like the

Haddock, the Cod also is a great naturalist; and he, too, carries his devotion to our dear

science so far as occasionally to die for its sake with a new species in his stomach,

probably with a view to its being described and figured by some competent authority.

The Cod is not so much devoted to the Mollusca as to the Hchinodermata; and doubtless

his knowledge of the Ophiurae exceeds that of any biped. lie has a great taste for that

tribe. It was a Cod that communicated the pretty little species I am about to describe, to

my friend, Mr. Henry Goodsir, at Anstruther; and, as far as that gentleman could learn, it

would appear the industrious animal had observed and entrapped this new Ophiocoma
in the North Sea near tire Dogger Bank.

As one reviewer noted, "Our author would seem to be one of those who believe 'it is

good to be merry and wise', for mirth and wisdom seem at times to dispute the possession of

his pages, or rather we should say to hold them as joint and friendly occupants".

Forbes was described by T. H. Huxley as "More especially a Zoologist and a Geologist

than a Comparative Anatomist, he has more claims to the title of a Philosophic Naturalist

than any man I know of in England" (Huxley, 1900: 94); he was thus a man interested in

discovering the laws of the living world, rather than being satisfied with mere descriptions

of organisms (Rehbock, 1983). This approach is admirably exemplified by British Starfishes, in

which, besides the essentials of description and identification, numerous queries are raised

about the physiology, behaviour, distributions and ecology of the species described. For

instance, in his humorous account of the haddock and the cod as naturalists, Forbes was

actually making a serious scientific point, namely that a zoologist may benefit by examining

the stomach contents of fishes, by which means he might discover previously unknown
invertebrate species, and, if he knew where their predator was caught, he might also learn

something of their geographical distributions and depth ranges.

In further discussions beyond species descriptions, he asserted that his own
observations showed that the suckers (or tube-feet) of sea-urchins were employed in

locomotion, despite the denial by the great Louis Agassiz (pp. 143-144), who later graciously

accepted Forbes's correction (Agassiz, 1842). Intrigued by the publications of Michael Sars

on the behaviour and function of the pedicellariae of sea-urchins, Forbes carried out

experiments of his own to test Sars's hypothesis that irritation of the skin elicits a tropism of

the adjacent pedicellariae, which, after repeated trials, he was led to reject (pp. 159-160).
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Moreover, his observations on the sexual organs of sea-urchins at different times of year led

him to question whether they might change sex with the seasons, although previous

observers had considered them to be bisexual (p. 160); both physiological conditions are now
known to exist, depending on the species. Furthermore, the problem of how some sea-

urchins manage to bore into rocks was addressed with due regard to their anatomy and the

chemical composition of each type of rock (pp. 169-171), leading to hypotheses involving

mechanical erosion and chemical dissolution. Particularly innovative were Forbes's tables

showing the numbers of British echinoderm species of each family that inhabit four depth

zones (p. xvii) and the geographical distribution of each species found outside British waters

(pp. xviii-xx). These are just a few examples of the curiosity and perception displayed by

Great Britain's then foremost "philosophical naturalist".

With regard to typography, the list of errata in British Starfishes (p. [270]) is short, and

apparently comprises mostly the printer's errors (an undetected one is the printing of

"exclude" for "exude" in line 13 of p. 163). Flowever, an idiosyncratic spelling, "Della

Chiagi", of the name of the Italian naturalist Delle Cliiaje occurs on pp. 52, 78, 82, 132 and

201; its consistency suggests that this was not a typographical error, but was an intentional,

though erroneous, spelling on Forbes's part.

British Starfishes was without exception highly praised, most importantly by Professor

Louis Agassiz (Agassiz, 1842). Repeatedly, it was noted how the technical content was so

much enhanced by its tasteful presentation. A typical review states, "We have already had

occasion to speak of the beautiful style in which Mr. Van Voorst sends forth his publications.

In this respect we know no publisher superior, and but few equal to him. The merit of the

work is, however, in general equal to that of the typography" (Anonymous, 1841: 238). Each

species was given an English vernacular name, complying with the house-style adopted by

Van Voorst for all the monographs in his "Natural History of the British Isles" series,

presumably to render their content more digestible by lay-persons.

However, favourable reviews published in various literary, art and religious magazines

apparently were not enough to satisfy Forbes; he felt frustrated at the apparent lack of

response from his naturalist peers. This prompted him to write, at some time during 1842

(Wilson & Geikie, 1861: 326-327), to his erstwhile shipmate on H.M.S. Beacon , William

Thompson (1805-1852) of Belfast,

It is too bad: nobody will write a notice of the 'Star-fishes' in the Annals [Annals and

Magazine of Natural History]. 'Tis not I care about it, but on Van Voorst's account I wish it.

Is a book to be passed over because it is a good book? Do you or Patterson [Robert

Patterson (1802-1872) of Belfast] give him a lift. lie laid out much money on that book,

and I fear it will not repay him for a very long time. No publisher will publish

invertebrata if his books are to be passed without comment, because the subject is not

generally understood.

In addition to providing Forbes with "a small remittance" for his manuscript and

drawings (Wilson & Geikie, 1861: 271), it would appear that Van Voorst had taken on the

whole financial risk of the book, no doubt also paying John Bastin the wood-engraver for his

work. Apparently, George Johnston (1797-1855), the Berwick physician-naturalist and one of

the editors of the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, had been asked to review the book,

but had declined. His letter of 6 November 1842 to William Thompson (Barwell-Carter &
Hardy, 1892: 236) suggests that he believed that it would be difficult to find anybody with

the necessary critical faculty to write a competent review:
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Since my note two days agone, I have been looking wistfully into Forbes' Starfishes. I

cannot do the work of reviewing it; the character, the life and spirit, perhaps, might be

indicated by me, but it would require time and pains to draw a full-length portrait, to

bring out to others all its merits and peculiarities. 1 want knowledge of the subject, and

here ignorance would be woeful. It is easy to write such a review as too often appears in

the Annals. Forbes is better without that. Flis book will work its own way; I like it better

now titan I did when it was published.

Indeed, it was not until after Agassiz published his authoritative survey of progress in

echinoderm research (Agassiz, 1842) that somebody, perhaps after all Johnston, at last

attempted a belated review for the Annals (Anonymous, 1843):

This book is one of that fair sisterhood of natural-history publications, for which we are

indebted to Van Voorst. We had intended, immediately on the completion of the work,

to have introduced it to the notice of our readers, and have given them, as best we could,

a knowledge of the kind of information which it contained, and of the manner in which

that information had been communicated. But an editor, alas ! like still greater

potentates, is dependent on his allies, and not until now have we succeeded in obtaining

that co-operation and assistance which the fulfilment of our design required. We shall

therefore endeavour by a careful analysis, and by extracts more copious than we
generally give, to make amends to our readers for our delay in making them acquainted

with a work of such originality and value; one which has elicited the encomiums of

Professor Agassiz, who, among living naturalists, is perhaps the one best qualified to

appreciate its merits.

The illustrations

It is perhaps not generally known that Forbes's earliest attempt to establish a career as

an artist commenced in 1831 when he applied for entry to the Royal Academy of Arts in

London (Wilson & Geikie, 1861: 69-86). This resulted, however, in a refusal, since his style

and execution fell short of the formal standard expected; never discouraged, however, he

continued to develop his idiosyncratic talent, later used to such great effect in his

publications. Although he set much store on detailed, scientifically accurate depictions of

organisms in his taxonomic work, his playful turn of mind led him to include many
unconventional, imaginative sketches in otherwise serious works, just as he would introduce

humour into the text. In addition, to render his work as visually attractive as possible,

sometimes he would also elicit artistic contributions from friends.

Flence, in the preface of British Starfishes (p. viii), Forbes generously acknowledged help

that he had received with the illustrations, thus: "Nor must I forget favours of the pencil. To

my friend Mr. G. J. Bell the volume is indebted for some of its most interesting

embellishments: Mr. Alder and Mr. Thompson have also contributed to the ornamental part.

The wood-cutting speaks for itself,— thanks to Mr. Bastin, who in the most praiseworthy

manner made himself acquainted not merely with the drawings, but with the texture and

appearance of the animals themselves, in order the better to express them." It is thus clear

that "Mr. Bastin" availed himself fully of the opportunity that Forbes promised to Van
Voorst when he offered his work for publication: "Drawings of all these [species] I should

furnish, and accompany them with a series of specimens for the use of the engraver" (Wilson

& Geikie, 1861: 250).

It is unusual in scientific works to find so much explicit, detailed information provided

about the artists and methods of production for the illustrations. In the present case.
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however, it is possible to make the attributions to original artists, the wood-engraver and the

printer with a considerable degree of confidence. The wood-engravings were printed within

the text by the letterpress printer, Samuel Bentley. This means, of course, that there are no

instances of a separate illustrative plate appearing in a part different from that of the written

description of a new taxon, and thus being published on a different date, with resulting

confusion over the earliest availability of the associated name. Although Forbes refers to

"wood-cutting" in the preface (see also the title-page), the illustrations are actually wood-
engravings rather than wood-cuts. The engraver so warmly acknowledged by Forbes was

the assiduous and highly respected John Bastin (f.1814-1851) (see Anonymous, 1851;

Buchanan-Brown, 1984; Engen, 1985), whose identity is indicated on some of the figures. His

work for Forbes was much admired in contemporary reviews: "The figures illustrating the

species themselves are very carefully cut; the tool-work in the two figures of Goniaster

equestris is most elaborate" (The Athenaeum, 17 April 1841, no. 703, p. 306). However, Bastin's

scientific illustrations have apparently been totally overlooked by art historians, who seem to

be aware only of his embellishments of fictional prose and poetry (Buchanan-Brown, 1984;

Engen, 1985).

The presence of names or initials on the engravings is inconsistent, most figures being

unsigned. Even when present, the lettering is very variable, and, since the occurrence of full-

stops is somewhat haphazard, they are omitted from the following account of various names

and initials. All of the scientific illustrations of animals, whether at the heads of species

descriptions or as tail-pieces, lack any signatures, but, as indicated in the preface, they were

all engraved by John Bastin, as were all the other tail-pieces and vignettes, many of which

are also unsigned, hi the 26 instances when Bastin did sign his engravings, the lettering is "J

BASTIN" or "J BASTIN S^" or just "B". From the attributions in the preface, together with

additional comments in the text, and signatures in some of the figures, it is possible to

identify all the artists in addition to Forbes, whose own original drawings, if signed (as in 19

cases), are identified by "E F Del" or just "E F".

Artists other than Forbes are identified in the text and sometimes also by initials on the

engravings. "Mr. G. J. Bell" was most probably the Edinburgh jurist George Joseph Bell

(1770-1843), an amateur of science with an artistic inclination, who contributed seven

drawings of marine scenes (pp. 140, 206, 218, 242, 248, 250, 258), mostly Scottish, initialled "G

J B", "G B Del", or just "G B". An unsigned drawing of Belfast Bay (p. 121), attributed in the

text to "W. Thompson" was presumably by Forbes's companion on H.M.S. Beacon, William

Thompson. "Mr. Alder", acknowledged for a single drawing (a view of Tynemouth, p. Ill)

was most likely Joshua Alder (1792-1867) of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, but the engraving is

curiously initialled "S A". Since I could discover no other naturalist by the name of Alder

active at that time and place, I can only conclude that Bastin made an error when initialling

the engraving.

Most of Forbes's drawings were made directly from living or preserved material, but

three tail-pieces (p. 246 after Johann Baptista Bohadsch (1724-1768); p. 255 after Peter Simon

Pallas (1741-1811); p. 262 after George Montagu (1753-1815)) were copied from old books,

for comparison with his own specimens. Forbes stated in the preface, "With three exceptions

the figures of species are from my own drawings, and with a view to secure correctness were

mostly drawn on the wood by myself." The three exceptions, all unsigned, are identified in

the text, although two of them rather ambiguously. One of them (of Comatula rosacea, p. 18)

was drawn by "Mr. Templeton", presumably John Templeton (1766-1825). His son Robert

Templeton (1802-1892) spent most of his professional life abroad and apparently never
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published on echinoderms; furthermore, no mention or illustration of Comatul

a

appears in

his publication (Templeton, 1836) of his deceased father's notes on Irish Radiata. It therefore

seems most likely that the drawing was by John Templeton and that Robert extracted it from

his father's papers for Forbes's use. A second drawing not by Forbes
(
Goniaster equestris, p.

125) was by "John Thornhill", probably John Thornhill junior, who, by virtue of his position

as museum curator for the Newcastle Literary and Philosophical Society, apparently had

access to the actual specimen figured; his botanist father John Thornhill senior (1760-1826)

had died long before. The third drawing
(
Sipunculus johnstoni, p. 254) was attributed to Dr

George Johnston's "accomplished lady", clearly his wife Catharine Johnston, who illustrated

most, if not all, of his publications (BarwelbCarter & Hardy, 1892: xi),

Forbes's artistic range and distinctive, eccentric style are remarkable. His illustrations in

British Starfishes exemplify this, beginning with the personalized coat-of-arms on the title-

page. He adapted that of the Isle of Man, based on an escutcheon bearing the Manx
triskelion (the three conjoined armoured legs) with the associated motto "Quocunque jeceris

stabit" ("Whichever way you throw, it will stand"). The escutcheon and motto overlay a

naturalist's dredge, with Neptune and a mermaid as supporters, surmounted overall by a

starfish within a starburst (Figure 4). The chapter for each species described is headed by a

scientifically accurate drawing to facilitate identification (Figure 5). The tail-pieces and

vignettes include detailed anatomical features; or romantic ruins (Figure 6), seascapes

(Figure 7), dramatic fantasies (Figure 8), homely individuals (Figure 9) and whimsical

characters (Figure 10). 5 Figure 11 represents a three-way visual pun on the word "urchin", a

typical combination of Forbes's humorous turn of mind and his art. His quirky sketches

almost certainly inspired the rather more sophisticated, whimsical tail-pieces of naked sea-

fairies in The British Sea Anemones by Thomas Alan Stephenson (1898-1961) (Stephenson,

1928, 1935), which, for various reasons, were somewhat controversial at that time.

In contrast, the illustrations in Forbes's book were more liberally accepted. The British

Critic and Quarterly Theological Review for July 1841 (vol. 30, no. 59, p. 251) opined, "The

illustrations, in which fancy is made to enlighten science, are very beautiful". Other

reviewers remarked, "The commencement [part I] of a charming work; the offspring of a

man of genius, to combine something of the starry brightness of his title with the minute

science due to his interesting inquiry"
(
The Literary Gazette, 19 December 1840, no. 1248, pp.

814-815); and "Some of the vignettes are very imaginative, but why the 'bad man,' with his

two short horns and pique-a-devant beard, should be so often introduced, we wonder and

smile" (The Athenaeum, 17 April 1841, no. 703, p. 306). 6 There seems to be much in common
between the idiosyncratic literary and artistic talents of Forbes and those of Iris

contemporary, Edward Lear (1812-1888).

5 The imp depicted in Figure 10 may be rescuing the starfish from losing an arm to the oyster; Forbes was
perhaps gently poking fun at the widely held, though erroneous, belief of fishermen that oysters can trap

starfish in this way (see p. 86). Alternatively, the imp may actually be saving the oyster from predation by the

starfish, an observable behaviour that was well known to the better-informed naturalists of those days (see pp.

86-87).

6 1 can find no evidence for Cushing's (1988: 186) extremely odd claim that this impish character (see Figure

10) is a self-portrait of Forbes.
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60 0PHIUR2E.

COMMON BRITTLE-STAR.

Ophiocoma rosula. Link.

Figure 5. Ophiocoma rosula (British Starfishes, p. 60) (photo by R. B. Williams).
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Figure 6. Ruins of St Germain's Cathedral, and distant north-west coast of Isle of Man

(.British Starfishes
, p. 49) (photo by R. B. Williams).

Figure 7. Breda Head, Isle of Man (British Starfishes, p. 94) (photo by R. B. Williams).
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Figure 8. Imaginary merman battling a giant holothurian in a lightning storm (British

Starfishes, p. 197) (photo by R. B. Williams).

Figure 9. Fisherman smoking a clay pipe (British Starfishes, p. 166) (photo by R. B.

Williams).
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Figure 10. Imaginary imp with an oyster and a starfish (British Starfishes, p. 82) (photo by

R. B. Williams).

THE SEA-URCHINS.

ECHINIDA3,

OR CIRRIIO-SPINIGRADE ECIIINODERMATA.

Figure 11. A three-way visual pun on urchins - two mischievous-

looking boys, a hedgehog and a sea-urchin (British Starfishes, p. 141)

(photo by R. B. Williams).
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Fresh information relevant to the make-up of the livraisons
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ABSTRACT: A purchase of 36 wrapped livraisons of the Galerie des Oiseaux, with the content of

each stitched in, was expected to resolve some of the questions not solved by previous studies.

Instead the wrappers provide a richer and clearer history of the evolution of this book rising

through vaulting ambition and then coming back to earth. We conclude that at least some of

these wrapped livraisons use wrappers that would not have been correct at their time, but

more importantly such contemporary information as there is on contents per livraison agrees

and this and other evidence suggests that whoever made up these livraisons had access to an

original set. This same evidence makes a compelling case for discarding the long-held and

logical, but unsupported, view that the sequence of the issue of the livraisons was that of the

parts and pages of the bound book. Here that is contrasted with the hypothetical view that

each section of text came with the plates for each named species; which is inconsistent with

other evidence; and it is also contrasted with the scenario that all the evidence, including the

purchased material, can be said to support - namely that tire early pages of Partie 2 of volume

1 appeared before the completion of the pages for Partie 1. The purchased material covers that

period Evidence also suggests, but is not sufficient yet to prove, that the reported 1825 issue

of Livraison 16 may have been a cancellans and have included the late issue of plate 23bis.

Finally, volumes with 1834 title pages differ from those of 1825 only in their title pages and

must represent a marketing effort to reduce remaining stocks of the original printed

livraisons. They do not deserve treatment as a new edition.

KEYWORDS: Vieillot, Galerie des Oiseaux, wrappers, original spellings, remainders, dates of

publication.

INTRODUCTION

The Galerie des Oiseaux was produced in 82 parts (hereafter livraisons), over the years

1820 to 1826, of which the first 6 livraisons were based on a publication plan of, and plates

and texts by, the artist Paul-Louis Oudart. The original Prospectus (mentioned in the

Bibliographie de la France
,
hereafter BdF, on 2 September 1820 and found and examined) gave

the title as Galerie des Oiseaux du Cabinet d'Histire mturelle du Jardin du Roi. The printing was
to be done by Pierre Didot (P. Didot, LAine) and choosing lithography for the plates over

engraving they were to be done by the Comte de Lasteyrie 1

, lithographer to "Sa Majeste".

The prospectus invited subscriptions no later than 1 March 1821, promising two livraisons

per month, but this promise was soon well behind schedule. A "Second Prospectus" (also

1

In fact only two of Oudart's six livraisons were lithographed by "C. de Last."; the parrots, cranes, toucans

and euphonias were done by Motte.
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found and examined), was issued in parallel to the sixth livraison and thus apparently in or

just before January 1821, and announced the arrival of Louis Jean Pierre Vieillot who would

write the texts; it also reported that the lithographer was now to be M. Motte, lithographer to

the Due d'Orleans. It also mentioned the introduction of "planches des caracteres" (later

explained as being in black and white, of birds' feet or of birds' beaks, and issued without

extra charge) which would be issued when necessary but beginning with Livraison 7. The

book title in the second prospectus is abbreviated to Galerie des Oiseaux du Jardin du Roi2 .

It is evident that Vieillot demanded that the text follow a systematic sequence and that

Oudart must have accepted this for the work begins anew at this point. The importance of

this recommencement of the work is stressed in the 'Avis de I'Editeur
' 3

, issued years later with

binding instructions requiring this Avis to be placed first followed by the Dedication, by

Oudart to Madame la Duchesse de Berry, and the Introduction. The Avis says:

"Les six premieres livraisons n'etant point le travail de M. Vieillot, et n'offrant des

rapports avec son ouvrage que par les descriptions et les figures, doivent etre reunies et

placees en forme de supplement a la fin des volumes, dans la maniere indiquee dans

l'Avis aux relieur."

4

The systematic sequence followed is essentially that which Vieillot had proposed

himself in Iris long article on ornithology in the Nouveau Dictionnaire d'Histoire Naturelle

volume 24 (Vieillot, 1818: 98-133). This takes effect in Livraison 7.

There are relatively few scientific names which are considered to have been introduced

in this work but, as always, it is important to date these as accurately as possible.

Mathews (1915) listed the quantity of plates reported as included in each livraison, but

his source - the BdF - did not indicate the numbers these bore, so trying to test whether they

appeared in numerical order Mathews drew on a review in Ferussac's Bulletin General et

Universel des Annonces et de Nouvelles Scientifique of livraisons 26, 27 and 28. The review listed

the subjects of the plates giving their numbers, and implies the relevant texts were included.

Mathews then wrote:

"In the bound work the contents of Livrs. 26-28 as given above follow each other as

recorded, the plates being the numbers LXXVI-LXXXVII. Simply calculating from the

data above given
3 we arrive at tire contents of Livrs. 26 to 28 as LXXVJ11-LXXXIX and as I

noticed there is a plate 23bis. These figures accurately confirm each other."

This is rather opaque; however, his first sentence links the subjects to their plate

numbers in the bound work. His second is based on the BdF data regarding plates per part

2
In the 1825 title page it becomes simply La Galerie des Oiseaux.

3
Usually found bound in, including in the copy made available by the Biodiversity Heritage Library from the

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
4 Some bound sets have the anonymous texts at the front; other have these pages bound in at the end of

volume 2. Mathews (1915) mentions a set in which there is a "Vol. Ill" either made up of the original Oudart

product or just holding plates.
3 To reconcile the numbers it should be noted that these Roman numbered plates begin in livraison 7, the first

six livraisons having contained unnumbered plates, and that the black-and-white plates of heads and feet of

birds were not given Roman numbers (but the letters A-K, M, (M bis = L), N-V, X, Y, Z, AA-HH). According to

the Avis de I'Editeur, which in the 1834 copy on BHL follows the title page for volume 1, the first six livraisons

did not involve Vieillot (Mathews, 1915); however, Viellot's name appeared in the announcement of Livraison

6 in the BdF. Evidence from the purchased wrapped and stitched parts, whether by chance or otherwise,

corroborates this because the text on the front of the wrapper for Livraison 6 mentions Vieillot. This appears

to have been an announcement of his recruitment.
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and the co-relationship was apparently two adrift. His finding here is apparently based on

an assumption that plate 23bis must have been issued later. However, page 55 as included in

"1825" 6 (and 1834) mentions plate XXIII bis; so that only if that page differed when included

in its original livraison would part of Mathews's difference be resolved.

Some of the entries in the BdF suggest that occasional livraisons were delayed and did

not appear in strict numerical sequence; in particular Livraison 16, the one that would have

included page 55, is recorded almost three years after it should have appeared (and perhaps

did). Mathews apparently misinterpreted the 1825 announcement, believed Livraison 16 to

be unreported and, as Zimmer (1926) observed, could not be sure that this livraison

contained just four plates. This will be discussed later.

Mathews (1915) neither reported nor made use of the information in the BdF regarding

the pages of text issued livraison by livraison.

Dickinson (2011a) summarised the state of our assembled knowledge of the dates of

publication of the livraisons and provided a table listing those dates based on information

contained in the issues of the BdF. His conclusions were "only able to be dated from text

pages following Sherborn (1922) and, as stated above, the relevant plate may sometimes

have appeared earlier."

The present contribution to the subject, stimulated by the purchase of a number of

livraisons with their content stitched within typical wrappers, was expected to add to that

knowledge and to permit Dickinson's table to be extended and corrected. However, as will

be seen, our findings are more complex and it now seems possible, at least for almost all of

Volume 1, to be sure of plate placements and dates of publication, but based on the new
information included here.

METHODOLOGY

The information on the pagination per gathering was derived from the copy of this work

that is displayed by the Biodiversity Heritage Library, which was made available by the

University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Each gathering has eight pages - except for

gathering 2 in Partie 2 of Volume 1 which is a quarter gathering (i..e. an inserted leaf making

pages 9 and 10). In this copy the plates are uncoloured and the title page is dated 1834. The

page numbering is consistent with the 1825 edition7 reported on by Zimmer (1926) as is the

signature numbering, and has here been cross-checked to the two copies in the Natural

History Museum, South Kensington, London (one of which, the set bound from untrimmed

pages in the Tweeddale Library, includes a slip of paper inserted by Sherborn8
)
both of

which would have been available to Mathews. Relevant information from entries in the

volumes of the BdF has been extracted from the content displayed by the Gallica website9
;

this content provided the number of plates per livraison (up to the end of 1823, making clear

which were simple black-and-white plates, but not doing so after that) and the number of

6 The title pages for both volumes are dated 1825. This is valid for Volume 1, but not for Volume 2 as the final

part in this volume was not distributed until late 1826.
7 To see this visit: www.e-rara.ch/doi/10.3931/e-rara-7842. Colour plates in generally good condition.
s When preparing for his Index Animaliwn Sherborn often inserted small rectangular strips reporting his

findings. In this case where the work is bound as three volumes his slip is in volume 3 and referring to

Mathews simply affirms that this includes the six original livraisons from Oudart; but he does not mention the

inclusion here also of the 32 black-and -white plates of bills and feet.

9 The Gallica website (www.gallica.biaf.fr) is a product of the Bibliotheque Nationale de France.
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pages of text per livraison (a feuille being 8 pages, and thus !4 of a feuille being 2 pages). Page

numbers were not mentioned and so the work has been tacitly and logically presented as if

the pages were issued in numerical sequence and in volume 1, where there are two "Parties"

each beginning with a page numbered 1, that Partie 2 followed after Partie 1; and also that

the plates would follow this pattern. However, this logical presumption has always been

open to challenge although contemporary evidence of the content of particular livraisons has

been so slim that it must have been thought to offer too little help. The likelihood now of

finding a complete set in original wrappers - such that their character shows them to be in

their correct sequence - is vanishingly small.

The plates have all been checked to see which lithographer was involved. Scientific

names in the text and on the plates have been examined and show very numerous minor,

and some major, differences suggesting that there was a lack of editorial control during

lithography perhaps because Vieillot's text had not been written when the lithography was
done.

Because Oudart's six livraisons were sidelined and placed last, the start point is

Livraison 7 in January 1821, where Vieillot's new sequence, begins. Mathews took no

account of the number of pages reportedly issued in the livraisons, here we have done so;

these were given in tire BdF as complete feuilles (gatherings) of eight pages or as half- or

quarter-gatherings. The BdF data reports that from Livraison 7 until December 1824 only

Livraisons 8, 9, 55 and 56 had texts exceeding a single gathering (however, at times two

livraisons were issued together). Livraison 8 was the only one reported to comprise one

feuille and a quarter, that is ten pages, 9 held two feuilles, and Livraisons 55 and 56 each

comprised one feuille and a half. Later, in Volume 2, Livraisons 79 to 82 all included 2

gatherings. This information is included in Table 1 (below). However, it is not absolutely

clear with which Livraison Volume 2 began. The 12 pages with Livraison 55 probably

included pp. 339-344; the six other pages seem to have been made up from the title pages

and the Avis: the Avis aux Relieurs instructed the following binding sequence: "L'Avis de

VEditeur [with the Avis aux Relieurs at the foot of the verso], La Dedicace10
, L'In traduction"

.

These parts, respectively, bear the following numbers: iv-v; unnumbered (but one leaf with

page 2 blank); [i], ij and iij (with the verso blank). The Dedication seems to have appeared in

Livraison 6, which is consistent with the wrapper change, and the Introduction seems to

have appeared with Livraison 1.

EVIDENCE FROM THE BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE LA FRANCE (1820-1826)

Mathews (1915) tabulated his information; and Dickinson (2011) focussed on providing

details of where to find the relevant notices of publication in the issues of the BdF. For the

purposes of this paper Dickinson's table has been modified; first, to show the number of

feuilles of text and of plates per livraison as given in BdF, second to comment on various

issues (including mistakes in the 2011 table), third to insert the signature numbers (preceded

by a I for Partie I and a II for Partie II) and finally to suggest the page numbering and the

accompanying plates for each livraison. The critical information comes from the exact fits

between the reported feu Hies and the signatures. Eight page signatures would originally have

10 The dedication to the Countess is by Oudart which must reflect the reality of the invitation which cannot

therefore have come from Vieillot, but it still seems odd to find this when all of Oudart's own written work is

relegated to the status of a supplement.
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been folded and at most partly cut. To place different sections of a signature in different

livraisons would have been repugnant and so complex as to require its avoidance.

Table 1. Dates of publication of the 82 livraisons of la Galerie des Oiseaux (1821-1826).

Legend (printers): CM = Carpentier-Mericourt; DA = Didot aine; dR = de Rignoux; FD = Firmin Didot;

PD = Pierre Didot.

Numbers in this table that are underlined are here corrected from numbers given by Dickinson (2011).

The information here presumes pages and plates were issued as explained in Table 4, scenario 3.

Year
Livraison

Announced in the Bibliographie de la France

Plate

numbers

Note

year page

entry
number

date

[month]

date

[day]

t/D

rOj

•i-H

t—)

,0)

signature number

pp. Ph.
printers

1820

1820 472 3098 Sep 2 1m 1820 510 3347 Sep 16 2.5 n/a [20] 4 DA 2

1820 542 3509 Oct 7 1.25 n/a [10]
'6' = 4 DA 3

1820 598 3900 Oct 28 1 n/a [8] 4 DA

1820 679 4463 Dec 2 1 n/a [8] 4 DA 4m 1820 719 4713 Dec 24 1 n/a [10] 4 DA

1821

6 1821 55 368 Jan 26 1 n/a [6 + 2] 4 FD 5

7 1821 171 1211 Mar 31 1 1:1 1: 1-8 4 + 1 PD 1-4, a 6

8 1821 252 1836 May 12 1.25 II: 1 & 2 II: 1-10 4 + 1 PD 24-27, b

9 1821 496 3725 Sep 15 2 I: 2 & 3 I: 9-24 4 PD 5-8 7

1822

10/11 2 2 I: 4; II: 3 H: 11-18; I: 25-32 8 + 1 dR 28-31; 9-12, c

12/13 2 II: 19-26; I: 33-40 8 + 1 dR 32-35, 13-16, d

14/15 I: 6; II: 5 II: 27-34; I: 41-28 8 dR 36-39, 17-20

16 1825 256 B 1:7 I: 49-56 4 CM 21-23, 23bis 8,9

17 1822 576 4278 Sep 21 l II: 6 H: 35-42 4 dR 40-43

18 1822 621 4600 Oct 19 l II: 7 h: 43-50 4 FD 44-47

19 1822 657 4896 Nov 2 l II: 8 II: 51-58 4 dR 48-51

20 1822 684 51OS Nov 16 l 11:9 II: 59-66 4 dR 52-55

21 1823 19 128 Jan 11 1 II: 10 H: 67-74 4 dR 56-59 10

22 1822 762 5697 Dec 21 l II: 11 II: 75-82 '5 + 1' = [4+1] dR 60-63, e 11,12

1823

23 1823 39 289 Jan 18 1 II: 12 II: 83-90 4 dR 64-67

24 1823 58 466 Jan 25 l II: 13 II: 91-98 4 dR 68-71

25 1823 89 679 Feb 8 l II: 14 II: 99-106 4 dR 72-75

26 1823 128 l II: 15 II: 107-114 4 dR 76-79 13

27 1823 162 1195 Mar 15 l II: 16 II: 115-122 4 dR 80-83 13

28 l II: 17 II: 123-130 4 dR 84-87 13

29 1595 Apr 21 1 II: 18 II: 131-138 4 + 1 dR 88-91, f

30 1741 Apr 19 l II: 19 II: 139-146 4 dR 92-95

31 1823 306 2197 May 24 l II: 20 II: 147-154 4 dR 96-99
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Year
Livraison

Announced in the Bibliographic de la France

Plate

numbers

Note

year page

entry
number

date

[month]

date

[day]

teuilles signature number

pp. pll.
printers

32 1823 357 2533 Jun 21 1 II: 21 II: 155-162 4 dR 100-103

33 1823 416 2982 Jul 19 1 II: 22 II: 163-170 4 dR 104-106, 108 14

34 1823 433 3109 Jul 26 1 II: 23 II: 171-178 3 [1 D] dR 107 (D), 109, 110 14,15

35 1823 479 3442 Aug 15 1 II: 24 II: 179-186 4 dR 111-114

36 1823 519 3749 Sep 6 1 II: 25 II: 187-194 4 dR 115-118

37 1823 581 4207 Oct 4 1 II: 26 II: 195-202 4 + 1 dR 119-122, g

1824

38 1824 2 10 Jan 3 1 II: 27 II: 203-210 4 dR 123-126 16

39 611 Jan 31 1 II: 28 II: 211-218 4 dR 127-130

40 972 Feb 21 1 II: 29 II: 219-226 4 dR 131-134

41 1824 155 1310 Mar 13 1 II: 30 II: 227-234 4 CM 135-138

42 1824 176 1482 Mar 20 1 II: 31 II: 235-242 4 CM 139-142

43 1947 Apr 17 1 II: 32 II: 243-250 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 143-146

44 1 II: 33 II: 251-258 4 CM 147-150

45 m II: 34 II: 259-266 4 CM 152-155 17

46 1824 346 5 i 11:35 II: 267-274 4 CM 156-159

47 3671 Jul 10 i II: 36 II: 275-282 4 CM 160-163

48/49 1824 491 4202 Aug 14 2 II: 37/38 II: 283-298 8 CM 164-171

50 1824 534 4563 Sep 4 1 II: 39 II: 299-306 4 CM 172-175

51 1824 561 4813 Sep 18 1 II: 40 II: 307-314 4 CM 176-179

52 1824 610 5123 Oct 9 1 II: 41 II: 315-322 4 CM 180-183

53 1825 284 2272 Apr 30 1 II: 41 bis II: 323-330 3 CM 184-186 18

54 1824 696 5782 Nov 20 1 II: 42 II: 331-338 5 CM 187-191 19

55 1824 757 6441 Dec 4 1.5 II: 43 II: 339-344 [+6]
'4' = 3 [ID] CM 192 (D), 193-194 20,21

56 1824 807 6900 Dec 25 1.5 1 [i-iv], 1-8 ’5’ = 4 + 1 CM 195-198 22,23

1825

57 1825 35 254 Jan 15 1 2 9-16 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 199-202

58 1825 147 1214 Mar 5 1 3 17-24 '4' = 3 [ID] CM 203, 204 [D], 205 24

59 1825 215 1708 Apr 2 1 4 25-32 4 CM 206-209

60 1825 249 1989 Apr 16 1 5 33-40 4 CM 210-213

61 1825 321 2687 May 7 1 6 41-48 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 214-217

62 1825 356 2939 May 28 1 7 49-56 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 218-221 25

63 1825 376 3119 Jun 4 1 8 57-64 4 CM 222-225

64 1825 404 3310 Jun 18 1 9 65-72 4 CM 226-229

65 1825 436 3589 Jul 2 1 10 73-80 '5' = 4+1 CM 230-233 26

66 1825 500 4169 Jul 23 1 11 81-88 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 234-237

67 1825 523 4351 Aug 6 1 12 89-96 '5' = 4+ 1 CM 238-241 27

68 1825 549 4633 Aug 13 1 13 97-104 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 242-245

69 1825 667 5601 Oct 8 1 14 105-112 4 CM 246-249 28
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Announced in the Bibliographic de la France

Livraison

year page

entry
number

date

[month]

date

[day]

teuilles signature number

pp. pll.
printers

£
3
S
Ol

£

Note

70 1825 604 5069 Sep 10 1 15 113-120 4 CM 250-253

71 1825 620 522S Sep 17 1 16 121-128 4 CM 254-257

72 1825 707 5946 Oct 22 1 17 129-136 4 CM 258-261

73 1826 423 3069 May 13 1 18 137-144 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 262-265 29

74 1825 829 6895 Dec 7 1 19 145-152 ’5' = 4 + 1 CM 266-269 30,31

75/76 1826 194 1367 Mar 11 2 20/21 153-168 '9' = 8 + 1 CM 270-277

77 1826 351 2453 Apr 26 1 22 169-176 4 CM 278-281 32

78 D 23 177-184 4 CM 282-285 33

79 24/25 185-200 '6' = 4 + 2 CM 286-289

80 1826 588 5 26/27 201-216 '5' = 4 + 1 CM 290-293

81 4990 Jut 29 2 28/29 217-232 ’6’ = 4 + 2 CM 294-297

82 1826 748 5551 Sep 2 2 30/31 233-246 [+ t.m. 2PP ]

’6’ = 4 + 2 CM 298-301 34,35

Notes to Table 1:

1. Announcement about an available Prospectus.

2. Of the 20 pages issued 16 relate to the four plates. The other four seem to have been

the "Introduction".

3. Six plates as per BdF must be an error as Oudart's six livraisons yield 24 plates as

promised.

4. Entry number here corrected from that in the table with Dickinson (2011).

5. These eight pages of text seem to have had the Dedication with them.

6. This is the first livraison under Vieillot's plan and the work begins anew here.

7. Reasons for including 2 gatherings of text here unclear.

8. Plate 23bis may not have been one of those issued here and the count by Mathews

(1915) did not count it here.

9. For discussion as to whether this very late notice relates to a reissue (perhaps a

cancellans) see text.

10. Apparently issued after No. 22.

11. Page number here corrected from that in the table with Dickinson (2011).

12. BdF thought to be mistaken in listing five coloured plates, as the number of the first

plate in Livr. 26 is known (see Note 13).

13. Plate contents known from Ferussac's Bulletin (see Mathews, 1915).

14. Plate contents known from the Journal general de la Litterature de France (see text).

15. Placement of the double page plate (107) here is also in agreement with Zimmer

(1926).
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16. Beginning in 1824 BdF did not distinguish black-and-white plates; we have assumed

4 col. pll. per livraison (extra ones b/w).

17. Note allowance for 'missing' plate 151 (see text).

18. Here the five plates are considered to include one to compensate for the

undersupply in last issue.

19. Apparently issued after No. 60. In the work it will be seen that gathering number 41

was used twice.

20. Placement of the double plate (192) in Livraison 55 is consistent with BdF.

21. The extra 6 pages here presumably included the 4 title pages, the Avis de L'Editeur

and the Avix aux Relieurs.

22. There are in fact 198 plates as the unused number (see text) is compensated for by

plate 23 bis.

23. That the 1.5 feuilles was made up of the first signature and 4 title pages for vol. 2 is a

guess.

24. Placement of the double page plate (204) here is consistent with the BdF notice.

25. The issue of Livraison 16 is announced in BdF with this.

26. Entry number here represents the correct number mistakenly printed as 3580 and

misprinted as 3509 in the table on the CD with Dickinson (2011).

27. Entry number here corrected from that in the table with Dickinson (2011).

28. Issued after No. 71.

29. Issued after No. 77; see also advice of delay given in BdF when No. 74 appeared.

30. Listed in BdF as Livraison LXVIV in error for LXXIV.

31. In BdF this entry number misprinted as 5895 instead of 6895; the livraison no. is

given as LXVIV (not LXXIV)

.

32. Page number here correected from that in the table with Dickinson (2011).

33. Page number here correected from that in the table with Dickinson (2011).

34. For livraisons 57 to 82 (all the livraisons for Vol. 2) BdF reported 121 plates. The

volume included coloured plates numbered 199 to 301. This is 103 plates and

implies the inclusion of 18 of the black-and-white ones, but of the 33 known only 10

have been counted against Vol. 1; so that the count is five short.

35. The Table des Matieres pages for Vol. 2 are unnumbered; unlike those for Vol. 1.

EVIDENCE FROM CONTEMPORARY JOURNALS

As reported by Mathews (1915) the subjects of the plates included in Livraisons 26, 27

and 28 were reported; these correspond with plates 76 to 79 in Livraison 26, 80 to 83 in

Livraison 27 arid 84 to 87 in Livraison 28 and were given in Ferussac's Bulletin general et

universelle des Annonces et de Nouvelles Scientificjues. The content of Livraisons 33 and 34 were

also reported; these correspond with plates 104 to 110 detailed in the Journal general de la

Litterature de France, 1823, No. 7. The notice mentioned "4 planch, color. 6 fr." these must be

understood to be the number of plates and the price per livraison and there are only seven

subjects so that the folded plate (107) appears to be counted twice.
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EVIDENCE FROM WRAPPERS

The interesting partial set of this work recently purchased consists of 36 of the first 37

livraisons, the missing one being livraison 23, and each livraison is stitched (see Figures 1

and 2) so that within the wrapper we find the original texts and the original plates seemingly

issued together to make up the livraison. These wrappers do not list the contents, unlike the

wrappers that Temminck & Laugier provided for the first 20 livraisons of their
"Nouveau

recueil de planches caloriees d'oiseaux pour servir de suite ef de complement aux planches enluminees

de Buffon"-, thus there could be no clear breakthrough here unless the evidence was wholly

consistent with the differing designs of wrappers being used only when they could have

been, and not earlier, as otherwise the content might be original but the evidence would

signal restitching using wrappers rescued from remainder stock 11
.

There are three distinct wrappers, based on variations in the front page (Figures 3, 4 and

5), and they exhibit one major change in the text on the back (discussed later); these

differences yield information relative to the evolution of the plans for publication,

distribution and pricing as well as the roles of Oudart, who initiated the work, and the much
older and more experienced Vieillot who evidently became the project leader, and curbed

Oudart's ambition in order to render the publication more viable. They also suggest that M.

Aillaud may have supported Vieillot's ideas and become the principal distributor.

It is apparent that Paul Oudart (1796-1860), who when starting this was still only 24

years old, had problems with this work. Although writing the texts seems to have been one

such problem, marketing and in particular pricing seem to have been others. His initial

unclear pricing policy, found in the text in Figure 3, read as follows:

"Le prix de la Souscription pour l'ouvrage entier sera de 4fr. par chaque livraison; de 4fr.

50c. aussi par livraison, pour un genre ou sous-genre seul; de 5fr. pour un sous-genre; et

de 6fr. pour chaque livraison qu'on demanderoit sans avoir souscrit."

This was rather better explained in the notice based on the Prospectus where one reads

"On pourra souscrire pour la totalite de l'ouvrage, ou bien pour plusiers genres ou sous-

genres, meme pour un seul" and one realises that Oudart hoped to attract purchases of his

individual plates. His original project was to devote each livraison to a genus (or a family)

and he said the overall work might run to ten volumes (one per year) each equivalent to 34

to 36 livraisons - implying an overall target of some 350 livraisons or 1400 plates!

In Figure 3 it will be seen that these prices have been amended in ink after the wrapper

was printed and that in the intervening period Oudart had moved from "rue Serpente no.

16" to "rue Guenegaud, no. 25" which he had done by late October 182012
. There was a

surcharge for a non-subscriber, initially 50%, but this dropped to 20% in mid 1822; however,

the notices in the BdF show that by December 1822 (Livraison 22) the advertised price was

given as 6 frs (usually with no mention of non-subscribers) and that this lasted until April

1824 (Livraison 43) when the price reverted to a flat rate of 5 frs.

11

For a similar case see Sayako & Dickinson (2001). In that case the wrappers involved were bound in at the

end and not stitched so that they held their contents.

12 The entries in the BdF record Oudart's original address for Fivraisons 1 and 2 but the new address for

Livraison 3 (published by October 28th 1820).
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Figure 1. Stitching of wrapper to hold content

(front view).

Figure 2. Stitching of wrapper to hold content

(back view).
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The 1822 (third known) version of the wrapper makes Vieillot's dominant role clear, makes

no further mention of a folio edition and shows J.P. Aillaud "Libraire Editeur" as the sole

distributor and his title suggests that his role was now more than just a bookseller and the

wrapper may even imply that the other five distributors in distant cities had been

established by him. And yet the sequence of BdF notices reflect frequent changes of printer

and that in 1824 Aillaud's role had to be reassigned. For some time the printers, discussed

later, acted as the distributors but for the last three livraisons Bechet Aine was appointed to

that role.

Figure 3. Wrapper front version 1 (typical of livraisons 1 to 5).
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Table 2. The three known versions of the wrappers and differences between them.

Version 1 (see Figure 3) 2 (see Figure 4) 3 (see Figure 5)

Livraisons 1 to 5 613
,
7 and 10 8, 9, 11-22 and 24-37

Dedication Not mentioned S.A.R. Madame la Duchesse

de Berry

S.A.R. Madame la Duchesse

de Berry

Author Paul Oudart Oudart & Vieillot Vieillot & Oudart

Pricing per

livraison

4 fr., but 4 fr. 50 c. or 6 fr.

in certain circumstances

(see below)

5 fr. for quarto and 9 fr. for

folio

5 fr. until 1 May 1822; to be 6

fr. after that

Formats Not mentioned Quarto and folio Implicitly just quarto

Subscription

closure

Irrevocably on 1 March

1821

Irrevocably on 1 May 1821 Not mentioned, 80 livraisons

intended, any extra to be free

Distribution Four sources in Paris are

given; "the author" is one

The same four Paris sources

are given but "Paul Oudart"

replaces "L'auteur"

Aillaud is the only Paris

distributor but there are others

in Amsterdam, Manheim,

Bruxelles, Leipzick and

Strasbourg

Printer Not mentioned Mentioned Not mentioned

Date MDCCCXX MDCCCXXI 1822

No text on

back

1 to 5

Text on back as

in Figure 8

6, 7 & 10

Text on back as

in Figure 9

8, 9,11-22 and 24-37

Frame

surrounding

the title details

Bold black outer and faint

black inner; then floral

design with rosettes in the

corners and halfway down

the sides (see Figure 6)

As in presentation 1 Complex: inside the bold black

outer frame come two white

frames, then the broad

decorative band with heads in

circular frames; between these

are two groups of oak leaves

separated by a central rosette;

and finally one more white

frame (see Figure 7)

There was also a change in the elaborate border printed on the front and back of the

wrappers.

The relationship with Carpentier-Mericourt was apparently the longest and deepest as

from Livraison 52 onwards the printers became the distributors and a title page to volume 1

dated 1834 (the copy displayed on BHL) shows that the whole work was reissued.

Of the three differing wrappers one, wrapper (version 2, dated 1821), says "de

Timprimerie lithographique de Ch. Motte" 14
; this is the name of the long-serving

13
Livraison 6 has been said to have been by Oudart alone; use of this wrapper for livraison 6 may not be

representative of the original issue.
14
Charles Etienne Pierre Motte see www.e-rara/ch (accessed 22 August 2014). All the plates in volume 2 are

his lithographs.
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lithographer who produced most of the plates for colouring, others were Demanne15
, G.

Engelmann16 and "C. de Last" 17
. Lithographs required colouring before they could become

available to the publisher and could always prove problematic. Some might not be ready

when those closest linked to them by sequence numbers next to them were ready, thus

potentially causing such plates - or whole livraisons - to be issued late or out of sequence.

We have not seen any wrapper for issues printed by Carpentier-Mericourt but beginning

with Livraison 41 the wrapper must have changed again.

For the text pages four printers were engaged over the period from 1820 to 1825.

Table 3. Printers used (according to the BdF).

In each year the sequence of issues handled is revealed below, where each

printer's 3 columns provide (#) the number of issues handled in succession and,

in italics, for each run of work the first livraison number handled and the last in

that run.

Printers Didot aine Firmin Didot De Rignoux Carpentier-Mericourt

Year # from to # from to # from to # from to

1820 5 1

1821 3 7 9 1 6 6

1822 6 10 15 1 16 16

1 18 18 1 17 17

4 19 22

1823 15 23 37

1824 3 38 40 14 41 54

1 55 55 1 56 56

1825 18 57 74

1826 8 75 82

Total 8 2 30 42

By checking the plates and tabulating the lithographers it becomes very clear that Motte

needed no help after plate 103 (published in 1823), but that for much of the first half of the

project he did need help and that this was obtained very rapidly in mid to late 1821 with the

bulk of the support coming from Engelmann. Perhaps it is no coincidence that Vieillot's

arrival brought an added requirement for black and white plates (all of which were done by

Motte). It seems that once Vieillot's product was launched it was determined that the

advertised timetable must be better met than it had been for Oudart's first six livraisons and

in February 1822 it began to be. This must surely have been why Engelmann was engaged.

Although Motte had worked for Oudart and executed plates 1 to 5 for the Vieillot

conception, he was now joined by Engelmann who, within his time period
,
was much more

productive than Motte. Livraisons 8 to 16 account for plates 5 to 39; of these Motte did 24 to

27, in all in Partie 2, Engelmann did 8 to 23B, all in Partie 1, plus 28 to 39 in Partie 2.

15 On his plates he used no forenames but his address (Rue d'Enghien, No. 39) is added.
16 Godefroy Engelmann see www.e-rara/ch (accessed 22 August 2014).
17
Carel Christiaan Anthony de Last see www.e-rara/ch (accessed 22 August 2014); the Comte de Lasteyrie

according to the original Prospectus.
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Figure 4. Wrapper front, version 2 (typical of

livraisons 6, 7 and 10).

Figure 5. Wrapper front, version 3 (typical of

livraisons 8, 9, 11 to 22 and 24 to 37).

The three different wrapper presentations differ again by their back page. This is blank

in version 1. The earlier of the two texts found on the back of the wrapper (Figure 8) refers to

an original plan by Oudart to illustrate four species per genus but seems to first amplify that

by projecting the numbers of livraison per year for a ten year programme mentioned above,

and yet seems to suggest that further species in any genus may be added using continuous

pagination which would only have been possible by retaining the format of Oudart' s first six

livraisons so that logically this wrapper must have been created for later issues in that series.

The later text (Figure 9), reporting that ten livraisons had already appeared, stated that the

whole work would be completed in 80 livraisons and mentioned the intent to include, as a

bonus, 32 other plates, 8 of beaks and 24 of feet18
. The first of these black and white plates, of

bills and feet, seems to have appeared in livraison 7 (Mathews, 1915), so that the inclusion of

such plates was evidently a change successfully promoted by Vieillot.

That at least some of the materials must have been restitched, drawing on a remainder

stock of wrappers, is proved by:

1) The handwritten changes to prices on what purports to be a wrapper used for the first

livraison (at which point a change seems very unlikely)

2) The use of the MDCCCXXI (second) wrapper version with livraison 10, when livraisons

8 and 9 have the 1822 (third) version of the wrapper in which the text announced that

ten livraisons had already been published, and perhaps

18
All these were drawn by Oudart with the lithography being done by Motte.
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Figure 6. Frame of wrapper versions 1 Figure 7. Frame of wrapper version 3.

and 2.

3) The use of the second version of wrapper, mentioning Vieillot, for livraison 6 which

Zimmer (1926) said was from Oudart alone (however, Zimmer is contradicted by the

notice in the BdF for this livraison and it seems clear Vieillot's adhesion to the project

was deliberately announced here although he wrote no text for this).

4) The wrapper used for Livraison 16 being that to be expected for one published in 1822

but holding content almost certainly from the issue (possibly a cancellans

)

in 1825.

As it became evident that stocks printed exceeded sales it is possible that stitching all

livraisons within their covers may have begun to be avoided and wrappers held separately

to be drawn on, numbered and stitched when stock was sold; but, of course, this may also

have been standard practice. The volumes dated 1834 are discussed later because

comparisons seemed to be needed to find out if the 1834 issue was a real second edition.
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Figure 8. Back of wrapper version 2.
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spa

*St»

AVIS AUX SOUSCRIPTEURS.

Puelier la Galevie des Oiseaux du Museum d’Histoire riaturelle, c'est e.n quelque sorte mettre

le public a meme de posseder la plus riche et la plus brillante collection de ce magmfique

etablissement. Dans ces demiers temps, quelques voyageurs ont a la verite donne des ouvrages

sur l Ornithologie; mais, bornes a des eontrees particulieres
,
et faits sur des plans differens, ces

ouvrages n’ont pas le precieux avantage de presenter un cours complet. Penetres de lanecessue

de remplir la lacune que laissent ces traites, ainsi que l’Histoire naturelle de 1 immortel Dutton,

nous avons entrepris de decrire et de representer la belle Galerie des Oiscaux du Jardin du Roi.

Un ouvrage de ce genre devicnt desormais d une necessite indispensable aux villes qui n out pas

de cabinet ornitliologique, aux personnes qui se livrent a l’elude de l'Histoire naturelle, et par-

ticulierement a celles qui ont souscrit au grand ouvrage de M. Cuvier, sur les Mammiferes,

puisqu’il leur completera la seconds partie de la Zoologie.

La Galerie des Oiscaux sera composee de quatre-vingts Livraisons
;
cliacune d elles contiendra

une feuille de texte, ou Ion trouvera la description des caracteres des Ordres, Tribus, Fa-

milies et Genres; une phrase linneenne et latine; une synonymic d’apres Linnee, Butfon
,

Brisson, etc.; la description du male et de la femelle de chaque espece, ainsi que du jeune,

lorsqu’il sera connu; enfin la partie historique, qui sefe traitee le plus completement possible.

Un travail aussi important ne pouvait etre mieux execute que par M. \ieillot, continuateur

de l'Histoire des Oiseaux dares, auteur de l'Histoire des Oiseaux de VAmerique septentrionale
,

de celle des Oiseaux ckanteurs de la zone torride
,
l’un des savans collaborateurs des deux edi-

tions du Nouveau Dictionnaire d’Histoire naturelle
,
et de la Faunefrancaise.

Chaque livraison offrira en outre quatre figures d'Oiseaux colories, de quatre genres ou sec-

tions di fie rentes. Les dessins en seront pour ainsi dire executes sous les yeux et sous la sur-

veillance de M. Van Speandonck, par M. P. Oudart, un de ses eleves les plus distingues. Cet

habile artiste continuera de donner a cette operation ses soins
,
dunt il a deja recu la recompense

par 1 accueil favorable que les Souscripteursont fait aux dix Livraisons qui ont paru. Exactitude,

finesse de trait
,
verite et vivacite des couleurs

,
rien ne sera neglige pour que les figures puissent,

du moins autant que l’art peut approcher de la nature, souiemr la comparatson avec les nio-

deles qui se trouvent au Museum.

Les bees etles pieds, parties les plus essentielles ala determination des genres, seront figures

isolement. Les planches de caracteres, au nombre de trente-deux
,
dont hint pour les bees et

vingt-quatre pour les pieds, contiendront chacune au moins neuf objets, et seront delivrees

gratis a MM. les Souscripteurs
,
ainsi que le texte qui les acconipagnera.

Dire que les descriptions sont 1'ouvrage de M. Vieillot, les dessins de M. Oudart, la pat tie

lithographique de M. Engelmann, et l’impression de M. Didot, c est prouver au public qu on

n’a rien neglige pour meriter ses suffrages, et rendre cet ouvrage digne de la protection speciale

de Sa. Majeste, qui a bien voulu souscrire pour plusieurs exemplaires, et deS. A. R. Madame

ea duchesse de Berky, qui a daigne en accepter la Dedicace.

nv. l'jmprimeiue i>e rignoux.

Figure 9. Back of wrapper version 3. Note printer was de Rignoux.
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EVIDENCE FROM THE CONTENTS

Zimmer (1926) wrote: "Furthermore, it is impossible to corroborate the number of plates

in some of the livraisons with the number discussed in the corresponding signatures of text,

from which it appears that text and plates were not always synchronous and that a

description and name may have preceded the corresponding figure or vice versa." While this

does indeed seem to be correct it appears to be predicated on a belief that the text pages

appeared in logical numerical sequence or at least were in the same sequence as the

numbered livraisons (for at least in the case of Livraison 73 late publication was admitted in

BdF). A publisher could, of course, fail to advise the publisher of BdF of an issue and only

remedy the omission late, but Livraison 73 seems to be the only case of a forewarned delay

in publication (mentioned in an issue of the BdF) as opposed to what may just be a late

notification (Livraisons 21 and 53).

In respect of Volume 1 (Partie 1: pages 1-56; Partie 2: pages 1-344) the BdF information

relating to the feuilles per livraison is challenging. Applying the logical, and historically

accepted, approach to understanding the composition of the livraisons - where all printed

signatures were presumed to have appeared in numerical sequence - does not fit the

evidence. By contrast if one recognises the uniqueness of signature 2 in Partie 2 of volume 1,

and the logic of combining this with signature 1 of Partie 2 we then see a total fit between

livraisons and signatures. It is surely more than a coincidence that the material within the

stitched wrappers in the 36 purchased livraisons matches entirely in having no split

gatherings. Tins is achieved by issuing livraisons from each Partie in the pattern depicted in

Figure 10. Overall this is compelling evidence and it suggests that there was an intent both to

publish rapidly and to have subscribers beginning to commit to Partie 2 as soon as possible.

Using eight closely printed pages with largely continuous text brought its own problem.

This was quite different from what Oudart had done, arid Temminck & Laugier were doing

for their Planches Colonies, where each plate had its own discrete set of pages.

For example if Livraison 7 is taken, logically, to be gathering 1, then one finds the

species Neophron percnopterus discussed from pages 7 to 10, of which pages 9 and 10 are in

gathering 2; thus if plates were to accompany their text the plate could have been in

Livraison 7 or in the next one (and options like this are evident in 37 of the 42 gatherings

making up volume 1).

As mentioned earlier a comparison is provided between three scenarios:

1) Basis logical page and plate sequence. Species described in each livraison and the plates

to be included on the basis each named description begins in.

This requires anything from 3 (in Livraison 23) to 7 plates (in Livrasion 35) in a livraison

and is not consistent with the BdF announcements.

2) Basis logical page and plate sequence but plates included restricted to the number

signalled for each livraison in the BdF.

This is the logical but theoretical scenario of Mathews. It would require quite a number
of printed gatherings to be split between two livraisons.

3) Basis the evidence presented in tins paper.

This scenario fits all the facts for Volume 1 as long as one accepts that Livraison 55 was
made up of the final plates and text pages such as tire Introduction. If this is not what

happened then how can one explain the content make-up of the recently purchased

livraisons being absolutely consistent with this?
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LA GALERIE DES OISEAUX

LIVRAISONS 7 TO 17

DATES OF
PUBLICATION PER

BdF

PARTIE 1 PARTIE 2

MAR. 31, 1821

LIVR. 7

GATHERING 1

pp. 1-8

MAY 12, 1821

LIVR. 8

GATHERINGS 1 & 2

pp. 1-10

SEP. 15, 1821

LIVR. 9

GATHERINGS 2 & 3

pp. 9-24

LIVR. 10

FEB. 2, 1822

LIVR. 11

GATHERING 3

pp. 11-18

GATHERING 4

pp. 25-32

LIVR. 12

APR. 6, 1822

LIVR. 13

GATHERING 4

pp. 19-26

GATHERING 5

pp. 33-40

LIVR. 14

JUN. 22, 1822

LIVR. 15

GATHERING 5

pp. 27-34

GATHERING 6

pp. 41-48

ORIGINAL DATE
UNKNOWN
LIVR. 16

GATHERING 7

pP. 49-56

PARTIE COMPLETE

SEP. 21, 1822

LIVR. 17

GATHERING 6

PP. 35-43

Figure 10. Diagram to explain the evidence for the publication of Livraisons 7 to 17.
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Table 4a. La galerie des oiseaux volume 1 - alternative scenarios for issue of plates and text. First six

livrasions.

Dates and pages

from BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on BHL

Recent acquisition

(wrapped parts)

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in

each issue and their

plate numbers

Species depicted based on the

reported number of plates col.

pll.

Plates found in this copy of

the work

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

1 1820 14

plus

Le Rossignol de France

and three warblers

(fauvettes)

Rossignol, Fauvette a tete

noire, Fauvette a tete rousse,

Fauvette mitree 4

Rossignol, Fauvette a tete

noire, Fauvette a tete

rousse, Fauvette mitree

[Fithographed by "C. de

Fast."]

2 1820 10 Three manakins Three manakins §

’6’

Manakin tije, Manakin

rouge, Manakin aux

longues pennes male,

Manakin aux longues

pennes femelle [Placement

here supported by the

source of the lithography]

3 1820 8 Three parrots Three parrots

4

Perruche a collier et

croupion bleus male,

Perruche a collier et

croupion bleus femelle,

Perruche de Pennant,

Perruche omnicolor

[Lithographed by Motte]

4 1820 8 Three toucans Three toucans

4

Toucan du Para §§,

Aracari azara, Aracari a

bee tachete male, Aracari

a bee tachete femelle

5 1820 10 Three cranes and the

Agami (Gray-winged

Trumpter)

Oiseau royal, Demoiselle de

Numidie, Agami, Grue

caronculee

4

Oiseau royal, Demoiselle

de Numidie, Agami, Grue

caronculee

6 1821 8 Three species of

Euphonia

Three species of Euphonia

4

Euphone organiste male,

Euphone organiste

femelle, Euphone a ventre

marron, Euphone a ventre

roux

The above six

parts are those

prepared by

Oudart alone

No plate numbers and

text pages number from

p. 1 in the case of each

subject.

§ If which of the six livraisons

appeared first is determined by

the pages of text reported in the

PDF then livraisons 3 to 6 come
after 1 and 2 but they can have

been in any order,

§§ At the end of bound

volume 2 from 1825, used

above for the sequence of

these six parts, the Toucan

de Para was fourth not first

in this livraison.
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Table 4b. La galerie des oiseaux volume 1 - alternative scenarios for issue of plates and text. Livrasions

7-37. Informed by the purchased parts (Scenario 3, Livr. 23 by difference).

Dates and pages

from BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on

BHL
Recent acquisition

(wrapped parts)

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in

each issue and their

plate numbers

Species depicted based

on the reported number
of plates

col.

pll.

Plates found in this copy

of the work

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

7 1821 1-8 (8) (1) Vultur niger

(2) Neophron percnopterus

(1) Vultur niger

(2) Neophron percnopterus

(3) Gypagus papa

(4) Catharista aura

4

(1) Vultur niger

(2) Neophron percnopterus

(3) Gypagus papa

(4) Catharista aura

8 1821 9-18

(10)*

(3) Gypagns papa

(4) Catharista aura

(5) Daptrius ater

(6) Ibycter leucogaster

(7) Polyborus vulgaris

(8) Phene ossifraga

4

(24) Macrocercus hyacinthus

(25) Cacatua rosea

(26) Psittacus discurus

(27) Picus rubriventris

9 1821 19-34

(16)

(5) Daptrius a ter

(6) Ibycter leucogaster

(7) Polyborus vulgaris

(8) Phene ossifraga

(9) Aquila heliaca

(10) Haliaetus girrenara

(11) Pandion americanus

(9) Aquila heliaca

(10) Haliaetus girrenara

(11) Pandion americanus

(12) Circaetus cinereus 4

(5) Daptrius ater

(6) Ibycter leucogaster

(7) Polyborus vulgaris

(8) Phene ossifraga

10/

11

1821 35-50

(16)

(12) Circaetus cinereus

(13) Circus montagui

(14) Buteo melanoleucos

(15) Milvus sphenurus

(16) Elanoides riocurii

(17) ktinia ophiophaga

(18) Falco caerulescens

(19) Herpetotheres

cachinnans

(20) Asturina cinerea

(13) Circus montagui

(14) Buteo melanoleucos

(15) Milvus sphenurus

(16) Elanoides riocurii

(17) Ictinia ophiophaga

(18) Falco caerulescens

(19) Herpetotheres

cachinnans

(20) Asturina cinerea

8

Livraison 10

(28) Yunx minutissima

(29) Gallmla macrura

(30) Ramphastos Aracari

(31) Trogon atricolLis

Livraison 11

(9) Aquila heliaca

(10) Haliaetus girrenara

(11) Pandion americanus

(12) Circaetus cinereus

12/

13

1822 51-56,

1-10

(16)

(21) Spizaetus ornatus

(22) Sparvius niger

(23) Strix tengmalmi

(23 bis) Strix maculosa

(24) Macrocercus

hyacinthus

(25) Cacatua rosea

(26) Psittacus discurus

(27) Picas rubriven tris

(28) Yunx minutissima

(21) Spizaetus ornatus

(22) Sparvius niger

(23) Strix tengmalmi

(23 bis) Strix maculosa

(24) Macrocercus

hyacinthus

(25) Cacatua rosea

(26) Psittacus discurus

(27) Picus rubriventris

8

Livraison 12

(32) Pogonia atromelas

(33) Bucco niger

(34) Bucco tamatia

(35) Capita cyanocollis

Livraison 13

(13) Circus montagui

(14) Buteo melanoleucos

(15) Milvus sphenurus

(16) Elanoides riocurii
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Dates and pages

from BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on

BHL
Recent acquisition

(wrapped parts)

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in

each issue and their

plate numbers

Species depicted based

on the reported number
of plates

col.

pll.

Plates found in this copy

of the work

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

14/

15

1822 11-26

(16)

(29) Gallnila macrura

(30) Ramphastos Aracari

(31) Trogon atricollis

(32) Pagan in atroundas

(33) Bucco niger

(34) Bucco tamatia

(35) Capita cyanocallis

(36) Monasa personata

(37) Plmvticophaiis

pyrrhocephalus

(38) Saurathera vetula

(28) Yum minutissima

(29) Galbula macrura

(30) Ramphastos Aracari

(31) Trogon atricollis

(32) Pogonia atromelas

(33) Bucco niger

(34) Bucco tamatia

(35) Capito cyanocollis

8

Livraison 14

(36) Monasa piersonata

(37) Phaenicophaus

pyrrhocephalus

(38) Saurathera vetula

(39) Scythrops

novaehollandiae

Livraison 15

(17) Ictinia ophiophaga

(18) Falco caerulescens

(19) Herpetotheres

cachinnans

(20) Asturina cinerea

16 1825
**

27-34

(8)

(39) Scythrops

novaehollandiae

(40) Leptosomus viridis

(41) Coccyzus cserulcus

(42) Cuculus cupreus

(36) Monasa personata

(37) Phdcnicophaus

pyrrhocephalus

(38) Saurathera vetula

(39) Scythrops

novaehollandiae

4

(21) Spizaetus ornatus

(22) Sparvius niger

(23) Strix tengmalmi

(23 bis) Strix maculosa

17 1822 35-42

(8)

(43) Crotophaga and

(44) Crotophaga piririgua

(45) Indicator major

(46) Corydan ix

pyrrholeucus

(40) Leptosomus viridis

(41) Coccyzus cxruleus

(42) Cuculus cupreus

(43) Crotophaga ani

4

(40) Leptosomus viridis

(41) Coccyzus czeruleus

(42) Cuculus cupreus

(43) Crotophaga ani

18 1822 43-50 (47) Musophaga violacea

(48) Musophaga variegata

(49) Opcethus

erythrolophus

(50) Microglossus

aterrimus

(44) Crotophaga piririgua

(45) Indicator major

(46) Corydonix

pyrrholeucus

(47) Musophaga violacea

4

(44) Crotophaga piririgua

(45) Indicator major

(46) Corydonix pyrrholeucus

(47) Musophaga violacea

19 1822 51-58 (51) Calius senegalensis

(52) Laxia leucoptera

(53) Strpbiliphaga

enudeatnr

(48) Musophaga variegata

(49) Opcethus

erythrolophus

(50) Microglossus

aterrimus

(51) Colins senegalensis

4

(48) Musophaga variegata

(49) Opcethus erythrolophus

(50) Microglossus aterrimus

(51) Colitis senegalensis

20 1822 59-66 (54) Pyrrhula caerulea

(55) Pyrrhula auranticollis

(56) Pyrrhula europaea

(57) Pyrrhula nigra

(52) Loxia leucoptera

(53) Strobiliphaga

enucleator

(54) Pyrrhula caerulea

(55) Pyrrhula auranticollis

4

(52) Loxia leucoptera

(53) Strobiliphaga enucleator

(54) Pyrrhula caerulea

(55) Pyrrhula auranticollis
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Dates and pages

from BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on

BHL
Recent acquisition

(wrapped parts)

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in

each issue and their

plate numbers

Species depicted based

on the reported number
of plates

col.

pll.

Plates found in this copy

of the work

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

21 1823! 67-74 (58) Coccothraustes

rubricollis

(59) Coccothraustes

erythromelas

(60) Coccothraustes

austrina

(61) Fringilla superciliosa

(56) Pyrrhula europaea

(57) Pyrrhula nigra

(58) Coccothraustes

rubricollis

(59) Coccothraustes

erythromelas

4

(56) Pyrrhula europaea

(57) Pyrrhula nigra

(58) Coccothraustes

rubricollis

(59) Coccothraustes

erythromelas

22 1822 75-82 (62) Fringilla citrinella

(63) Fringilla Italiae

(64) Fringilla elegans

(65) Fringilla borealis

(66) Passerina ciris

(60) Coccothraustes

austrina

(61) Fringilla superciliosa

(62) Fringilla citrinella

(63) Fringilla Italiae

(64) Fringilla elegans

5

(60) Coccothraustes austrina

(61) Fringilla superciliosa

(62) Fringilla citrinella

(63) Fringilla Italiae

23 1823 83-90 (67) Emberiza cristatella

(68) Parus cyanus

(69) Parus biarmicus

(65) Fringilla borealis

(66) Passerina ciris

(67) Emberiza cristatella

(68) Parus cyanus 4

(64) Fringilla elegans

(65) Fringilla borealis

(66) Passerina ciris

(67) Emberiza cristatella

[presumed from absence in

set]

24 1823 91-98 (70) Parus pendulinus

(71) Fyramiulus elatus

(72) Pipra sereria

(73) Pardalotus punctatus

(74) Phibaluraflavirostris

(75) Nemosia flavicollis

(69) Parus biarmicus

(70) Parus pendulinus

(71) Tyrannulus elatus

(72) Pipra serena 4

(68) Parus cyanus

(69) Parus biarmicus

(70) Parus pendulinus

(71) Tyrannulus elatus

25 1823 99-106 (76) Tanagra multicolor

(77) Saltator olivaceus

(78) Arremon torquatus

(79) Ramphocelus coccineus

(73) Pardalotus punctatus

(74) Phibalura flavirostris

(75) Nemosia flavicollis

(76) Tanagra multicolor

4

(72) Pipra serena

(73) Pardalotus punctatus

(74) Phibalura flavirostris

(75) Nemosia flavicollis

26 1823 107-

114

(80) Pipilo erythophthalmus

(81) Pyranga cyanicterus

(82) Tachyphonus

leucopterus

(77) Saltator olivaceus

(78) Arremon torquatus

(79) Ramphocelus coccineus

(80) Pipilo erythophthalmus

4

(76) Tanagra multicolor

(77) Saltator olivaceus

(78) Arremon torquatus

(79) Ramphocelus coccineus #

27 1823 115-

122

(83) Oriolus auratus

(84) Ploceus personalus

(85) Icteria dumiciola

(86) Pendulinus

chrysocephalus

(81) Pyranga cyanicterus

(82) Tachyphonus

leucopterus

(83) Oriolus auratus

(84) Ploceus personatus

4

(80) Pipilo erythophthalmus

(81) Pyranga cyanicterus

(82) Tachyphonus leucopterus

(83) Oriolus auratus #
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Dates and pages

from BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on

BHL
Recent acquisition

(wrapped parts)

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in

each issue and their

plate numbers

Species depicted based

on the reported number
of plates

col.

pll.

Plates found in this copy

of the work

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

28 1823 123-

130

(87) Yphantes baltimore

(88) Agelaius militaris

(85) Icteria dumiciola

(86) Pendulinus

chrysocephalus

(87) Yphantes baltimore

(88) Agelaius militaris

4

(84) Ploceus personatus

(85) Icteria dumiciola

(86) Pendulinus

chrysocephalus

(87) Yphantes baltimore #

29 1823 131-

138

(89) Cassicus niger

(90) Stumella collaris

(91) Sturnus unicolor

(89) Cassicus niger

(90) Stumella collaris

(91) Sturnus unicolor

(92) Buphaga rufescens

4

(88) Agelaius militaris

(89) Cassicus niger

(90) Stumella collaris

(91) Sturnus unicolor

30 1823 139-

146

(92) Buphaga rufescens

(93) Callxas cinerea

(94) Creadion carunculatus

(95) Gracula religiosa

(96) Cicinnurus regius

(93) Calhrns cinerea

(94) Creadion carunculatus

(95) Gracula religiosa

(96) Cicinnurus regius
4

(92) Buphaga rufescens

(93) Calleeas cinerea

(94) Creadion carunculatus

(95) Gracula religiosa

31 1823 147-

154

(97) Parotid sexetacea

(98) Lophorina superba

(99) Paradisea rubra

(97) Parotid sexetacea

(98) Lophorina superba

(99) Paradisea rubra

(100) Corvus leucophseus

4

(96) Cicinnurus regius

(97) Parotia sexetacea

(98) Lophorina superba

(99) Paradisea rubra

32 1823 155-

162

(100) Corvus leucophxus

(101) Pica chrysops

(102) Garrulus cristatus

(101) Pica chrysops

(102) Garrulus cristatus

(103) Coracia

erythroramphos

(104) Pyrrhocorax alpinus

4

(100) Corvus leucophseus

(101) Pica chrysops

(102) Garrulus cristatus

(103) Coracia erythroramphos

33 1823 163-

170

(103) Coracia

erythroramphos

(104) Pyrrhocorax alpinus

(105) Nucifraga guttata

(106) Crypsirina varians

(105) Nucifraga guttata

(106) Crypsirina varians

(108) Quiscalus versicolor

(107) Astrapia gularis t
4

(104) Pyrrhocorax alpinus

(105) Nucifraga guttata

(106) Crypsirina varians

(108) Quiscalus versicolor

34 1823 171-

178

(108) Quiscalus versicolor

(107) Astrapia gularis t

(109) Cracticus streperus

(110) Galgulus viridis

(111) Eurysthomas [sic]

cyancollis

(112) Coracina gymnodera

(109) Cracticus streperus

(110) Galgulus viridis

(111) Eurysthomas [sic]

cyancollis 3

(107) Astrapia gularis t

(109) Cracticus streperus

(110) Galgulus viridis ff
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Dates and pages

from BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on

BHL
Recent acquisition

(wrapped parts)

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in

each issue and their

plate numbers

Species depicted based

on the reported number
of plates

col.

pll.

Plates found in this copy

of the work

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

35 1823 179-

186

(113) Coraeina papuensis

(114) Coraeina cephaloptera

(115) Querula ntbricollis

(116) Ampelis cpenilea

(117) Ampelis variegata

[averano] ***

(118) Bombycilia cedrorum

(112) Coraeina gymnodera

(113) Coraeina papuensis

(114) Coraeina cephaloptera

(115) Querula rubricollis 4

(111) Eurysthomus

cyanocollis

(1 12) Coraeina gi/mnodera

(113) Coraeina papuensis

(114) Coraeina cephaloptera

36 1823 187-

194

(119) Tersina viridis

(120) Hirundo albicollis

(121) Cypselus melbus

(116) Ampelis everidea

(117) Ampelis variegata

[averano] ***

(118) Bombycilia cedrorum

(119) Tersina viridis

(120) Hirundo albicollis

4

(115) Querula rubricollis

(116) Ampelis ccerulea

(117) Ampelis variegata

[averano]
***

(118) Bombi/cilla cedrorum

37 1823 195-

202

(122) Caprimulgus

climaa.trus

(123) Podargus cinereus

(124) Todus viridis

( 1 25) Platyrhynchos

horsfieldi

(126) Platyrhynchosfuscus

(121) Cypselus melbus

(122) Caprimulgus

climacurus

(123) Podargus cinereus

(124) Todus viridis
)

4

(119) Tersina viridis

(120) Hirundo albicollis

(121) Cypselus melbus

(122) Caprimulgus

climacurus

* There is no obvious explanation why this livrasion should have comprised 1.25 feuilles.

** Livr. 16 is not mentioned in earlier entries in BdF. The evidence suggestes this was the

issue of a cancellous.

*** Of these two names one was used on the plate and the other in the text.

t This is a folded plate (or double plate) and the reports in the BdF place this in Livraison 34.

tt The contents of Livr. 33 and 34 in this set agree with the listed contents in Journ. Gen Litt.,

France (1825 No. 7)

# These contents of Livr. 26, 27 and 28 agree with the content listed in the Bull. Gen. Univ. In

Jan. 1823 (see Mathews, 1915).
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Table 4c. La galerie des oiseanx volume 1 - alternative scenarios for issue of plates and text. Livrasions

38-56. Livraisons not represented in the recent purchase.

Dates and pages from

BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on BHL

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in each

issue and their plate

numbers

Species depicted based on

the reported number of

plates
col.

pll.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

38 1824 203-210 (127) Conopophaga leucotis

(128) Ramphocsenas melanurus

(129) Pithys leucops

(130) Campephaga cana

(131) Muscicapa risora

(127) Conopophaga leucotis

(128) Ramphocsenas melanurus

(129) Pithys leucops

(130) Campephaga cana

4 [123-126]

39 1824 211-218 (132) Muscicapa alectrura

(133) Tyrannus intrepidus

(134) Tityra cinerea

(131) Muscicapa risora

(132) Muscicapa alectrura

(133) Tyrannus intrepidus

(134) Tityra cinerea

4 [127-130]

40 1824 219-226 (135) Lanins pyrrhonotus

(136) Sparactes cristata

(137) Falcunculusfron talus

(138) Lanio atricapillus

(139) Tamnophilus olivaceus

(140) Cissopis bicolor

(135) Lanius pyrrhonotus

(136) Sparactes cristata

(137) Falcunculusfrontatus

(138) Lanio atricapillus
4 [131-134]

41 1824 227-234 (141) Dicrurus cristatus

(142) Primps Geofroii

(143) Laniarius viridis

(144) |no such platel

(145) Artamus leucorhynchos

(146) Turdus leschenaulti

(139) Tamnophilus olivaceus

(140) Cissopis bicolor

(141) Dicrurus cristatus

(142) Prinops Geofroii
4 [135-138]

42 1824 235-242 (147) Dulus palmarum

(148) Sphecothera virescens

(149) Acridotheres pagodarum

(150) Marwrina viridis

(151) Grallina melanoleuca

(143) Laniarius inridis

(144) [no such plate]

(145) Artamus leucorhynchos

(146) Turdus leschenaulti

(147) Dulus palmarum

4 [139-142]

43 1824 243-250 (152) Hydrobata albicollis

(153) Pitta cyanura

(154) Grallinafusca

(148) Sphecothera virescens

(149) Acridotheres pagodarum

(150) Manorina viridis

(151) Grallina melanoleuca

(152) Hydrobata albicollis [5 pll]

5 [143-147]

44 1824 251-258 (155) Myrmothera guttata

(156) Accentor alpinus

(157) Oman the climazura

(158) Alauda alpestris

(159) Alauda Africana

(153) Pitta cyanura

(154) Grallina fusca

(155) Myrmothera guttata

(156) Accentor alpinus

4 [148-151]
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Dates and pages from

BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on BHL

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in each

issue and their plate

numbers

Species depicted based on

the reported number of

plates
col.

pll.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

45 1824 259-266 (160) Alauda tatarica

(161) Anthus rufulus

(162) Motacilla boarula

(163) Malurus cycinea

(157) Oenanthe dimazura

(158) Alauda ulpestris

(159) Alauda Africana

(160) Alauda tatarica

4 [152-155]

46 1824 267-274 (164) Sylvia ruficapilla

(165) Sylvia Cayana

(166) Regulus omnicolor

(167) Troglodytesfurva

(161) Anthus rufulus

(162) Motacilla boarula

(163) Malurus cyanea

(164) Sylvia ruficapilla

4 [156-159]

47 1824 275-282 (168) Thryothorus longirostris

(169) Mniotila varia

(170) Neaps ruficauda

(171) Sitta mdanocephala

(172) Petrodroma bailloni

(165) Sylvia Cayana

(166) Regulus omnicolor

(167) Troglodytesfurva

(168) Thryothorus longirostris

4 [160-163]

48/49 1824 283-298 (173) Certhia cinnamomea

(174) Synallaxis ruficapilla

(175) Dendrocopusfalcularius

(176) Coereba cyanea

(177) Cinnyris lepidus

(178) Cinnyris elegans

(179) Trochilus lazulus

(180) Trochilus gigas

(181) Melithreptus vestiarius

(169) Mniotila varia

(170) Neops ruficauda

(171) Sitta melanocephala

(172) Petrodroma bailloni

(173) Certhia cinnamomea

(174) Synallaxis ruficapilla

(175) Dendrocopu s falcula rius

(176) Coereba cyanea

8 [164-171]

50 1824 299-306 (182) Furnarius rufus

(183) Philemon cincinnatus

(184) Upupa cristatella

(177) Cinnyris lepidus

(178) Cinnyris elegans

(179) Trochilus lazulus

(180) Trochilus gigas

4 [172-175]

51 1824 307-314 (185) Falcinnellus resplendiscens

(186) Mcrops bicolor

(187) Alcedo cinereifrons

(188) Alcedo gigantea

(181) Melithreptus vestiarius

(182) Furnarius rufus

(183) Philemon cincinnatus

(184) Upupa cristatella

4 [176-179]

52 1824 315-322 (189) Rupicola aurantia

(190) Baryphonus ruficapillus

(191) Buceros abyssinicus

(185) Falcinnellus resplendiscens

(186) Merops bicolor

(187) Alcedo cinereifrons

(188) Alcedo gigantea

4 [180-183]

53 1825 323-330 (192) Menura novaehollandiae f

(193) Sasa crista ta

(189) Rupicola aurantia

(190) Baryphonus ruficapillus

(191) Buceros abyssinicus [3 pll]
3 [184-186]
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Dates and pages from

BdF
Information based on 1834 version as displayed on BHL

Livrasion(s)
Date Presumed

content

(pp)

Species described in each

issue and their plate

numbers

Species depicted based on

the reported number of

plates
col.

pll.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

54 1824 331-338 (194) Columba leucocephala

(195) Columba waalia

(196) Columba passerina

(197) Lophyrus coronatus

(192) Menura novaehollandiae t

(193) Sasa crista fa

(194) Columba leucocephala

(195) Columba waalia

(196) Columba passerina [5 pill

5 [187-191]

55 1824 339-344

etc.

(198) Penelope marail (197) Lophyrus coronatus

(198) Penelope marail [Extra

plates perhaps black-and-

white].

4 [192-194]

56 [195-198]

t This is a folded plate (or double plate).

Note that in Scenario 3, taking the plate count from livr. 7 to 37 as determined, completion of

the plates would have been after livr. 55.

CORRECTIONS TO PREVIOUS PUBLICATIONS

The information included in Table XVII in Dickinson (2011a) did not distinguish clearly

between Livraisons 1 to 6, Oudart's first 24 plates, and those created in the partnership with

Vieillot. However, those taxa he mentioned against Livraisons 1, 5 and 6 certainly derive

from the first six livraisons (and on our evidence it seems the only change required is that

the two species of Pipra must have been in Livraison 2).

Zimmer (1926) reported that Partie 1 of Volume comprised 56 pages as they do. These

are entirely different from the unnumbered pages issued by Oudart as Livraisons 1 to 6 for

which the information in the BdF gives a total of 7 and 3A feu tiles - which equals 62 pages.

Accepting blank verso pages in a few cases this agrees with the content found at the end of

Volume 2 of the work on the BHL website arid in both the two bound copies in the Natural

History Museum in London, where the sequence is warblers, manakins, parrots, toucans,

cranes and euphonias.

Table 5. Problems with the placement of specific taxon accounts or plates as reported by Dickinson (2011a).

Livraison

No.

Name given by

Dickinson (2011a)
Comments

1 Pipra aureola Appears in one of Oudart's six parts; almost certainly Livr. 2

1 Pipra catidata Appears in one of Oudart's six parts; almost certainly Livr. 2

5 Psophia crepitans Appears in one of Oudart's six parts; almost certainly Livr. 5

6 Tangara musica Appears in one of Oudart's six parts; almost certainly Livr. 6

7 Vultur niger Appears on p. 4 and in PL 1. Livraison confirmed
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Livraison

No.

Name given by

Dickinson (2011a)
Comments

7 Neophron percnopterus Appears on p. 7 and in PL 2. Livraison confirmed

7 Cathartes aura Appears on p. 16 and in pi. 4, but as Catharista aura. Almost certainly in

Liv.9

8 [Kakatoe rose] 19 Appears, as Cacatua rosea, in Partie 2 on p. 5 and pi. 25. Almost

certainly in Livr. 8

9 Falco aterrimus A junior synonym; appears as Daptrius ater, on p. 19, pi. 5, in this

livraison

9 Falco brasiliensis A junior synonym; appears as Polyborus vulgaris, on p. 23, pi. 7, in this

livraison. The name P vulgaris was introduced by Vieillot (1816)

10/11 [=11] Gypaetos This generic name does not appear, the species
(Falco barbatus Linn.) is

treated as Phene ossifraga, on p. 26, pi. 8; in Livraison 9

10/11 [=11] Falco imperialis A junior synonym; appears as Aquila heliaca on p, 29, pi. 9; almost

certainly in Livr. 11

12/13 [= 13] Falco cineraceus A junior synonym; appears as Circus montagui on p. 37, pi. 13, almost

certainly in Livr. 13

It is appropriate here to revisit the names listed by Dickinson (2011a) as subjects of

illustration in Livraisons 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10/11 and 12/13. Those listed against Livraisons 16, 19,

20 and 21 fit with the evidence and the names used agree. Those set against Livraison 23

agree in not being in Livr. 22 or 24 and are assumed to belong in Livr. 23 which is missing

from the material purchased.

Those listed against Livraisons 26, 27 and 28 were based on Mathews's discovery of a

review of these parts in the Vol. 2, p. 62 of the Bulletin General et Universe! des Annonces et

Nouvelles Scientifiques of Ferussac in 1823. There was a difference between what the reviewer

found and what Mathews expected to find based on a projection of how the plates would
appear. He expected to find plates 78 to 89 in these three livraisons but the reviewer found

76 to 87 and yet, as mentioned earlier, Mathews said "these figures accurately confirm each

other" 20
. The purchased material agrees completely with what was published by Ferussac.

Zimmer (1926) pointed out that the double plate (i.e. folded plate), which Mathews

(1915) associated with Livraison 34 has to be plate 107, which is the first of the folded plates,

and that the arrangement of Mathews did not fit with plate 107 being there. Our evidence

suggests that while based on its number this should have been in Livr. 33 it was in fact in

Livr. 34. It seems that Vieillot set the example to be followed later by Temminck (Dickinson,

2001) in counting a folded plate as 2 (but the notice in BdF did not).

19 Dickinson (20'lla) included this here but in parentheses. Sherborn (1922: 5548) lists Cacatua rosea "pi. 25,

1821 [teste G.M.M.]" - wording suggesting that Sherborn could not verify this; but Dickinson (2011a) did not

refer to this Latin name and cannot now be sure of his source. Mathews (1915) extracted the dates from the

BdF and listed the number of plates attributed to each part (but did not list the number of 'feui lies' issued).

Mathews (1925) repeated the dates but without listing plates or pagination. In neither work did Mathews
specify the pagination he associated with pi. 25 but he would have computed its place to be in Livraison 12 or

13. The idea that it might appear in 1821 would place it in Livraisons 7, 8 or 9. Unless the numbered livraisons

did not deliver text pages and plates in continuing numerical sequence that would be wrong. However, this is

consistent with the third scenario for the release of texts and plates that is discussed here.

20 See our Table 4 where there is agreement between that 1823 reviewer and the parts purchased from a

remaindered set where neither of the two other methods of determining livraison content agreed with either

referee or with Mathews.
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DATES OF PUBLICATION

It is also appropriate to consider the potential effect on the precedence of names newly

proposed by Vieillot in La Galerie des Oiseaux flowing from the potential implementation of

revised dates of publication. Possible date changes only arise if one accepts that the issue of

the pages and plates for Partie 2 of Volume 1 began before Partie 1 was all published. Of the

seven names thought by Sherborn (1922-1933) to have been proposed in this work one has

been shown to have been named earlier (Dickinson, 2011b). Of the remaining six just three

are affected; two names would have their dates advanced into 1821 and one would have its

date deferred into 1822.

Table 6. Alternative dates of publication for taxa supposedly newly named and described in La Galerie des

Oiseaux.

New names proposed

in Volume 1.

PI. No.

Scenario 2 (see Table 4) Scenario 3 (see Table 4)

RemarksLivr.

No.

Date published

(BdF)

Livr.

No.

Date published

(BdF)

Haliaetus girrenera 10 9 15 Sep. 1821 11 2 Feb. 1822

Elanoides riocourii 16 10/11 2 Feb. 1822 13 6 Apr. 1822 Described

earlier by

Temminck

Cacatua rosea 25 12/13 6 Apr. 1822 8 12 May 1821

Psittacus discurus 26 12/13 6 Apr. 1822 8 12 May 1821

Pi/rrhula coerulea 54 ESI 20 16 Nov. 1822

Creadion carunculatus 94 m 30 19 Apr. 1823

Caprimulgus climacurus 122 37 4 Oct. 1823 37 4 Oct. 1823

LIVRAISON 16

There is no evidence in the volumes of the BdF for 1822, 1823 or 1824 for the issue of

this. In July 1S25 it is said, in an announcement by Carpentier-Mericourt, to have been

published along with Livr. 65. It seems extremely unlikely that the omission of four

numbered plates and their texts could have been ignored for three years. Thus it is probable

that tire material published in July 1825 was to replace an earlier issue (i.e. that this was a

cancellans). As Zimmer (1926) observed the absence of information on Livraison 16 meant

that one could not be sure it had four plates. However, Dickinson (2011a) noted the record of

its publication that appeared in 182521 and suggested this had been missed or misinterpreted

by Mathews. This did mention four plates; however, the original issue may have had just 3

and the reason for the re-issue may have been the provision of plate 23bis and either the

addition of the text for its subject or just the addition of the plate number. So far none of the

21 Presumably only the printer's advice to BdF supports the idea that Carpentier-Mericourt, who did not take

over the printing of La Galerie until April 1824, printed any of this. The difference causing a reissue if there

was one may have been small. The wrapper used in the material collected and examined here is certainly not

to be relied upon. Mathews, in his attribution of number of plates, appears to have surmised that plate 23 bis

appeared late. However, as this plate is a lithograph from Engelmann it seems likely to have been prepared in

1822 or 1823 because his last such contribution to the book was plate 103 in mid 1823. Thus although a check

to page 55 in Partie 1 of Volume 1 should be made wherever copies are found this may not be the reason for

whatever happened.
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few bound copies examined has revealed a page 55 where the mention of plate 23bis is

missing. Thus it remains speculation that such a replacement took place and why it might

have done so.

Even if Livraison 16 was re-issued and was a cancellans this does not imply a difference

between the two issues as when the two "1825" volumes were made available, whether

singly or both together in 1826, the offering could have included plate 23bis and the page

mentioning it. However, it may not be a coincidence that the notice of this issue of this part

in January 1825 came just a month after the final livraison of Volume 1; it seems very

unlikely that buyers had quietly ignored the unavailability of Livraison 16 for almost three

years, meaning that stock of it would have been available for assembly of complete volumes

for sale. Only the fact that the last plate in Volume 1 was numbered 198 while there were

only 197 plates issued provides a logical reason for the creation of plate 23bis. But this is only

valid if it had not been mentioned in the text. The challenge is to find a set including page 55

of Partie 1 which makes no mention of plate 23 bis (and perhaps no mention of Strix

maculosa
)
or just possibly some printed slip giving an explanation.

THE SEARCH FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 1825 AND 1834 ISSUES

Zimmer (1926) wrote that plate 151 was missing in the "1825" edition, but in the 1834

issue plate 151 seemed to be present whereas plate 144 seemed to be missing. In fact no plate

is missing; one number is missing from the series: in the text, where Roman numerals

appear, it is CXLIV that is unused; on the plates themselves, where Arabic numerals are

used, there is no plate numbered 151.

Table 7. Evidence showing that no plate is missing.

Page numbers

(manual corrections may appear)

1825 1834

Text page In text On plate In text On plate

Laniarius viridis 230 CXLIII 143 CXLIII 143

Artamus leucorhynchos 232 CXLV 144 CXLV n/a

Turdus Uschenaulti 234 CXLVI 145 CXLVI 146?

Dulus palmarum 237 CXLVII 146 CXLVII n/a

Sphecothem virescen

s

238 CXLVHI 147 CXLVHI 147

Ac ridotheres pagodarum 240 CXLIX 148 CXLIX 148

Manorina viridis 241 CL 149 CL n/a

Grallina melanoleuca 242 CLI 150 CLI 150

Hydrobata albicollis 244 CLII 152 CLII 152

There are tens of cases, of scientific names, where the spelling used in the text and the

spelling on the plate differs. A few cases seem to be due to inverted type (e.g. 'n' in place of

'u') but often the specific epithet is given an initial capital in one (usually on the plate) but

not in the other. However there are six cases where there is a complete contradiction in

names used and had there been a second edition these cases would very probably have been

addressed and resolved, but they have not been.
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Table 8. Instances where names change from text to plate.

Text Plates

Vol. (Partie): page Name given Plate No. Name given

1 (2): 41 Corydon ix pyrrholeucus XLVI Corydonix Senegalensis

1 (2): 184 Ampelis vanegata CXVII Ampelis Averano

2:5 Crax pauxi CXCDC Crax mitu

2:6 Crax alector CC Crax pauxi

2: 90 Tackydromu s asiaticus CCXXXII Tackydrom us coromandelianus

2: 164 Parra melanoviridis CCLXIV Parra melanochloris

CONCLUSIONS

For the reasons given above the partial set of this work recently acquired seems to have

been assembled from remainder stock. Evidence supporting this conclusion has been given

above. No evidence has been found to suggest that the 1834 issue, apart from its dated title

page, could not have been assembled from remainder stock. The 1825 issue of Livraison 16

seems likely to have been a cancellans (although this needs corroboration either from a notice

issued with it or by finding a copy of the cancellandum).

The evidence assessed strongly supports the view that the publishers did not issue the

pages and plates in the logical sequence that has hitherto been accepted. It argues that

Livraisons numbered 10/11, 12/13 and 14/15 were not just double issues of adjoining material

but were deliberately providing customers with one livraison from Partie 1 and one from

Partie 2 of volume 1.

The examination of two prospectuses and three differing wrappers along with the

information on who published which parts and who did the lithography for each of the

plates has allowed the inclusion of a significant amount of historical perspective.

It was already known, and of particular interest, how significant was the inclusion of

Vieillot in this project; but this has become even more apparent. Variation in the stated

authorship of the livraisons in the notices in the BdF suggests that Oudart had to reassert his

involvement to avoid his total eclipse. When the 1825 title page was prepared, and it seems

Constant-Chantpie was writing the Avis de I'Editeur, it is clear that Oudart's contribution was
deliberately downplayed. If, as it appears, this disparagement occurred in early 1825 then

either Oudart had already completed all the drawing required or he was extraordinarily

tolerant of this treatment. But was this due to Vieillot or perhaps due solely to Constant-

Chantpie? A clue to this comes from the Introduction which the evidence shows was part of

Livraison 1 and thus was written by Oudart, as the content suggests. This, given the

placement of all Oudart's work at the end of the book, ought not to have been inserted

where the Avis de I'Editeur instructed. Had Vieillot seen tins he would have known this

"introduction" was not by him and he would not have agreed!

The title pages of the "1825" volumes give Constant-Chantpie,22 Rue de Saint Anne No.

20 as editor (an address that appears in late 1824, from Livraison 52 onwards, in the notices

22 Jean Baptiste Constant-Chantpie bom 1786; see www.elec.enc.sorbonne.fr/imprimeurs/node/22102 (accessed

22.08.14). Although not brevetted until 1832 he seems to have been an independent printer and publisher in

1823 when Collection de relations de voyage was published. As no Carpentier-Mericourt wrappers have been
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in the BdF). In the 1825 title pages the address of the Imprimerie de Carpentier-Mericort (the

printers) is given as Rue de Grenelle Saint Flonore, No. 59.

The Avis de I'Editeur mentioned by Mathews, and present in the BHL copy, is not

specifically mentioned by Zimmer but is in the 1825 sets in London. The title pages of the

1834 volumes record Carpentier-Mericort as the Editeur and by this time Constant-Chantpie

had become a publisher working alone or with
"A . Leroux" in 1825 or 182623

, and paired

with "Levavasseur, successeur de Ponthieu, Palais-Royal" in 182924
.

If further research can be undertaken in France the most interesting subject, apart from

seeking some notice explaining why the double issues were published as they were and

checking page 55, would be trying to determine when and by whom Engelmann was asked

to produce lithographed plates in parallel to Motte, i.e. whether that decision was made by

Vieillot alone or involved Oudart.
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ABSTRACT: Although it is generally accepted that Vieillot's Analyse appeared in 1816, evidence

for the rebuttal of the date of 1817 suggested by Lesson some ten years later does not seem to

have been provided. A search of contemporaneous literature demonstrates that the book was

published before 20 April 1816. Thus, the date 19 April 1816 is recommended as the official

date for the purposes of zoological nomenclature.

KEYWORDS: Vieillot, 19th century, France, ornithological works, dating.

INTRODUCTION

Early in the 19th century Louis Jean Pierre Vieillot (1747-1831), French zoologist,

published an Analyse d’une nouvelle ornithologie elementaire, an influential work, which

contains a number of new names for ornithological taxa (Oehser 1948) 1

. The date given on

the title-page of Vieillot's Analyse is 1816 and it is almost universally dated from that year.

However, Lesson

2

(1828: 50, footnote) expressly said that "L'analyse d'ornithologie

elementaire qui porte la date 1816, n'a reellement paru qu'en 1817", i.e. "The Analyse

d'ornithologie elementaire which bears die date 1816, was in fact not published until 1817".

Were that so, some other works, e.g. the first volumes of Deterville's Nouveau dictionnaire

d’histoire naturelle3 to which Vieillot contributed, would compete for priority with the

Analyse, and this in turn might influence ornithological nomenclature.

Mathews (1925: 140) suggested that Vieillot tried to publish his Analyse in Italy and in

England in 1814, but the data available do not support his suggestion. First, "les

commissaires Buniva et Boneli" [= Michele Francesco Buniva (1761-1834) and Franco Andrea

Bonelli (1784-1830), Italian naturalists] presented on the Meeting of the Royal Academy of

Sciences of Turin on 10 January 1814 Vieilot's manuscript entitled "Essai d'une nouvelle

classification des oiseaux", presumably written in French (Anonymous 1816c: xxviii). The

Academy agreed to publish the manuscript together with Buniva' s and Bonelli's critical

comments (Anonymous 1816c: xxviii), but this work was never published. There is no

evidence that Vieillot's Essai submitted to the Turin Academy was the same as his Analyse

;

instead this might have been just an outline of the Analyse or some other text altogether.

Second, a Vieillot manuscript entitled "Novi systematis ornithologici prolusio" (Anonymous

1 Vieilot's Analyse was l-eprinted by Saunders (1883).

2 Rene Primevere Lesson (1794-1849) was a French physician, zoologist and travelling research naturalist.

3 See Dickinson (2011b) for its dating.
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1815b: 229, 1815c: 309) was read at a series of meetings of the Linnean Society of London

held on 15 November 1814 (Anonymous 1814: 449), 6 December 1814 (Anonymous 1815a:

70), 20 December 1814 (Anonymous 1815a: 70), 16 February 1815 (Anonymous 1815b: 229),

and 21 March 1815 (Anonymous 1815c: 309). Although Vieillot's work was presented at the

meetings of the Linnean Society of London (see also Leach 1815: 45, Shaw 1815: 42), it is not

clear that the Society intended to publish the work in its Transactions. Flowever these records

do show that Vieillot worked on a classification of birds as early as 1813 and that he

propagated Iris thoughts outside of France, at least in Italy and in England, about two years

before his Analyse was published in France.

THE DATING

The most relevant literature of the period confirms that Vieillot's Analyse was
published in 1816. The evidence, in chronological order, is as follows:

1. The Bibliographie de la France, a weekly, recorded the Analyse in its issue of 20 April 1816

(Anonymous 1816a: 171, record Nr. 1146)4
.

2. The Magasin Encyclopedique, a monthly, in its issue for April 1816 carried a detailed

anonymous review of Vieillot's Analyse (Anonymous, 1816b: 406-427).

3. Cuvier (1816: xxiii, footnote) in the preface to his Le Regne animal distribue d'apres son

organisation mentioned Vieillot's Analyse as published in 1816. Cuvier signed the preface

to his book in October 1816 and it was published prior to 2 December 1816 (Roux 1976,

Dickinson 2011a) 5
.

This evidence sufficiently confirms that Vieillot's Analyse was published in 1816. The

record in the Bibliographie de la France from 20 April 1816 is the earliest date demonstrating

that the work was then in existence and is recommend to use for the purposes of the

zoological nomenclature (ICZN 1999). The reason why Lesson (1828) claimed that Vieillot's

Analyse was published only in 1817 is unclear.
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ABSTRACT: The name Ornismya Parzudaki has been credited to different authors. Here

evidence is provided showing that Lesson is the correct author of the name for this taxon. The

precedence of the name Trochilus exortis Fraser, 1840, is discussed and Ornismya Parzudaki seen

as a senior synonym.

KEYWORDS: Ornismya Parzudaki, Lesson, Parzudaki, de Longuemare, author, priority, dating,

Heliangelus exortis.

INTRODUCTION

Ornismya Parzudaki 1 was described in 1840 in the Revue Zoologique de la Societe

Cuvierienne, in a paper entitled
"
Oiseaux-mouches rares ou nouveaux, communiques par MM.

Longuemare et Parzudaki, faisant partie du t. IV inedit de I'histoire naturelle des Oiseaux-mouches de

M. Lesson

In subsequent works listing Ornismya Parzudaki in the synonymy of Trochilus exortis

Fraser, 1840, French and German writers credited the description to Lesson while English

and American writers considered either de Longuemare or de Longuemare & Parzudaki to

have authored the name, as follows:

Bonaparte (1850: 76): Ornismya parzudaki, Less. 1840. Rev. Zool. 1840. p. 72.

Bonaparte (1854: 252): Heliotrypha parzudakii, Less. 1840.

Reichenbach (1854: 12): Orn. Parzudakii Less. 1840.

Cabanis & Heine (1860: 74): Ornismya Parzudakii, Less. R. Z. 1840. p. 72.

Gray (1869: 140): Heliotrypha Parzudaki, De Long.

Elliot (1876: 318): Ornismya parzudakii, De Long. & Parz. (nec Less.), Rev. Zool. 1840,

March, p. 72.

Sclater & Salvin (1879: 529): Heliotrypha parzudakii (Longuem.)

Salvin (1892: 165): Ornismya parzudakii, de Long. & Parz. Rev. Zool. 1840, p. 72 (nec

Lesson).

1 Current name: Heliangelus exortis (Fraser 1840).
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Hellmayr (1911: 1186) even attributed the name to Sclater and Salvin as follows:

Heliotrypha parzudakii Sclater & Salvin, P. Z. S. 1879, p. 529. Cory (1918: 266) used the

attribution Heliotrypha parzudakii Bonaparte, Rev. Zool., 1854, p. 252.

REASONS FOR THE CONFUSION

There are two main reasons that can explain this confusion. Firstly, the title of the paper

itself, where the taxon is described, easily leads to ambiguity. Lesson, de Longuemare and

Parzudaki are all mentioned in the title but not to the same degree. De Longuemare and

Parzudaki are mentioned as having provided, or communicated ("communiques"),

specimens2
, whereas Lesson is cited as the author of his "histoire naturelle des Oiseaux-

mouches". This may explain why Elliot (1876) and Salvin (1892) specified
"
nee Less." and "nec

Lesson", respectively, doubtless referring to the earlier name Ornismya parzudhaki [sic]

introduced by Lesson in "December 1838" [= 1839] 3
,
believing the 1840 name to be a

reference to that, or believing the latter to be an unavailable homonym.
Secondly, the titling of the paper does not clearly establish the author(s) of the paper;

indeed one is tempted to believe that a fourth person, then anonymous, wrote the article.

However, the journal included a "TABLE DES NOMS D'AUTEURS" at the end of the

volume (page 379) where one finds:
"
Lesson

, Oiseaux-mouches nouv. [p.] 72", "Longuemare

(Oiseaux-mouches nouveaux.) [p.] 71", and
"
Parzudhaki (Ois. -mouches nonv. [sic] [p.] 71",

referring to the same article and sustaining the view that Lesson, de Longuemare and

Parzudaki were all authors.

EVIDENCE OF THE CORRECT AUTHORSHIP

The authorship of Ornismya Parzudaki can be safely attributed to Lesson alone. The 1840

description includes the confusing, "L'espece decrite par moi sous ce nom, ayant etc publiee par M.

Gervais sous le nom d'Oiseau-mouche Ricord, cette espece-ci conservera le nom du zele amateur,

M. Parduzaki [sic], qui nous Ta communiquee" (i.e.: "The species I described under this name
[i.e. Ornismya Parzudhaki Lesson 1839], having been published by M. Gervais under the name
Oiseau-mouche Ricord, this [new] species [i.e. Ornismya Parzudaki Lesson 1840] will preserve

the name of the zealous amateur, M. Parduzaki [sic], who sent it to us."

Of the 'Oiseau-mouche Ricord' Lesson more expansively should have written,

'published by M. Gervais under the name Ornismya ricordii in 1835 in the Magasin de Zoologie,

5, in plate 41'. This would have made it clear that Lesson described two different species of

hummingbird with essentially the same name. Firsdy, Ornismya Parzudhaki (Lesson 1839:

315), now a junior synonym of Ornismya Ricordii Gervais, 1835 and secondly, Ornismya

Parzudaki (Lesson 1840: 72-73), now a synonym of Trochilus exortis Fraser, 1840. Lesson,

clearly aware of the precedence of Ornismya Ricordii Gervais over his own Ornismya

Parzudhaki, considered his original name invalid4
, and deliberately chose to again honour

2 Parzudaki is known to have received many specimens from Colombia that were sold and described by other

naturalists (Stresemann 1975: 148)

3 The original description is dated from December 1838 but see Dickinson (2011: 243-244) for the correct

dating.

4 Whereas it was in fact a homonym.
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Parzudaki from whom he had received many specimens. Thus it was no accident that Lesson

gave the name as "O. [rnismya] Parzudaki, Lesson", and his words make clear that neither de

Longuemare alone nor de Longuemare and Parzudaki shared the naming of this taxon.

TROCH1LUS EXORTIS FRASER 1840 AND ORNISMYA PARZUDAKI LESSON 1840, WHICH
NAME APPEARED FIRST?

According to Sclater (1893: 437), the Part. VIII, No lxxxvi, pp. 11-24 of the Proceedings of

the Zoological Society ofLondon, where Fraser published his Trochilus exortis, is dated from July

1840. The name Ornismya Parzudaki Lesson in the Revue Zoologique de la Societe Cuvierienne

appears to date from March 1840, but, following the recommendations made by Dickinson

(2011: 244), it is more safely dated April 1840. Therefore, the name Ornismya Parzudaki

Lesson, 1840, should have precedence over the name Trochilus exortis, Fraser, 1840, but

traditionally has not been given that precedence. The two conditions of Art. 23.9.1 of the

In ternational Code of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN 1999) would both have to be met to permit

reversal of precedence. I believe the first condition (non-use since 1899) is met. The second

condition, the use of the junior name
(
exortis

)
in at least 25 works, published by at least 10

authors in the immediately preceding 50 years (i.e. between 1 January 1964 and 31 December

2013 is also met (see Appendix). Thus, the older name Ornismya Parzudaki Lesson, 1840, is a

nomen oblitum while the younger name Trochilus exortis Fraser, 1840, is a nomen protectum.

CONCLUSIONS

The author of the name Ornismya Parzudaki is Lesson, 1840. The description is part of

paper written by Lesson, de Longuemare and Parzudaki. Thus, the full original citation is:

Ornismya Parzudaki Lesson in Lesson, de Longuemare & Parzudaki, 1840. Revue

Zoologique de la Societe Cuvierienne [3]: 72-73.
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A review of the authorship and dates of publication of birds

newly described from the "Voyage de la Coquille" (1822-1825)

with comments on some spellings 1

Edward C. Dickinson, Murray D. Bruce & Normand David

COPYRIGHT: © 2015 Dickinson, Bruce & David. This is an article distributed under the terms of

the Creative Commons Attribution Licence, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and

reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. Open

access will be provided six months after publication.

ABSTRACT: This article provides the first accurate representation of the chronology of

publications from 1826 to 1830 covering 83 taxa involving 94 names, including variable

orthographies, of birds newly described from the collections of the voyage of the Coquille

(1822-1825), with 59 names currently used as valid for recognised species or subspecies based

on the fourth edition of the Howard and Moore Checklist (2013-14). This voyage resulted in

collections from multiple countries and the avian novelties were published in a variety of

works over a period of five years (1826-1830) and the complexity of this publication stream

was not thoroughly examined for its full geography until the various experts worked on the

Peters Check-list. It seems that section authors were provided with no set policy on how to

assign authorship to new birds first named in plate captions; and also that they were mostly

misled by inaccurate information on the date of publication of Lesson's Manuel d'Ornithologie.

An earlier publication date for the Manuel d'Ornithologie of R.-P. Lesson is documented and

other dates of publication reviewed with special relevance for "Ferussac's Bulletin". The

findings are compared with those of previous standard references, particularly the Check-list of

Birds of the World by J.L. Peters & others and Sherborn's Index Animalium, all differing in their

inconsistencies in their citations to source works of the new names covered here. Authorities

have also differed in their attributions of authorship. This article is a thorough in-depth

review of the many issues involved, including authorship, spellings and date precedence, and

decisions are reached reflecting a consistent philosophy about shared authorship that takes

account of the rules of zoological nomenclature. Sherborn's treatment in the Index Animalium

is reviewed and found problematic. A table compares our results with the "Peters Check-list"

and the most recent edition of the Howard and Moore Checklist.

KEYWORDS: La Coquille, Lesson, Garnot, birds, new taxa, authorship, dates of publication,

Ferussac's Bulletin, Sherborn data, Peters Check-list, Howard and Moore Checklist, Falkland

Islands, Chile, Tahiti, New Zealand, Australia, New Guinea, the ICZN Code.

INTRODUCTION

The voyage of the Coquille was one of a series of French circumnavigations exploring

and surveying in various regions of the world, but especially in the southern Pacific. Under

the command of Louis Isidore Duperrey (1786-1865), the corvette departed France on 11

August 1822, spending about six months in parts of South America before beginning its

1 ZB Contribution No. 1 to the ZooBank verification process.
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work in the Pacific in April 1823. For the next 16 months the Coquille explored parts of

Polynesia, Micronesia, Melanesia and Australia, extending as far west as the Moluccas and

as far south as New Zealand, before returning to France on 24 March 1825 (Dunmore, 1969;

Howgego, 2004, Stresemann, 1975, Cretella, 2010 and Duyker, 2014b). The itinerary was

usefully summarised by Cretella (2010).

The zoological reports comprised two volumes, originally issued in 28 parts, or

livraisons. All appeared under the general title
"
Voyage autour du Monde, execute par order du

Roi, sur la Corvette de Sa Majeste, La Coquille, pendant les annees 1822, 1823, 1824 et 1825”

,

hereinafter referred to as "Voyage"1
. A complete summary of the relevant details of all

livraisons was provided by Cretella (2010)3
. Earlier Mengel (1983) provided a table that dealt

with everything except the huge 28th livraison which, according to Cretella, formed part 2 of

volume 2 of the Zoologie (not examined by Mengel or Cretella as apparently lacking in the

Ellis Library in the University of Kansas) and appeared only in 18384
.

The collecting was mainly undertaken by two naturalists in parallel with their official

duties; these were Rene Primevere Lesson (1794-1848)5 '6
,
the naval apothecary, and Prosper

Garnot (1794-1838)7’8
, the medical officer. They were assisted by others, including Auguste

Berard (1796-1852), a veteran of the voyage of the Uranie in 1818-1820 (Duyker, 2014a).

Initially, Garnot was apparently responsible for mammals and birds, while Lesson covered

other vertebrates and invertebrates. However, Garnot began to suffer from the dysentery he

picked up when they were in Peru and this steadily worsened, eventually becoming severe

enough for Garnot to have to leave the expedition in Port Jackson (now Sydney), Australia,

on 1 March 18249
. A significant portion of the collections made thus far accompanied Garnot

on his passage back to France. Unfortunately, all was lost in a shipwreck off southern Africa

in July 1824, when Garnot barely escaped with his life 10
. He returned to France in March

18259
.

2 The title is usually listed in library catalogues under the name of Duperrey, the expedition leader and

captain of the ship, as he had overall responsibility for the whole report of which the Zoologie came first. This

approach seems to be standard for the French voyages of discovery.

3 The only details seemingly missing relate to the few text pages such as plate lists issued for inclusion in the

Atlas volumes.
4 Zimmer (1926) was unsure of the date of this last livraison and his suggested pagination is far short of the

pagination reported by Cretella (2010) and evident in the work displayed by the Biodiversity Heritage Library

(BHL; wwAV.biodiversitylibray.org).

5 Bom 20 March 1794 (Lesson, 1846); b. 21 [sic] March 1794, d. 28 April 1847.

(http://geneatique.net/genealogie/ChristopheGrosbon/les-familles-de-rochefort-sur-

mer/LESSON_Rene_Primevere_271575306; accessed 9 July 2015).

6 Made a chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur on 5 November 1825 (Lesson, 1846: 60).

7 B. 18 January 1794; d. 8 August 1838

(http://data.fisheries.ubc.ca/expeditions/Expeditions/bio.php?bioKey=154&expedKey=16; accessed 9 July 2015).

8 Made a chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur on 30 August 1829

(http://wAVW.smlh29n.fr/memorial/legionnaires/12474_garnot_prosper; accessed 9 July 2015).

9 See Dukyer (2014).

10 See the Voyage (pp. 573-578) for Carnot's story of the e\?ents, and Lesson (1828e: 344) for an example of

mention of lost specimens. Duyker (2014: 24, 25) reported "three cases of specimens, including 365 birds" and

that "all his cases had been penetrated by seawater and were too damaged to be saved"; Garnot (1829b: 577)

reported that only one unbreached case came ashore and that the content was badly damaged. Elsewhere he

mentioned attempting to dry out the contents.
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Lesson and Garnot were charged with writing up the zoological findings of the voyage

and they did indeed collaborate, but apparently with difficulty (Wliittell, 1954: 218, 266). In

the Voyage on p. iv Lesson, with date January 1828, wrote: "... appele apres quelque temps de

sejour dans la capitate, d la place de chirugien en chef de Vile de la Martinique, M. Garnot nous remit

divers Memoires qu'il avait rediges, en nous priant de les inserer textuellement, et sous son nom , en

nous laissant par consequent responsable de nos propres travaux. Nous avons done dii apposer le nom

de leurs auteurs aux divers articles qu'on trouvera dans les deux volumes de cet ouvrages, oil ils sont

inseres d leur place naturelle, et au milieu de Memoires sans signature, dont nous reclamons ici la

propriete.'' 11

The issue of tire preliminary pages (pp. i-iv) is not covered by Mengel (1983) but in view

of the above mention of Martinique these were most probably published in livraison 16 in

May 1830 12
. Garnot in late 1827 was the second chief surgeon at the naval hospital in Brest,

but he sailed for Martinique on 23 May 1828 (see Duyker, 2014a) to take up a government

position and hoped to recover his health there. Already in Brest communication with Lesson

will have been slow and in Martinique it would have been much slower. Levot (1857) in a

disappointingly brief arid belated obituary suggested that Garnot only went to Martinique

later. His spell there appears to have been from 1828 to 1832 (http://www.

smlh29n.fr/memorial/legionnaires/12474_garnoLprosper; — accessed 9 July 2015). Garnot

died in Paris aged 44 in 1838.

As regards the birds, which are our subject, all were dealt with in the first 16 livraisons

of volume 1 of the Zoologie by Lesson and Garnot. That volume, when completed, totalled

743 pages made up of 16 livraisons and arranged in two parts (Mengel, 1983). The two parts

each come with a title page; one for 'partie 1' (pp. 1-360) with date 1826, and one for 'partie 21

(pp. 361-743) with date 1828, and are often bound separately. With some of these first 16

livraisons came a variety of plates that would relate to text in volume 2 (see Cretella, 2010 for

details).

The purpose of this review is to provide clear details relating to bird names in respect of

all matters of source, date and authorship. As part of this exercise each name has been

checked to Sherborn's Index Animalium to establish what names and citations he listed (and

those he did are cited to the appropriate page). Our reseach has also involved checks to the

appropriate volumes of the Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum, the Catalogue of the

Birds of the Americas and the Systema Avium Australasiarum and a few later works in order to

clarify early revisions of relationships.

As will emerge, this exercise is by no means limited to the main report (Zoology, Vol. 1)

because both Garnot and Lesson, singly or together, published in other works for which it

has been necessary to consider dates of publication and to explore the evidence of

authorship: these two subjects are those we tackle next, before providing a systematic list

which, for currently recognised taxa, follows the sequences of families, genera and species

11 "...after staying for a while in the capital, M. Garnot was appointed chief surgeon of Martinique, and he

handed me various reports that he had written, instructing me to insert them verbatim, and thus leaving me
responsible of my own work. I have therefore appended the name of their authors to the various texts

constituting the two volumes of this work, where they are inserted in their appropriate place, and, amidst

unsigned reports, of which 1 claim authorship."

12 The date shows it to be too late for issue with the first livraison. It was normal practice for such texts to be

included only when the work as a whole was finished.
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used by Dickinson & Remsen (2013) and Dickinson & Christidis (2014) to bring together the

evidence.

DATES OF PUBLICATION

The chronology we have derived from the best available information, as finalised here,

demonstrates that what authors may plan to do is not always what happens. Their intended

major publication, which should have been the source of any new names, can be pre-empted

by content in separate publications by an author or by someone drawing on the author's

knowledge. In the case we deal with here the two mam complications are, firstly, the

publication of the plates before the related text for their subjects, and, secondly, Lesson's

parallel work on another major publication: his Manuel d'Ornithologie.

a. THE 'ZOOLOGIE' VOL. 1.

The plates relating to the text were issued for assembly as an "Atlas" and the 44 plates

that depict birds all appeared before any of the relevant text. The title page of the Atlas bears

the date 1826 which corresponds to the year the first livraison and its plates appeared. The

Atlas includes a plate list that may have been intended to clarify the authorship of the names

of the taxa depicted, but it is evident that that list would not have been ready for publication

until the whole of the volume's text was published, which was on May 1, 1830 but there is no

record of when any Atlas text pages were issued; it seems likely to have been in 1830 but as

we cannot even provide a month date we date it "1830". 13 The list of plates within the text, at

the end of the volume (pp. 741-743) is part of livraison 16, dating from May 1, 1830 and must

be seen as the prior list. It is apparent from the very few minor differences between the page

in the Atlas and the three pages in the text volume that these two indexes were prepared

essentially at the same time as the final livraison.

The Atlas plate captions include scientific names and, where the depictions were of birds

as yet undescribed in words, the validity of their introduction is covered by Art. 12.2.7 of the

Code.

Sherborn & Woodward (1901a, 1906), concerned with the whole subject matter of

volume 1, drew on the information in the Bibliographie de la France to date the livraisons.

Mathews (1913) found information in Ferussac's Bulletin (see below) which allowed him to

identify the numbers of the plates that appeared with each text livraison. All the bird plates

are found in livraisons 1 to 11, and the full text for volume 1 is completed in the first 16

livraisons. Zimmer (1926) gave both sets of information and added the cautions mentioned

above (but see below in relation to the Manuel). Mengel (1983) found original parts wrappers

in the Ellis Collection in the University of Kansas Library (EC-UKL) and provided complete

details of the composition of each of the 27 livraisons (not just of those concerning birds). It

13 The implications of the minor differences between this and the list in pp. 741-743 are contradictory as to

which plate list was prepared first. First, that several uses of "Less." in the Atlas are reduced in pp. 741-743 to

"L." which Lesson would have known indicated Linnaeus; but, second, where the indication is to the identies

of the different birds figured the author's name precedes that information in pp. 741-743 whereas it followed it

in the Atlas list. The two differences in the spelling of a scientific name (relating to pi. 31, fig. 2 and pi. 50) do

not help.
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would be of great benefit to science if these wrappers could be scanned and added to what is

now available on the Biodiversity Heritage Library.

In his Index Animalium Sherborn cited names from the Voyage from the text and not from

the plates. His treatment of names introduced by Temminck in the Planches Coloriees was
confused and inconsistent - and is discussed in our Conclusions - where we also set out the

relevant policy statements of Sherborn (1902, 1922).

Where, in our text, dates are given for a plate in the Voyage or for a text page in there,

these dates are taken from Mengel (1983) and are the dates of issue of the Bibliographic de la

France in which their publication was announced. The dates and details in Appendix I,

which we reproduce from table VIII from the CD accompanying Dickinson et al. (2011) are

the same except that some livraisons contained text by different authors and these are now
signalled. It is not certain when the list of contents or title page for the Atlas were published

so the plate list for that is dated "[1830]" but it will not have been before May.

It is evident from the incorrect numbers for plates 14 cited by Lesson in the Manuel, noted

in this article, that while the plates had been executed their final numbers and captions had

not been assigned, i.e. they were in the state known as avant la lettre (see Dickinson et al.

2011, p. 285).

b. THE ANNALES DES SCIENCES NATURELEES

There are two relevant articles in this journal. The main one deals with the visit to the

Falkland Islands (Les Malouines), early in the voyage. This is reproduced in full in chapter 6

of vol. 1 of the Voyage, appearing on pp. 535-552, where Garnot appears to be the author. The

footnotes on p. 196 and 535 evidence inclusion in the January issue in 1826. Lesson (1831:

548) once dated this 1825, but was perhaps citing the year the paper was read to the Societe

d'histoire naturelle de Pans. A second paper by Lesson (1825) includes just one new name
(Epimachus regius, see species IT below); this been dated to November.

c. BULLETIN DES SCIENCES NATURELLES ET DE GEOLOGIE (FERUSSAC)

This title originated as a subsidiary title used for the second of the eight sections of

Ferussac' s Bulletin Universel des Sciences et de I'lndustrie and that overarching title is

sometimes cited with or without the 'subsidiary' title. Here we standardize, using the

subsidiary title alone; it was possible to subscribe for the section separately and it is usually

bound as a separate journal. Where we cite, for example, "8 (1)" we refer not to the first

section within the Bulletin Universel but to the first part of the Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et

de geologie in volume 8. Prior to the split into eight titled sections Ferussac called his journal

the Bulletin General et Universel des Annonces et des Nouvelles Scientifiques which existed for

just one year (1823), during which four volumes appeared.

14 Plates 33 and 34 were reciprocally affected, as were 15 and 16 in which there were three figures. Other

mistakes were limited to figure numbers and these concerned plates 19, 30 and 31 bis. In three cases we could

not find them the species listed in the Manuel (Ardea heliosyla now Zonerodias heliosiflus;
Falco longicauda now

Henicopernis longicauda; Sitta otatare).
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Sherborn in treating the 14 names that concern us in the various volumes of his Index

Animalium only provided year dates15
. Richmond (1992), however, had month dates for each

of the names that concern us in his Index. Although Hellmayr sometimes cited Sherborn here

Richmond had the data and Sherborn apparently did not. Thus, for example, the month-

dates Hellmayr & Conover (1948a, b) used in the Catalogue of the birds of the Americas might

have been provided by Richmond.

Dickinson et al. (2011) included no table of dates of publication for the Bulletin des

Sciences naturelles et de Geologie and they erred in stating that “beginning in April 1825 there

were 4 volumes per year" . In fact, from 1824 through 1828 there were, in each year, 3

volumes of 4 issues. From 1829 to 1831 there were, in each year, 4 volumes of 3 issues. We
now include a table for all 27 volumes, covering the whole period during which all the

publications by Lesson and others relevant to the Voyage appeared (see Appendix II and the

note to that suggesting that the month dates relate to journal compilation and that printing

occurred after the month end and referring back to our footnote below).

d. DICTIONNAIRE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES (ED. LEVRAUET)

Nine volumes concern us (Nos. 39, 40, 42, 48, 50, 51, 52, 54 and 56). Mathews & Iredale

(1915) and Sherborn (1922: xliv) provided dates of all the volumes - the former providing the

day-dates of the entries in the Bibliographie de la France; the latter just the month-dates.

e. DICTIONNAIRE CLASSIQUE D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE

Here four volumes (13, 14, 15 and 16) contain six relevant entries. These volumes have a

month date on their title pages.

/. MANUEL D’ORNITHOLOGIE

Lesson's two volumes were apparently published together in June 1828. Zimmer (1926:

386) cited Mathews for use of the date 28 June 1828 and Mathews (1927, 1930) certainly used

that, and we too have used this date in the past. However, checking to the Bibliographie de la

France we find that the correct date is earlier because the entry in the bibliography is item

3634 on p. 447 (in issue No. 24 date 14 June), which has been noted by Richmond in an

unpublished index card. This is important because in issue 25, a week later, item 3891 on p.

473 reports the 7th livraison of the Voyage. Thus the Manuel takes precedence in the case of

several names previously cited from the Voyage.

Compared to our preliminary data, used by Dickinson & Remsen (2013) and Dickinson

& Christidis (2014), we found reasons to revise authorship in a few cases, but no errors in the

year dates; the misdating of the Manuel was one of the causes of corrections to authorship.

15 By contrast listing Megapodius Gaimard (Gaimard, 1823) from p. 451 of Vol. II of the Bulletin General in 1823

Sherborn had this from June (which evidence suggests is wrong - the single issue in which this appeared was
for parts 4, 5 and 6 of volume 2; 6 is the June issue, however inside the front cover of the wrapper is the

statement "II parait le l el de cheque mois ..." (it appears on the first day of every month) thus either the June issue

related to what appeared in May or to June and it was published in July. On p. 450 it is stated that the report

by Gaimard is from a paper he read to the Societe d'Histoire naturelle de Paris on 6 June 1823. This we consider

sufficiently proves that the month-dates used by Ferrusac related to the month of compilation. There is some
substantiation in the March issue (in Vol. I, p. 495) where a list of the French journals published in March was
no doubt complete for the month and would have appeared in April.
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g. MEMOIRES DE LA SOCIETE D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE PARIS

Only one issue concerns us and that is discussed below under Todiramphus divinus

because we found it appropriate to act as First Reviser under Article 24.2 of the International

Code of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN, 1999; hereinafter "the Code") to fix the source of

that name.

AUTHORSHIP

Once every relevant publication has been dated, and it is clear which will be cited as the

original source, attention must turn to the question of who to cite as the author. This is

arguably the most complex decision area. Our intention is to present a consistent

interpretation and application of Article 50 of the Code (ICZN, 1999) with particular

attention to cases where judgements are needed over questions of joint authorship.

Establishing who named new birds offers its own complexities as much as where and

when they were named. The standard references works not only differ in how they cite new
names, their sources, dates and authorship, but are often inconsistent in doing so. While we
treat a primary set of publications that deal with the results of the Voyage and by bringing

these all together resolve multiple issues of source citation, we are aware that Lesson

continued to work on material from the expedition and published some later. We are also

aware that Lesson wrote at a time when, particularly in France, there was a continuing

reluctance to accept Linnean hierarchy and nomenclature and indeed the subordination of

French to Latin 16
. There were also widely different opinions on how to best arrange the

relationships of the birds — their systematics (the French term of the period being

"Methodes") - and Vieillot (1818), before providing what he claimed to be the system used

in the Nouveau Dictionnaire, reported on twelve publications on this subject during the years

1760 to 1815. Due to these different offerings there were choices as to what name to use for a

known bird and by extension choices of genus-group name to be made - for example the

names Edolius and DicrurUs were in concurrent use for the drongos. Even spellings varied;

while most authors used a capital letter to commence a genus-group name Lesson, both in

the Voyage and in his Manuel, used a small initial letter.

At the level of species-group names there was also indiscipline; some authors, such as

Temminck, objected to names that reflected geographic origin, and others rejected

descriptive names that they considered poorly chosen, or were barbaric, or just from a source

language of which they disapproved. It was these conflicts which led to what is known as

the Stricklandian Code of nomenclature (Strickland, 1843), which, with the support of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, gradually gained broad but not

universal support in Europe.

About the 1820s there seems to have been a growing realisation that an author's name
must be associated with a taxon's scientific name, and it has been argued that this was
influenced by tire development of patent law. However, due to both differing opinions

regarding attribution to a genus-group name and an evolving body of knowledge which was

reshaping the limits to genus circumscription, when birds were reallocated to a different

16 This should be no surprise as throughout the 19th century French was the language of diplomacy

throughout Europe including the courts of Frederick II of Prussia and the Russian tsars.
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genus the name of the author of the original species name was often dropped and replaced

by the name of the author of the new combination 17
. While the timing and development of

this practice deserves particular study it does seem that the French, and especially Vieillot

and Lesson, were early converts to the idea that it was important to signal that a new
combination was theirs18

.

Also in the first half of the 19th century some naturalists seem to have thought that just

by discovering a bird and suggesting a name they would get credit for that 19
;
consider for

example Hodgson (1839), who accused Blyth - and others - of appropriating his names (see

Datta & Inskipp, 2004: 144; Dickinson, 2006: 128, 134) 20
.

It took some 140 years before the first edition of the International Code of Zoological

Nomenclature appeared (ICZN, 1961), although Strickland (1843) brought forward proposed

rules for nomenclature within about 15 years from the first livraison of the Voyage, and

within about 80 years the ICZN developed a set of "Regies" (ICZN, 1905) which were not

universally respected. However, following Strickland there was growing acceptance of the

importance to be attached to priority and perhaps there was more reason to try to publish

first. Without doubt the changes from 1961 through to the latest edition of the Code (ICZN,

1999) 21
,
have tended to give appropriate weight to the more complex job of taxon description

rather than the simple provision of a 'label' (i.e. just a name). However, the rules, as so often,

deal mainly with black and white and not with shades of grey - which are often perceptible

- and in interpreting the rules there is no clear mandate to consider the original intention of

the author(s)22 and retrospective changes have been judged to be required. For more

background see Bruce (2003).

In applying the Code there has been general attention to the spelling and construction of

scientific names. By contrast there has been only periodic attention to tire importance of date

of publication and even less obvious attention to issues of original authorship. We suggest,

as an example of this, that it is not widely understood that a name cannot simply be traced

back to its first seemingly unrecognised author whose name just replaces some widely

accepted author. And yet the rules on homonymy remind us that zoological nomenclature is

17 The growth of collection resources also led to reconsideration and republication, and Lesson on

reconsideration made changes to species names, particularly in his Traite (1830-31), not all seeming to be due

to preoccupation.
18 Often using tire term "Nob.' or 'Nobis', meaning "of us" to do so (although this was also used in the context

of genuinely new names for new taxa, thus leading the incautious to think all such usage was of this kind).

19 However within museums the placement of a name on the label of a museum specimen, as was done by, for

example, Lichtenstein, was very quickly considered to have been insufficient without publication.

20 In fact Hodgson did usually provide descriptions, but they were not what Blyth was looking for and he

made only modest use of them.
21 Art. 86.3 makes clear that this edition of the Code must be followed wherever the rules have changed.
22 The Code requires that such cases be determined on the basis drat it must be "clear from the contents" (Art.

50.1). The Code is consistent in its logic: Art. 32 mentions dre complementary dictum "widrout recourse to any

external source" and Art. 33 cites "demonstrably intentional" and explains that. In relation to authorship this

often means that where an author published a name supplied by a friend, intending that the friend be credited

as the author, the publishing author must now be seen as the author. Of course authors in the early 19th

century could not foresee the Code, and there was no way in 1826 that Lesson could have foreseen the need

for a clear policy statement on authorship. "The contents" applies to the whole work. Any expression of intent

that is not within the contents cannot be applied.
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based on types and thus a senior homonym that is based on different type material (whether

specified or implied) made need to be rejected through the use of Art. 23.9 (ICZN, 1999).

With few exceptions, apart from names deriving from published plates (which we
discuss below in the context of the Zoologie of the Voyage), the decisions we face concern

works where the author of the work may not have been the author of the name under the terms

of Article 50.1.1 of the Code (ICZN, 1999). The fundamental problem is distinguishing

between a case where a manuscript name was supplied and one where in addition a

description was supplied. Based on the example inserted after Art. 50.1.3, we take the

position that the evidence for that supply must be explicit and within the contents; a phrase

must make this clear or failing that the presence of either a signature or quotation marks can

do so. The second issue then arising is "did the author of the work do enough to be a co-

author of the name?" Here, following Article 50.1 dealing with the author of the work, we
find "... if it is clear from the contents that some person other than the author of the work is

alone responsible both for the name or act and for satisfying the criteria of availability other

than actual publication, then that other person is the author of the name or act". The crucial

phrase here is "other than publication". Applying Article 50.1.1 of the Code, however

sensitively, is a process wholly different from seeking to determine what Lesson and Garnot

might have agreed as to regards the sharing of authorship. Notice that use by Lesson of the

polite first person plural 'nous' (both in the Voyage and elsewhere) should not be taken to

mean "Garnot and I": this was simply the form of address that the etiquette of the period

required.

Article 51 dealing with citation includes a Recommendation 51 E and we adopt this in all

cases except those where we can find no explicit evidence that more than a manuscript name
was supplied. To make our view clear we insert "MS" before the author(s) we recognise and

after the name of he who apparently proposed the name; however, we use the abbreviated

form in all entry headings.

Although Art. 50.1.3 says that joint authors are also covered by the provisions of Art. 50,

nothing is said about how to judge potential co-authorship, but Art. 50.1.1 however vaguely

phrased has helped us to deduce the extent of collaboration although we feel others may
arrive at different conclusions and that the wording in the Code needs improvement to

minimise ambiguity.

Sometimes we have found, especially in the Manuel, that Garnot alone seems responsible

(for everything except the act of publication). In such a case one must cite Garnot, or - where

there is a need to be more explicit so that the work is evident - Garnot in Lesson. More
difficult to decide is when Lesson contributes more than just the 'act' of publication23 . In the

letterpress on the Voyage these considerations arise in respect of each chapter author.

Article 50.7 relates to names introduced as synonyms. Together with Article 11.6 this

controls whether a name introduced as a synonym can be available or not. There are 11

synonyms that we list which were created by Lesson or by Garnot after the other had

introduced a name which we list. Because of the piecemeal process of publication ten of

these were introduced as if valid new names were being proposed, i.e. Art. 50.7 does not

23 Art. 50.1 makes clear that a work with co-authors can contain a new name by just one of them (having just

put one's name to the publication of the work is not enough); Art. 50.1.1 extends that logic to any author who
was not an author of the work. (i.e. a 'third party').
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apply. The eleventh name is that of Podiceps americanus; this is discussed under Rollandia

rolland chilensis below.

We deal below with seven “source works" 24
:

a. THE 'ZOOLOGIE' VOE. 1.

The index to the Atlas, listing the plates, included page numbers relevant to each

depicted species; but these text pages appeared months after the plates and the page

numbers could only have been known when the pages were set in type. On this basis

Zimmer (1926) wrote "The plates of the birds antedate the corresponding descriptions in the

text and hence must be cited, under Lesson and Garnot, together, for certain names" 25
.

Zimmer's views have been reproduced by Mengel (1983) and accepted by Dickinson et al.

(2011). Zimmer's intention that this apply only to certain names is best explained by Zimmer
adding "Some of the species were first described elsewhere ...". Zimmer (1926) cautioned

that "the authors' general remarks in early chapters occasionally contain a characterization

of a species which has priority over the detailed description in a later chapter." And indeed

because of the separation of the text into different livraisons priority is a valid term as it is

not likely to be simply page precedence. Thus Zimmer has generally been interpreted to

mean that any plate depicting a bird not previously described should be credited to both

authors. Zimmer explained "first described elsewhere" by listing Annales des Sciences

naturelles, Lesson's Manuel d'Ornithologie, etc.

Considering Zimmer's position, taken in 1926, one can understand that he knew from

the 1826 title page that the Zoologie was authored by Lesson and Garnot and that he thus

assigned authorship of the names in the plate captions to the authors of the work. This seems

completely consistent with the Code (ICZN, 1999), The only tenable alternative would have

been to assign the names to the painter (which can make sense at least when the painter is

also an author).. However, we need to remark that in accepting Zimmer's view we have

chosen not to apply the square brackets mentioned in Recommendation 51D. These imply

"original anonymity" and indeed that might be argued if the 1826 title page for the text is

seen to be external evidence of authorship of the names in the plates. That we do not use

these brackets is because we see no other examples of such usage in the principal

ornithological since 1999 and we feel that such usage would not be understood.

What however was the role of Garnot? Above we have shown that he was probably in

Paris in 1826, but was in Brest in 1827 and in Martinique after that until 183226
. Taking into

account the chapter content, where Garnot's main contribution begins on p. 507 which was

24 A term we use to cover the sum of the works of Lesson and Garnot, and related parties, which bring

forward new avian names on the basis of the work of the expedition by the corvette La Coquille up to May
1830. Two contemporary parallel works by Lesson, his Centime Zoologique (1830-32) and his Traite

d'Ornithologie are, to the extent that they predate May 1830, excluded on the grounds that these are successor

works. However, Lesson did continue to name birds from the collection made in 1822-1825 and in some cases

these were described in these works or in his Complement aux oeuvres de Buffon (vols. 15-20). All these works

may contain later synonyms than those we list but none, we judge, will displace the primary source we give

for each name we treat.

25 Mengel (1983: 169) set out the text of tire wrappers and they coirtain no mention of Lesson & Garnot; it

seems Zimmer's decision must have been based on the 1826 title page for part 1 of the Zoologie.

26 He received a doctorate in medicine in April 1828 and may have returned to Paris for that.
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published in 1829, it seems that Lesson was only able to communicate with Garnot by

exchanges of letters; any such exchanges may have been very slow. Against this however

one must examine the extensive descriptive notes which Gamot supplied to Lesson for use

in the latter's Manuel d'Ornithologie all of which will have been available to Lesson by early

1828. But the well-signalled contributions by Garnot in Lesson's Manuel contrast sharply

with the composition of the text in the Voyage and in general Art. 50.1. of the Code (ICZN,

1999) must be interpreted to require single authorship by Lesson except where the chapter or

section author is self-evidently Gamot. An examination of the volume reveals that Garnot's

contributions were specially provided by assigning him two chapters, but that some - not

including any new avian names - were also inserted in chapter 1. All the chapter topics and

lengths are listed in Table I.

Table I. Authorship of new taxon names introduced in the text (by chapter)

Chapter Subject (abbrev.) Author Pagination

I Considerations generales (l'espece humaine) Lesson [+ Garnot] 1-116

II Considerations generales (mammiferes) Lesson 117-136

III Descriptions des mammiferes Lesson 137-176

IV Observations generales (cetacees) Lesson 177-186

V Observations generales (ornithologiques) Lesson 187-506

VI Observations generales Garnot 507-587

VII Quelques especes nouvelles d'oiseaux Gamot 588-613

VIII Catalogues des oiseaux recueillis . .

.

Lesson 614-735

The names of authors indicated in the Atlas plate list appear to reliably indicate who
coined the name, but not who first published that name. Based on Zimmer's view every

taxon depicted in the plates, if not published earlier elsewhere, should be credited to Lesson

& Garnot. Based on our research we agree with Zimmer, except for plate 39 of Columba zoeae

where exceptionally Lesson's name appears in the plate caption; however at the time that

this appeared it had already been published elsewhere, as shown below. Because, in all the

cases other than plate 39, the authors of the work were not mentioned in the plate captions

we cite them as "[Lesson & Garnot]".

Acceptance of Zimmer's views has not been universal; for example in his early volumes

Peters (1931: 118; 1934: 344; 1937: 68) apparently did not adopt them, and later he (Peters,

1940: 67 and 258) seems to have chosen different options (see Table III). Here Peters (1940)

cited Lesson & Garnot in respect of pi. 33 (
Centropus menbeki

)
and Lesson alone in respect of

pi. 22 (Cypselus mystaceus). He cannot have based this on the information in the plate list,
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there Garnot is named for the first and Lesson for the second. It is thus unsurprising that

inconsistencies recur in later volumes especially in those after the death of Peters27
.

Some citations to this work add Duperrey to the credits, but his name appears because

he commanded the expedition. If he played any role in the production of volume 1 of the

Zoologie it can only have been as an editor content to let his experts do their job. We do not

recommend his mention - because this has been an unusual practice and we think it will add

to the inconsistency of citations; however, some may consider mention of him to be

appropriate and preferable.

b. THE ANNALES DES SCIENCES NATUREELES

Here there is just the one article to consider. In 2002 Eric Pasquet (pers. comm., 30.01.2002)

of the Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle told us that only microfilm could be consulted

and copies would be difficult to supply, but he listed tire novelties and the page numbers for

their descriptions. However in his e-mail he mentioned Lesson as the author (which may
have been an idea he took from our enquiry). Since then the reproduced pages in the Voyage

were noticed showing Gamot to be the author; and, finally, scans of the original work were

downloaded from www.gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/ (on 30.05.2015) — and these confirm

Garnot's authorship.

c. BULLETIN DES SCIENCES NATURELLES ET DE GEOEOGIE (.EERUSSAC)

The overall style of the journal - of which for volume 7 the editors were Delafosse,

Raspail, Desmarest and Lesson - is of a series of edited reports on publications that had

come to the notice of the publisher (for Ferussac had established a network for the specific

purpose of bringing such works before his audience). It would normally be the case that

such publications had already appeared and they were here only 'noticed'. Thus no editor

would have expected to see himself as the author of any new name.

However, an exception seems to have been made in respect of the French voyages of

discovery. Gaimard (1823), in the predecessor journal the Bulletin General, established the

genus Megapodius28
. And in respect of the voyage of La Coquille the reports in the Bulletin

were all too often before the publication of a plate from the Voyage for inclusion in the Atlas,

and in 1828 competed for priority not just with plates and text from the Voyage but also with

Lesson's Manuel which, as we have shown, appeared on or before 14 June 1828. In every case

the 13 'notices' in this Bulletin that concern us include mention of Lesson or Lesson & Garnot

as part of the title, as if they were authors of a mentioned publication — or publication in

press, although they were not. From the evidence set out in Table II we judge that only two

papers, signed "D" should be considered for the potential that the editor in question might

be required by the Code to be considered as the author.

27 Many citations to the Voyage in Peters Check-list combine a reference to a plate and to a text page (usually,

but not always, giving two dates). This treatment suggests that the author was considered to be the same

which is hard to reconcile with the plates having appeared before the text and the judgement of Zimmer on

how to assign authorship to names introduced in the plate captions. Overall it seems unlikely that Peters and

his successors considered it to be necessary to be consistent in their treatment of this work and that prior

'authorities' were usually followed without question.

28 Although inclusion of this was based on the paper having been read to a society in Paris.
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Table II. Analysis of evidence of authorship of works in the Bulletin

Genus name
Species-

group name

Authors

per

Bulletin

Our

No.

Details from the Bulletin itself

Vol./p.
Item

No.

Publ.

date

Cross reference to

publication or what?
Signed

Phonygammas keraudrenii L&G 48 8: 110 90 May 1826
Zoologie du voyage de

la Coquille
D

Centropus ateralbus L 13 8: 113 92 May 1826
Zoologie de l 'exped. de

la Coquille
No

Megapodius duperryii L&G 58 8: 113 93 May 1826
Zoologie du voyage de

la Coquille
No

Alecthelia urvilii L&G in L 57 8: 114 94 May 1826
Zoologie du voyage de

la Coquille
No

Mino dumontii L&G 56 10: 159 122 Jan. 1827
No! To the

expedition
No

Melloria quoyi L&G 40 10: 289 196 Feb. 1827
Voy, le Bull. T. VII.

No. 125 [erroneous?]
No

Corvus tristis L&G 41 10: 291 196 Feb. 1827
Voy. le Bull. T. VII.

No. 125 [erroneous?]
No

Ptilinopus puella L&G 8 10: 400 280 Mar 1827

No! To Bulletin de

Janvier No. 122 (see

11 below)

D

Hemiprocne mystaceus L&G 9 11: 113 83 May 1827
Zoologie du voyage de

la Coquille
No

Peltops blainvillii L&G 39 11: 302 187 Jun 1827 None No

Myzomela eques L&G 29 11: 386 236 Jul 1827 None No

Syma torotoro L 22 11: 443 293 Aug 1827 None No

Melidora macrorrhinus L 24 12: 131 101 Sept 1827 None No

In two of the above cases {Myzomela eques and Peltops blainvillii
)
the plate was published

before the Bulletin appeared.

As Lesson was an editor of the Bulletin he may well have been asked to submit content

to it (or felt he had the right to propose or even make such insertions) and he certainly had

an interest in getting names published sooner rather than later, perhaps including a wish to

see that Cuvier, who was then revising his Regne Animal, should be aware of them. This, we
believe, explains 11 of the 13 cases and supports recognition of either Lesson or Lesson &
Garnot as authors. However, in two cases the signature D (for Desmarest) suggests, and the

text lends some support to the idea, that these were exceptions. The logic may have been that

the first in the chronological sequence was handled by an existing editor, perhaps to satisfy

convention but perhaps also leading to a realisation that as the work had not been published

this was not ideal. For the second case a more convincing answer might be that Desmarest

(1826) had published the dictionary entry for "pigeons" and that on these grounds Lesson

asked him to handle this. However, even in these cases the article title ascribes authorship

and it is not to Desmarest. Based on the general pattern of the Bulletin this would suggest
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that the editor 'compiled' these articles and, treating them as notices, edited them when
necessary. We conclude that we should not list Desmarest as the author. It may be noted that

Lesson became a signed editor of other entries in the Bulletin.

These are just the ornithological notes that appeared in the Bulletin ; Cretella (2010) listed

a good many others and it seems that Lesson and others used their entree to ensure that the

coming work was widely publicised.

d. DICTIONNA1RE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES (ED. LEVRAULT)

Articles inserted in this dictionary were 'signed' in an abbreviated way by the author(s)

who were either editors or adjunct editors. Desmarest was the author of the long account on

pigeons in vol. 40 - signed on p. 377 - and of the even longer account on perroquets (parrots)

in vol. 39 - signed on p. 137. Only if in a particular species account Desmarest signalled that

he had received a description can the taxon authors he named be credited with what he

wrote.

There is no doubt that Lesson's claim to proposing tire name zoeae for a pigeon to honour

his late wife had a foundation in fact, but at the time and in the circumstances he may have

been pleased that the description could be published by Anselnre Gaetan Desmarest (1784-

1838), one of tire editors of tire Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles (and one who could

undoubtedly help Lesson in his career). In all probability Desmarest intended authorship to

be attributed to Lesson, but as this is not explicit the Code obliges us to disregard this.

Another editor in the Dictionnaire was Charles Henri Frederic Dumont de Sainte-Croix

(1758-1830), who became Lesson's second father-in-law (see Lesson, 1828a: 40). This Dumont
should not be confused with Jules Sebastien Cesar Dumont d'Urville (1790-1842) who, on the

Corvette La Coquille, was the expedition leader Duperrey's first lieutenant. By 1828 Charles

Dumont and Lesson co-authored an article in the Dictionnaire and as early as 1827 Lesson

supplied short articles for inclusion, being treated as an editor.

e. DICTIONNAIRE CEASSIQUE D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE

Entries in this dictionary are all signed with an initial and these can be traced to the list

of editors on the title page for each volume. Lesson was an editor of the four volumes that

concern us, but some of his new species were listed in longer entries by Drapiez (one of the

other editors) and in these cases the names had already been proposed elsewhere and

original authorship is unaffected.

f MANUEL D'ORNITHOLOGIE

According to the title pages of the two volumes Lesson was the sole author. In some

cases the text clearly includes content from Garnot. Does this suffice in the context of Article

50.1.1 of the Code (ICZN, 1999) to modify Lesson's 'right' to sole authorship? In general

what is implied by the requirement that the author must satisfy the criteria for availability

("other than the actual act of publication") is the provision of the name and a description in a

work that is otherwise available. We see two differing scenarios: in one there is explicit

evidence that the description is that of Garnot and we then treat the name as Carnot's, albeit

in the work of Lesson; in the second Lesson's merely gives him as an author of a name in

which case we treat this as a case where a MS name was supplied. But there are also cases

where Garnot' s evident descriptions are embedded in texts that seem to be Lesson's. In such

composite cases we consider co-authorship must be recognised. Reaching this judgement

required every case where one of the names that concern us first appeared in the Manuel to
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be investigated (and we extended this review to all the entries in the Manuel which we think

helped us better understand Lesson's situation). The presence of a description in Latin

usually occurs when Garnot was involved but this is not always the case and nor are all such

descriptions explicitly credited to him.

Note that the Code does not make allowances for what an author intended, thus

publications that precede the main work in which the author may have intended it to appear

are not denied availability or precedence.

g. MEMOIRES DE EA SOCIETE D 'EIISTOIRE NATUREEEE DE PARIS

The single paper that concerns us is unequivocally by Lesson alone.

METHODS

Our first requirement was to collect and cross-check the information provided by others.

Others who have published on the ornithological content were Mathews (1913), Zimmer

(1926), Mengel (1983) and Dickinson et al. (2011).

Dickinson et al. (2011), who slightly mistook the pagination per part, provided

preliminary details, including a table (Table VIII) in their accompanying CD, much like those

given by others, arid said that "a report ... is under preparation". They also mentioned the

work of Cretella (2010) and noted that his information agreed with that of Mengel (1983),

and indeed each had access to, or help from, the original wrappers at the Ellis Collection,

University of Kansas, Lawrence.

Our next was to obtain copies of, or sight of, all the other works in which Lesson or

Garnot published and to detennine their dates of publication as accurately as possible.

When Peters (1931) published the first volume of his Check-list the works of Mathews

(1913, 1925a, b), Mathews & Iredale (1915), Sherborn (1922) and Zimmer (1926) had all been

published. The Richmond Index was also available29, although only in its original card form

in the National Museum of Natural History, Washington, D.C (then the U.S. National

Museum), but the information provided in the various volumes of the Peters, shows that few

of the different section authors drew on that30 There is little evidence to show they used

Sherborn's Index Animalium either although the last of its volumes was published in 1933.

Because that checklist has been extremely influential we have, as far as possible, included

information drawn from its volumes. In a few cases by the time the checklist volumes

appeared the names we treat were deliberately excluded by the space-saving policies

adopted by Peters and later editors31
. In these cases we have consulted the necessary

volumes of the Catalogue of the Birds of the British Museum, the Catalogue of the Birds of the

Americas and the Systema Avium Australasianarum in which there were fuller synonymies.

Where appropriate we also cite later publications and specialist personal advice.

29 See Richmond (1992) in References. The cards were often lacking detailed dates and they were always a

work in progress in the sense that Richmond would add further information (e.g. on dates of publication)

when it was discovered.

30 However, both Deignan and Watson worked at the U.S. National Museum.
31 For comments on the deliberate omission of synonyms in the various volumes of the Peters Check-list see

Dickinson (in press 2015).
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SYSTEMATIC LIST

In showing names below, any genus-group name that was used with an initial lower-

case letter (as all names did in the Manuel) the capital letter is here inserted, while for

species-group names any that originated with a capital letter are altered to begin with a

lower case letter; hyphens are also removed. All these changes to original format are made to

comply with how the Code (ICZN, 1999, Art. 5.1, 5.3) requires we spell them32
. Where, in the

lists of synonymy, a name is listed that differs in spelling from the original spelling we insert

"[sic]" once against the first usage of that changed spelling, and if there is a third spelling

that too will gain a "[sic]" against its first usage. In a few cases Lesson or Garnot created

different names for tire same bird, thus some listed synonyms reflect this. Note that our

synonymy is limited to the various works we have covered; it does not extend to include

each name as listed in the Traite d'Ornithologie of Lesson (1830-1831) or other major works by

him dated 1830 or later. Many works in French in this period, including Temminck &
Laugier's Planches Coloriees, were captioned not with scientific names but with French names;

not so in the Voyage and we use "caption on pi. .." to remind readers of this.

We render Lesson as "Less." when that is how it was given in the place cited; similarly

Garnot is rendered as "Garn." when it was given in that form.

We treat names in three groups: first, those that are in current use for birds newfy
named from the fruits of this expedition and where such birds were given two names by the

authors the junior one is dealt with in the synonymy of the senior name; second, are those

which were assigned to birds that had been named before (here our presentation changes

slightly); and, third, we list some special cases: one, a pigeon where the male and female

birds were not the same species, although described as such, and in both the species to

which this name was wrongly applied the name should be in synonymy (although we have

not pursued this), and three other cases where there are identity issues that make placement

in synonymy inadvisable and indeed one of these names has been formally suppressed.

We choose to use "livraison" because each can be dated; the zoology of the Voyage was
divided into parties which are lengthy and comprise several livraisons each with its own
date.

A primary reason for this study was the inconsistency of the bibliographic information

in the literature. Compilers of the major catalogues (that of the birds in the British Museum,
that on the birds of the Americas, and even Mathews's Systema Avium Australasianarum)

evidently compiled their lists taxon by taxon over the years and did not recognise the extent

to which they were either missing earlier sources or treating the data inconsistently across

their whole series33
. This inconsistency continued in Peters' Check-list for very much the same

reasons. When this study began it was hoped to complete the task in time for the 4th edition

of the Howard & Moore Checklist (Dickinson & Remsen, 2(313; Dickinson & Christidis, 2(314).

Unfortunately this was not to be and only a first rough outline of this article was available.

32 There is a case for retaining the original orthography of the period (e.g. small initials letters for genus-group

names and initial capital letters for the species-group names) in a list of synonyms, but in a work such as this

that merely looks peculiar.

33 This is a general observation. We have not always commented on the inconsistencies as they are only of

passing interest due to the many years that have passed since.
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A. NAMES CURRENTLY IN USE

Each entry begins with a sequence number and the current scientific name, which is in

bold. This is followed by the author and date derived from our study34
; these are in

parentheses as and when dictated by the Code (ICZN, 1999). To the right in bold type are

abbreviated references: "H&M4; 1:00" to Dickinson & Remsen, 2013 and "H&M4; 2:00" to

Dickinson & Christidis, 2014.

Below that headline comes the citation to the original publication. This will be followed

by the citation link [e.g. Lesson (1826)] and then by a best date of publication (b.d.). If the

citation is to the Voyage the source is our Appendix I; if the source is not from the Voyage,

there follows a reference to where the date comes from, such as [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]

or [Richmond Index].

Here too we signal Sherborn' s data recording. If, for the first citation line, we include an

{S} then Sherborn in his Index Animalium (Sectio Secunda, 1801-1850) either cited a later

source or missed the name altogether. This applies to synonyms proposed by either Lesson

or Garnot. If Sherborn did cite the source we have found to be the original one then the

"b.d." will be followed by a reference - for example Sherborn (1929d: 5230) which implies

part 21, page 5230. This part will be listed in our references.

The reference for the date of publication of the two volumes of Lesson's Manuel

d'Ornithologie (discussed above) which we give as 14 June, 1828, and cite to "BdL", 1828, is

the date of issue of the Bibliographie de la France in which the following entry appears:

5634- Manuel d’ornitiiologij;, ou Description des genres ct des prin-

cipales espcces d'oiseaux. Par R. P. Lesson. Deux volumes in-i8
,
en-

semble de 24 feu i lies 4/q. Impr. de Crapelet, a Paris. — A Paris
,
chez

Roret, rue Ilaulel’euille
, u. ia. Prix 7—

o

Figure 1.

Sometimes we add a comment below the baseline citation. Most often this reports the

mention of a plate number in the Voyage. Placing this on a separate line allows every baseline

citation to conclude with a Sherborn reference or an {S}.

Having established a baseline, we provide a synonymy listing each reference we found

in the period up to 31 December 1830 - we exclude the livraisons of Lesson's Traite

d'Ornithologie which were issued in 1831 but in inserting comments we treat as one those that

appeared in 183035 (Lesson, 1830d). In that synonymy each line is dated and in each case

where Sherborn has an entry for that name from that source the same kind of reference to his

Index Animalium is given as we described above. Where a date is given without the citation

34 Thus the authorship in Dickinson & Remsen (2013) or Dickinson & Christidis (2014) may differ.

35 On p. 632 in the Voyage Lesson wrote "... les naturalistes trouveront dans notre Traite d'Ornithologie, qui va

bientdt paraitre, tous les details qu'ils pourrant desirer sous ce rapport" ("naturalists will find all the details they

could require in our Traite d'Ornithologie which will shortly appear") and this suggested we might find further

relevant information in here, but there is little and a number of species do not get mentioned in the Traite. We
do not include birds from the voyage of La Coquille which were first described in the Traite as these would not

affect our decision-making.
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of an authority in the square-bracketed manner described above the reader will find that the

table in Mengel (1983) or our slightly revised table (Appendix I) is the source.

Birds that were depicted in plates36 (other than those already named by previous

writers) have longer synonymies because there were two plate lists: one in the text - which

evidence places in livraison 16 dated to 1 May, 1830, and one supplied for insertion in the

Atlas of plates and this may have been issued then or somewhat later, we date this "[1830]".

The listings of the names on the plates have been checked to the plate captions; authorship of

such names is given as "[Lesson & Garnot]" based on the views of Zimmer (1926), with the

exception of Columba zoeae.

Names listed as appearing in text in the Voyage are from chapters by either Lesson or

Garnot; thus, in the synonymy, citations are to these chapters but in the context of the

livraison concerned (and so where we say "no author given here" the citation after the page

number provides the authorship to ascribe).

(1) Radjah radjah (Garnot & Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 1:13

Anas radjah Garnot & Lesson in Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 417 (Lesson, 1828a) -

b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]; Sherborn (1930a: 5418).

With cross-reference to pi. 49.

Synonymy.

Anas radjah [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 8, caption on pi. 49 (Lesson & Garnot,

1828c) - 29 November 1828.

Anas radjah (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 9, p. 373 (Lesson, 1829a) - 28

February 1829. With cross-reference to pi. 49.

Anas radjah Garnot, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 602 (Garnot, 1830) - 9 January 1830.

Anas radjah Gam., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Anas radjah Gam., Voyage, “Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.J 602". [1830]

In the account in the Manuel where the heading includes "Less, et Garn. (Zool. de la

Coq., pi. 49)" Lesson wrote
"
Garnot a decrit cette espece en ces ternies

" 37 giving a description in

Latin in italics after which the further descriptive text is evidently by Lesson and the two

must share the authorship. Thus the authorship cited by Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 13), and

previously used by Johnsgard (1979: 451) was incorrect.

Mathews (1927: 213) mistakenly listed this from p. 49 instead of pi. 49.

Treatment in genus Radjah follows Dickinson & Remsen (op. cit. supra) and the

authorities they cited.

36 In works such as Peters Check-list citations to names in the Voyage often included details of both the plate

and the later text. This is helpful if the two dates are separately, and clearly and correctly given; this was not

always the case (use of 1826 from the title page of the work should be avoided except for plate captions in the

very first livraison).

37 "Garnot described this species in these terms".
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(2) Talegalla cuvieri Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 1:20

Talegallus cuvieri Less., 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 186 (Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14 June

1828 [BdF]; Sherborn (1925b: 1714). Includes cross reference to pi. "xxxviii".

Synonymy

:

Talegalla cuvierii [sic] Dumont, 1828, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 52, p. 143

(Dumont, 1828) - 12 April 1828 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. Nomen nudum.

Talegallus cuvieri [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 8, caption on pi. 38 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828c) - b.d. 29 November 1828.

Talegallus cuvieri Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 716 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Talegallus cuvieri Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Talegallus cuvieri Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.J 716". [1830]

When the Manuel appeared plate 38 was at this point unpublished and so cannot

support the new name, but there is long description of the genus signed "(Lesson)" followed

by a very brief description of the species, and there is no mention of Garnot.

Mathews (1927: 16) cited this from the plate in 1828.

(3) Rollandia rolland chilensis Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 1:51

Podiceps chilensis 'Garnot' MS, Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 358 (Lesson,

1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]; Sherborn (1925a: 1230).

Synonymy :

Podiceps americanus Lesson & Garnot in Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 358

(Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF]; Sherborn (1923a: 262).

Podiceps americanus Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 599 (Garnot, 1829b) -21 November
1829.

Podiceps chiliensis [sic] Garnot, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 601 (Garnot, 1830) - 9 January 1830.

An incorrect subsequent spelling.

In the Manuel the Latin description of Podiceps americanus is clearly attributed to Garnot.

The description in French is almost identical with that given just before it for Podiceps

chilensis but it is not suggested that the two are the same species. In the headings the name
Garnot appears after each species name. Hellmayr (1932: 418-9) credited both to Lesson but

preceded his name with "(Garnot MS)". We agree with Hellmayr as regards the authorship

of chilensis, but we recognise Garnot as a co-author of the name americanus.

Hellmayr (1932: 419) acted as First Reviser in assigning priority to chilensis over

americanus the two having been described on the same page in the Manuel. Hellmayr &
Conover (1948a: 24 fn.) restated this. They also mentioned that Lesson (1831: 594) gave the

name albicollis to an immature specimen collected on this voyage. From the entries above it

will be seen that Podiceps americanus was used as valid by Garnot (1829b) at a date after its

original introduction by Lesson in a context treating it as a synonym. This may have made
the name available under Article 11.6.1 however the above-mentioned First Reviser action

ensures the name will not now be used as valid unless there is a type specimen that proves

that Garnot was referring to a bird other than Rollandia rolland chilensis. The original

descriptions given suggest that the species was the same and the differences due to some
evidence of breeding plumage in the individuals named americanus.
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(4) Podiceps occipitalis occipitalis Gamot, 1826 H&M4; 1:52

Podiceps occipitalis Garnot, 1826, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 7, p. 50 (Garnot, 1826) -

b.d. January 1826 [per Sherborn, 1929, and Richmond Index]; Sherborn (1929a: 4512).

Synonymy.

Podiceps kalipareus [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 5, caption on pi. 45 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827g) - 17 October 1827.

Podiceps callipareus [sic] (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 5, p. 213 (Lesson, 1827f)

-17 October 1827.

Podiceps occipitalis Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 35638 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. {S} Cross reference to pi. 45.

Podiceps occipitalis Garn., Voyage, livr. 12, p. 544fn. (Garnot, 1829a) - 4 July 1829.

Podiceps calipareus [sic] Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 727 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830. {S}

Podiceps calipareus Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Podiceps calipareus Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing " [p. ]
727". [1830]

In the Manuel the account begins "Grebe a calotte noire, Podiceps occipitalis, Less. Zool.

Coq.., pi. 45" and neither Gamot nor his paper in the Annales is mentioned.

Sherborn (1927: 3305) listed Podiceps kalipareus from its mention by Gray (1846) in his

Genera of Birds, p. 633, seeing it as an emendation of calipareus, but the evidence shows the

reverse to be true; see also Wetmore (1926).

It is curious that Lesson (1830c) made no mention at all of Gamot' s (1826) description of

Podiceps occipitalis from the Falkland Islands; this must surely reflect the problems Lesson

had communicating with Garnot during the later stages of work on the text of the Voyage for

there can be no doubt that the plate and Lesson's text relate to the same bird.

(5) Patagioenas araucana (Lesson & Gamot, 1827) H&M4; 1:59

Columba araucana [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 4, caption on pi. 40 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827f) - b.d. 25 July 1827. {S}.

Synonymy.

Columba araucana (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 6, p. 242 (Lesson, 1828c) - 22

March 1828.

Columba araucana Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 170 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]; Sherborn (1923b: 424). With cross reference to pi. 40.

Columba araucana Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 706 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Columba araucana Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Columba araucana Less., Voyage, “Atlas"plate list, citing "[p.] 706". [1830]

In the Manuel where there are descriptions in Latin and French there is no mention of

Garnot.

Peters (1937: 68) was almost correct in his citation to both plate and then text, but for the

latter he referred to 'livr. 6' in error for 'livr. 16'. Flowever, in contrast to Zimmer (1926) he

gave Lesson alone as the author.

38 Lesson (1828a) provides a description in Latin as well as in French; neither is signalled as from Garnot.
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(6) Ducula oceanica Desmarest, 1826 H&M4; 1:74

Columba oceanica 'Lesson & Garnot' MS, Desmarest, 1826, Dictionnaire des Sciences

naturelles

,

40: 316 (Desmarest, 1826b) - b.d. 24 June 1826 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7];

Sherborn (1929a: 4515).

Synonymy.

Columlm oceanica [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 4, caption on pi. 41 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827f) - 25 July 1827.

Columba oceanica Lesson, Manuel d'Omithologie, 2, p. 166 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. With cross reference to pi. 41 (but not making this a plate in the Voyage).

Columba oceanica (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 10, p. 432 (Lesson, 1829b) -4

April 1829.

Columba oceanica Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 708 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Columba oceanica Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Columba oceanica Less., Voyage,"Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 708". [1830]

The original description is embedded in a long article about pigeons and Desmarest,

under whose name the article appeared, did not make clear that his description was
supplied by them39

. Despite this Peters (1937: 44) credited the authorship to Lesson &
Garnot.

In the Manuel there is no mention of Garnot.

(7) Ducula zoeae (Desmarest, 1826) H&M4; 1:75

Columba zoeae 'Lesson' MS, Desmarest, 1826, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 40: 314

(Desmarest, 1826b) - b.d. 24 June 1826 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]; Sherborn (1932:

7047).

Synonymy.

Columba zoeae Less., Voyage, livr. 6, caption on pi. 39 (Lesson & Garnot, 1828a) - 22

March 1828.

Columba zoeae Less., Manuel d'Omithologie, 2, p. 164 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. With cross reference to pi. 39 (but not stating that this plate number related

to the Voyage).

Columba zoeae Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 705 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Columba zoeae Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Columba zoeae Less., Voyage,"Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 705]". [1830]

39 Desmarest (1826b) in his article on pigeons in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles introduced three pigeon

names from the Voyage (we treat two here in our section A and one in our section B). It seems likely that

Desmarest had some MSS notes from Lesson (and Garnot), but in only the third of these individual species

accounts (our no. 80) did Desmarest actually state that they provided a description. Thus only in that one case

do we have explicit evidence to contradict use of Desmarest as author of the name. The final decisions on the

interpretation of the ICZN Code are the responsibility of the lead author who absolves his co-authors of any

obligation to support the majority view in any given case.
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Named for Lesson's first wife (Jeanne Zoe Massiou; b. 20 March 1799, d. 23 November
1819)40 Desmarest in his long account of the pigeons called this an "espece nouvelle" 41 and of

the name he wrote "que M. Lesson consacre a line epouse cherie" 42
. They married in 1817 and she

died within some two days of giving birth to a daughter Cecile Estelle Atala Lesson (b. 21

November 181940
, d. 28 June 18454V

). In the Manuel, where Gamot is not mentioned. Lesson

wrote "... consacree a la memoire d'une epouse expiree d l 'anrare de la vie''
44

.

Peters (1937: 54) credited the authorship to Lesson, but it is evident from the phrase cited

above that Demarest provided this article and he did not make clear that Lesson supplied

the description.

Uniquely, for this work, the plate caption here includes "Less." treating him as the

author. This is the one valid exception to Zimmer's "rule". Had this plate appeared before

the dictionary entry this name would have been cited to Lesson alone.

(8) Ptilinopus magnificus puella (Lesson & Gamot, 1827) H&M4; 1:76

Columba puella Lesson & Garnot, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a.

Bulletin Ferussac], 10 (3): 400 -b.d. March 1827 [per Lesson in the Manuel p. 172, in the

Voyage text p. 711, and the Richmond Index]; Sherborn (1929d: 5220).

Referred to as "variete A de la Columba magnifica de Temminck".

Synonymy :

Columba puella Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 172 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. With cross reference to the Bulletin.

Columba puella N. (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 8, p. 342 (Lesson, 1828e) - 29

November 182S.

Columba puella (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 9, p. 355 (Lesson, 1829a) - 28

February 1829.

Columba puella Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 711 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

The work of the bulletin editor, presumably Desmarest, is evident in the phrase "C'est a

la Nouvelle-biande et a la Nouvelle-Guinee, que MM. L et G. observerent ,.." 45 but the article title

is associated with Lesson & Garnot. Here we accept that joint authorship, contrary to the

treatment by Peters (1937: 41) and Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 76).

In the Manuel the account is entirely in the first person singular and there is no mention

of Garnot.

40 Source: http://geneatique.net/genealogie/ChristopheGrosbon/les-familles-de-rochefort-sur-

mer/MASSIOU_Jeanne_Zoe_271 575307 (accessed 08 July 2015).

41 "New species".

42 "Which Monsieur Lesson names for a beloved wife."

43 Source: Lesson (1846: 58).

44 "Consecrated to the memory of a wife who died [while still at] the dawn of [her] life."

45 "It was in New Ireland and New Guinea that Messieurs Lesson and Garnot observed . .

."
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(9) Hemiprocne mystacea mystacea (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 1:95

Cypselus mystaceus Lesson & Garnot, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie

[a.k.a. Bulletin Ferussac ], 11 (2): 113 -b.d. May 1827 [in the Richmond Index]; Sherborn

(1928c: 4236).

Includes a cross reference to Voyage pi. 22.

Synonymy:

Cypselus mystaceus [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 5, caption on pi. 22 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827g) - 17 October 1827.

Cypselus mystaceus Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 417 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF], With cross reference to pi. 22.

Cypselus mystaceus Less Voyage, livr. 15, p. 647 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Cypselus mystaceus Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Cypselus mystaceus Less., Voyage/'Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 647". [1830]

In the Manuel there is no mention of Garnot and no description in Latin.

Mathews (1927: 398) mistakenly cited this from plate 22.

Peters (1940: 68), who credited the name to Lesson alone, cited this from plate 22 with

date 1827 and text page 647 from 1830, but the joint paper in the Bulletin appeared earlier.

Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 95) appropriately credited both authors.

(10) Sephanoides sephaniodes (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 1:112

Orthorynchus sephaniodes [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 4, caption on pi. 31, fig. 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827f) - b.d, 25 July 1827. {SJ.

Synonymy :

Orthorynchus sephaniodes (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 6, p. 240 (Lesson,

1828c) - 22 March 1828. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 31, fig. 2.

Ornismya sephaniodes [sic] 'Lesson et Gam.', Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 80 (Lesson,

1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1930b: 5883). With cross reference to Voyage

pi. 31

Ornismya sephaniodes, Lesson, Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches, p. 69 - 1829 per

Sherborn (1922: lxxx); May or later per Sherborn's MS notes (see Dickinson et al.

2011: 117).

Oiseau-mouche a couronne violette Lesson, Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches pi.

XIV - 1829 per Sherborn (1922: lxxx).

Orthorhynchus sephaniodes Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 681 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April

1830. Sherborn (1930b: 5883). A footnote here refers to pi. XIV in
"Monog . Ois.-

Mouches"*.

Orthorhynchus sephanoides [sic] Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

An incorrect subsequent spelling.

Orthorhynchus stephanoides [sic] Less., Voyage,"Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 681".

[1830] See comments below.

46 Lesson's term for his Histoire naturelle des oiseaux-mouches.
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In the Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches the depiction is on pi. XIV where the caption

uses only a French vernacular name. In the Manuel the description is unsigned and thus

seemingly Lesson's.

Peters (1945: 104) cited this from the plate crediting Lesson alone as opposed to the

views of Zimmer (1926) whose advice was followed by Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 112).

The spellings used in all main texts consistently agreed with the plate caption (although

Sherborn's entry relating to the Manuel incorrectly gave the spelling as sephanoides
)
until

Lesson's use of sephanioides in the Traite. But the spelling -aides appears in both versions of

the plate list (not reflecting earlier usage); and in one of these lists the usage is stephanoides. In

as much as Stephan is a plausible Greek stem meaning crown and the vernacular name
introduced was Oiseau mouche a couronne violette this may have been a deliberate emendation

and as such a justified correction. However, it seems more probable that the change was a

lapsus because it was not made in both versions of the plate list and was not repeated six

months later in the Traite. For the sake of stability we sustain the original spelling, in

agreement with Meyer de Schauensee (1966: 183).

This name was mistakenly treated as a subjective synonym of Eustephanus galeritus

(Molina, 1782) by Salvin (1892: 156) and by Cory (1918: 276). This treatment was not accepted

by Flellmayr (1932: 233) who observed that the name Eustephanus Reichenbach, 1849, is

junior to Sephanoides Gray, 1840, and that he did not see how the description of Molina's

Trochilus galeritus "il suo becco e curvo, ... tutta la parte inferiore del suo corpo e di un colore di

aurora cangiante"47 could possibly apply to the Fire-crested Hummingbird of Chile. He thus

regarded Molina's bird as 'fictitious'. Hellmayr also used the original spelling sephaniodes for

the specific epithet. Peters (1945: 104) followed Hellmayr, but made no mention of the

sephaniodes spelling (and incorrectly cited sephanoides from the plate and p. 681 in the

Voyage)4 *.

(11) Amazilia amazilia (Lesson & Gamot, 1827) H&M4; 1:127

Orthorynchus amazilia [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 4, caption on pi. 31, fig. 3

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827f) - b.d. 25 July 1827. {SJ.

Synonymy :

Ornismya amazilia 'Less, et Gam.', Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 81 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14

June 1828 [BdF], Sherborn (1923a: 247). Includes cross reference to Voyage pi. 31, fig.

3.

Ornismya amazili Lesson, Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches
, p. 67 - 1829 per

Sherborn (1922: lxxx); May or later per Sherborn's MS notes (see Dickinson et al.

2011: 117). Incorrect subsequent spelling.

Oiseau-mouche amazili Lesson, Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches, pll. XII &
XIII.

Trochilus amazilia (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 13, p. 587 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21

November 1829.

47 "Its beak and curved . . . the whole of underparts are the colour of [an] iridescent aurora".

48 A perfect example of how difficult it can be to correct past errors; perhaps too of a failure to check the

original.
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Orthorhynchus amazilia, Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 683 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1923a: 247). A footnote here refers to pi. XII & XIII in "Monog. Ois.-

Mouches".]

Orthorhynchus amazilia Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list [page number not

cited] -1 May 1830.

Orthorhynchus amazilia Less., Voyage,"Atlas” plate list [page number not cited].

[1830]

Peters (1945: 74) cited the Manuel where the account is written in the plural but it is

unsigned and thus presumably Lesson's. In citing the Manuel perhaps Peters followed

Sherborn (1923a). However, the Manuel appeared after the plate so, following Zimmer

(1926), both authors were cited by Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 127).

(12) Thaumastura com (Lesson & Gamot, 1827) H&M4; 1:133

Orthorynchus cora [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 4, caption on pi. 31, fig. 4 (Lesson

& Garnot, 1827f) - b.d. 25 July 1827. {S}.

Synonymy:

Ornismya cora 'Less, et Garn.', Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 82 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14

June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1925b: 1512). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 31, fig. 4.

Ornismya corn Less, et Gam., Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches, livr., 3, p. 52 -

1829 per Sherborn (1922: lxxx); April per his MS notes, see Dickinson et al. (2011:

117).

Oiseau-mouche Cora Less, et Garn., Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches, pi. 6 -

1829 per Sherborn (1922: lxxx).

Orthorhynchus [sic] cora Lesson, Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches, p. xxj -1829

per Sherborn (1922: lxxx); May or later per his MS notes, see Dickinson et al. (2011:

117).

Orthorhynchus [sic] cora Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 682 (Lesson, 1830b) -3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1925b: 1512).

Orthorhynchus cora Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Orthorhynchus cora Less., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.J 683" [sic = 682]. [1830]

Peters (1945: 131) cited the name from the plate with Lesson as the author so again he

did not follow Sherborn, and nor did he follow Zimmer (1926), whose views were followed

by Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 133).

In the Manuel the account is in the plural but the description is unsigned.

(13) Centropus ateralbus Lesson, 1826 H&M4; 1:138

Centropus ateralbus, Lesson, 1826, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a.

Bulletin Ferussac], 8 (1): 113 (Lesson, 1826a) - b.d. May 1826 [per Richmond Index]. {S}

Synonymy:

Centropus ateralbus [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 2, caption on pi. 34 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827d) -17 January 1827.

Centropus ateralbus Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 121 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1923b: 522). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 33 [sic].

Centropus ateralbus (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 8, p. 343 (Lesson, 1828e) - 29
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November, 1828. With cross reference to pi. 34.

Centropus ateralbus Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 620 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Centropus ateralbus Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Centropus ateralbus Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 620". [1830J

We accept authorship by Lesson because of the title statement and of the name, the more

so because Desmarest, the editor, wrote "Less, decrit specifiquement de la maniere suivante" 49
.

In the Manuel nothing suggests that Garnot was involved with the account.

(14) Centropus menbeki Lesson & Garnot, 1828 H&M4; 1:138

Centropus menbeki [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 6, caption on pi. 33 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828a) -b.d. 22 March, 1828. {S}.

Synonymy:

Centropus menbiki [sic] Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 122 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1928b: 4000). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 34 [sic]. An
incorrect subsequent spelling.

Centropus menebiki Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 600 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21 November
1829. Sherborn (1928b: 4000). A second incorrect subsequent spelling.

Centropus menebiki Garnot, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 620 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Centropus menebikii Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Centropus menebikii Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 600". [1830]. A third

incorrect subsequent spelling.

Note the different spellings were all at different dates so no First Reviser action is

required.

There is no mention of Garnot in the Manuel.

(15) Eudynamys orientalis rufiventer Lesson, 1830 H&M4; 1:144

Cuculus rufiventer Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 622 (Lesson, 1830a) - b.d. 9 January 1830.

Sherborn (1930a: 5655).

Mathews (1927: 418) treated tills as a subspecies of Eudynamys orientalis.

(16) Pterodroma lessonii Garnot, 1826 H&M4; 1:178

Procellaria Lessonii Garnot, 1826, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 7, p. 54, pi. 450 (Garnot,

1826) - b.d. January 1826 [per Richmond Index], Sherborn (1927c: 3508).

Synonymy:

Procellaria Lessonii Garn., Voyage, livr. 6, p. 224 (Lesson, 1828c) - 22 March 1828.

Procellaria Lessonii Garn., Voyage, livr. 12, p. 548 fn (Garnot, 1829a) - 4 July 1829.

Mentions PI. IV in the Ann. Sci. naturelles.

49 "Lesson specifically described this in the following way."
50 The plate, printed on a different size of paper to the text, was probably published separately; we have no

information on which appeared first.
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In volume 1 of Peters Check-list there is a noteworthy change between the two editions.

Peters (1931: 61) adopted a changed type locality based on the views of Mathews, although

asking "why?"; Jouanin & Mougin (1979: 67) removed that and retained the original one.

(17) Pelecanoides gamotii (Lesson & Gamot, 1828) H&M4; 1:181

Puffinuria gamotii Lesson & Garnot in Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 394

(Lesson, 1828a) -b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]; Sherborn (1926c: 2636).

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 46.

Synonymy:

Puffinuria gamotii (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 6, p. 254 (Lesson, 1828c) - b.d.

22 March 1S28. Nomen nudum.

Puffinuria gamotii [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 8, caption on pi. 46 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828c) - 29 November 1828.

Puffinuria gamotii Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 730 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Puffinuria gamotii Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Puffinuria gamotii Less., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.J 730". [1830]

In the Manuel the text, written in the polite plural, is by Lesson and he specifically names

the birds for his colleague; but included in the text, within quotation marks, is Gamot's own
long description. It seems clear that Lesson did not intend co-authorship seeing this as

conflicting with the etiquette which determined that one did not name a taxon for oneself.

However, the use of quotation marks is firm evidence for Gamot's authorship of that part of

description and it cannot be argued, under Art. 50.1, that tire name is introduced by Lesson

alone.

The text by Lesson on page 730 seems to list Procellaria urinatrix Gmelin as a subjective

synonym of Puffinuria gamotii and on p. 731 there is reference to p. 611 where Garnot (1830)

seems to speculate whether what he describes, without comparative material, is Gmelin's

species. Lesson appears to have decided this, if perhaps only in a cautionary manner, by

approving a new name that would be used in finalising the plate. Salvin (1896: 439) treated

the two as distinct species, gamotii being larger and ranging offshore western South

America. They were later placed in separate genera (Murphy & Harper, 1921).

(18) Zonerodius heliosylus (Lesson & Gamot, 1828) H&M4; 1:184

Ardea heliosyla [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 7, caption on pi. 44 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828b) -b.d. 21 June 1828. {S}.

Synonymy:

Ardea heliosyla Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 722 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830. Sherborn

(1927a: 2940).

Ardea heliosyla Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Ardea heliosyla Less., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.] 722". [1830]

Payne (1979: 236) cited the plate and gave Lesson as sole author of the name. By contrast

Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 184) cited both authors following Zimmer (1926).
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(19) Phalacrocorax gaimardi (Garnot, 1828) H&M4; 1:196

Pelecanus gaimardi Garnot in Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 373 (Lesson, 1828a)

- b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1926c: 2618).

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 48.

Synonymy :

Carbo gaimardi [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 7, caption on pi. 48 (Lesson & Garnot,

1828b) -21 June 1828. {S}.

Pelecanus gaimardi Garnot, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 601 (Garnot, 1830) - 9 January 1830.

Carbo gaimardi Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Carbo gaimardi Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 601". [1830]

In the Manuel the heading does not mention Lesson and the italicised description in

Latin is signed "(Garnot)". Both the Latin and French descriptions are signed Garnot.

In volume 1 of Peters Check-list there is a noteworthy change between the two editions.

Peters (1931: 91) cited the source as tire Manuel d’Ornithologie. However, Dorst & Mougin

(1979: 174) switched to the citation to the plate from the Voyage - which presumably came
from Hellmayr & Conover (1948a: 151fn). Llowever, based on our validation of an earlier

date of publication for the Manuel (see pp. 74 and 85), their change is reversed here.

(20) Haematopns leucopodus Garnot, 1826 H&M4; 1:200

Hoematopus [sic] leucopodus Garnot, 1826, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 7, p. 47 (Garnot,

1826) - b.d. January 1826 [per Richmond Index; but '1825' per Lesson (1831: 548) in the

Traite], Sherborn (1927c: 3529).

Synonymy :

Hoematopus leucopus (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 5, p. 210 (Lesson, 1827f) - 17

October 1827.

Ostralega leucopus N., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 301 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. Sherborn (1927c: 3533).

Haematopns leucopus Garn. (Mai Ann. Sci. nat.), Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 301

(Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828.

Haematopns leucopodus Gam., Voyage, livr. 12, p. 542fn (Garnot, 1829a) -4 July 1829.

Hoematopus leucopus [sic] Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 721 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Listed first as Ostralega leucopus Less., and then as Haematopns leucopus Garn.

Although the second spelling
(
leucopus

)
is probably just an incorrect subsequent spelling

by Lesson of Garnot's name the treatment on p. 721 makes it look like a deliberate but

unjustified emendation. Indeed, reference to Hellmayr & Conover (1948b: 24-25)

demonstrates that it seems to have been universally accepted until 1923.

(21) Larosterna inca (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 1:230

Sterna inca [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 3, caption on pi. 47 (Lesson & Garnot,

1827e)- b.d. 18 April 1827. {SJ.

Synonymy

:

Sterna inca Lesson & Garnot, Dumont, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 50, p. 539
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(Dumont, 1827b) - 24 November, 1827 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7].

Sterna inca (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 6, p. 253 (Lesson, 1828c) - 1 May
1830.

Sterna inca Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 383 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]; Sherborn (1927b: 3152). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 47.

Sterna inca Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 731 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Sterna inca Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Sterna inca Less., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.] 731]". [1830]

Peters (1934: 344) although citing this from the plate gave Lesson alone as the author of

the name. Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 230) followed Zimmer (1926) and cited both authors.

In the Manuel the account is in the first person plural, but there is no mention of Garnot

and no Latin description.

(22) Henicopemis longicauda (Lesson & Garnot, 1828) H&M4; 1:236

Falco longicauda [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 7, caption on pi. 10 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828b) -b.d. 21 June 1828. {S}.

Synonymy :

Falco longicauda (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 10, p. 445 (Lesson, 1829b) - 4

April 1829.

Falco longicauda Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 588 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21 November 1829;

Sherborn (1927c: 3639).

Daedalion longicauda Less. "Ornith. Sp. 6", Voyage, livr. 14, p. 615 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9

January 1830.

Falco longicauda Garnot, Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Falco longicauda Garnot, Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 588". [1830]

In volume 1 of Peters Check-list there is a minor change between the two editions. Peters

(1931: 198) cited "livr. 12" for the text p. 588; Stresemann & Amadon (1979: 286) corrected

this to livr. 13 (as given by Mathews, 1913). They listed Garnot alone as the author.

Following Zimmer (1926) we list both authors. Mathews (1927: 258) correctly cited the plate.

Sherborn (1927c: 3639) revealed that this name was preoccupied by Falco longicauda

Wilkes, 1805, a name reported by Cassin (1867) which was then already a nomen ohlitum and

has remained so.

(23) Syma torotoro torotoro Lesson, 1827 H&M4; 1:343

Syma torotoro Lesson, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a. Bulletin

Ferussac], 11 (4): 443 (Lesson, 1827a) - b.d. August 1827 [per Richmond Index]. Sherborn

(1931b: 6540).

Includes cross reference to Voyage pi. 31 [sic].

Synonymy :

Syma torotoro Lesson, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 51, p. 425 (Lesson, 1828b) -

12 January 1828 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. Mentions pi. 31 bis. Sherborn (1931b:

6540).

Syma torotoro Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 98 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828
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[BdF]. Cross reference to Voyage pi. 31 bis, fig. 2 on p. 97 in the note on the genus.

Syrna torotoro [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 11, caption on pi. 31 bis, fig. 1 (Lesson

& Garnot, 1829c) - 30 May 1829.

Syma torotoro Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 689 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Syma torotoro51 Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Syma torotoro Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 689". [1830]

The text in the Bulletin in 1827 shows no evidence of editorial addition or change.

In the Manuel there is no reference to Garnot.

(24) Todiramphus sanctus vagans (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 1:345

Alcedo vagans Less., 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 89 (Lesson, 1828a) -b.d. 14 June

1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1931c: 6781).

Synonymy :

Halcyon vagans (no author given here), Voyage, Livr. 10, p. 418 (Lesson, 1829b) - 4

April 1829.

Alcedo vagans Less., Voyage, Livr. 15, p. 694 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Peters (1945: 205) cited tills from p. 694 in the Voyage52
. He thus missed the data in

Sherborn (1931c). This was corrected by Schodde (1997: 367) who cited the Manuel and its

date, followed by Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 345).

In the Manuel there is no mention of Garnot.

Mathews (1927: 379) cited this from the Voyage in 1830.

(25) Melidora macrorrhina (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 1:346

Dacelo macrorrhinus Lesson, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a.

Bulletin Ferussac], 12 (1): 131 (Lesson, 1827b) - b.d. September 1827 [per Richmond

Index], Sherborn (1928a: 3773).

Synonymy.

Dacelo macrorhinus [sic] 'Less, et Garn/, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 94 (Lesson,

1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF]. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 31 bis fig. 1. An
incorrect subsequent spelling.

Dacelo macrorhinus [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 11, caption on pi. 31 bis, fig. 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1829c) -30 May 1829.

Dacelo macrorhinus Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 692 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Dacelo macrorhinus Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Dacelo macrorhinus Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 692", [1830]

No evidence noticed in the original description of any involvement of anyone else but

Lesson. The account in the Manuel ends on p. 95 with "je ne me suis procure ..." 53 and the

51 Actually rendered toro-toro in both plate lists.

52 The date format used in Peters was "1826 (1830)"; the former is the purported date, taken from the title page

issued for vol. 1 of the Zoologie
;
the latter is a livraison date no doubt derived from Mathews or Zimmer.

53 "I did not procure ..." (a rare use by Lesson of the first person singular).
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description is apparently by Lesson, although both authors are mentioned in relation to the

plate.

Lesson (1830d: 249) placed this in a subgenus Melidora, which was treated as a full genus

by Peters (1945: 192).

Mathews (1927: 371) gave the original combination as Dacelo macrorhinus [sic] making no

mention of the differing spellings before him.

(26) Psittaculirostris desmarestii (Desmarest, 1826) H&M4; 1:383

Psittacus desmarestii 'Lesson & Garnot' MS, Desmarest, 1826, Dictionnaire des Sciences

naturelles, 39: 89 (Desmarest, 1826a) - b.d. 29 April 1826 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7], {S}

Synonymy

:

Psittacula desmarestii [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 5, caption on pi. 35 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827g) - 17 October 1827.

Psittacus desmarestii Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 149 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. Sherbom (1925c: 1883). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 35.

Psittacus desmaretii [sic] Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 600 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21

November 1829.

Psittacula desmarestii Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Psittacula desmarestii Gam., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 600". [1830]

Desmarest in using the name desmarestii wrote "... que MM. Garnot et Lesson ont bien

voulu me dedier" 54
. In general etiquette dictated that one did not name a taxon for oneself, and

no doubt Desmarest did not intend to do so, but he did not indicate that Lesson and Garnot

provided him with the description55
.

In the Manuel the account is in the first person plural and no mention is made of Garnot.

Dickinson & Remsen (2013: 383) mistakenly gave Dumont as the author. Although

Dumont was listed on the verso of the title page of the volume, as responsible for the birds,

the whole article in question is signed "Dcsm."

(27) Muscisaxicola maclovianus maclovianus (Gamot, 1826) H&M4; 2:61

Sylvia macloviana Garnot, 1826, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 7, p. 44 (Garnot, 1826) -

b.d. January 1826 [per Sherborn (1928a: 3757) and the Richmond Index]. Sherborn

(1928a: 3757).

Synonymy :

Sylvia macloviana (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 5, p. 207 [Lesson] - 17 October

1827.

Sylvia macloviana Garn., Voyage, livr. 12, p. 540 fn (Garnot, 1829a) - 4 July 1829.

Curruca macloviana Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 663 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

54 "Which Messieurs Gamot and Lesson have kindly dedicated to me."
55 As in the case of the three pigeons described in Desmarest (1826b), the names of two of which we attribute

to Desmarest, this is a case dependant on explicit internal evidence of other authorship and to be consistent

we treat Desmarest as the author, as did Peters (1937) and most other authorities.
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Sherborn (1928a: 3757).

Sylvia macloviana Garnot, Voyage
,
livr, 15, p. 663 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Traylor (1979: 169) cited this from the text missing the prior publication in the Annales.

Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 61) correctly dated it from the 1826 paper therein.

(28) Cinclodes antarcticus antarcticus (Garnot, 1826) H&M4; 2:122

Certhia antarctica Garnot, 1826, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 7, p. 45 (Garnot, 1826) -b.d.

January 1826 [per Lesson in the Manuel d'Ornithologie, Sherborn (1923a) and the

Richmond index], Sherborn (1923a: 361).

Synonymy :

Certhia Antarctica Gam., Voyage, livr. 5, p. 208 (Lesson, 1827f) - 17 October 1827.

Furnariusfuliginosus (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 5, p. 208 (Lesson, 1827f) -

17 October 1827. Nomen nudum.

Furnariusfuliginosus "Lesson
(
Zool . Coq.)" Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 15

(Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF], Sherborn (1926b: 2539).

Certhia Antarctica Garnot, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 15 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF].

Certhia Antarctica Garn, Voyage, livr. 12, p. 540 (footnote) (Garnot, 1829a) - 4 July

1829.

In the Manuel Lesson refers to his name first but follows it with mention of Garnot'

s

earlier name. It is as if he renames it deliberately, perhaps thinking the name inappropriate

for a bird from the Falkland Islands and not Antarctica itself.

(29) Cinclodes patagonicus chilensis (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2:123

Furnarius chilensis 'Lesson et Garn.' MS, Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 17

(Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1925a: 1229).

The two authors are mentioned in the form "Lesson et Garn. (Zoolog. de la Coq.)",

followed by ''Furnarius lessonii Dumont (Atlas, Diet. Scienc. Nat.)". Lesson thus implied

that these names attached to the same species, which is confirmed in the Voyage on p.

671.

Synonymy:

Furnarius lessonii "Dum", Voyage, livr. 6, p. 240 (Lesson, 1828c) - 22 March 1828.

Nomen nudum.

Certhia chiliensis [sic] Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 599 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21 November
1829. Sherborn (1925a: 1229). An incorrect subsequent spelling.

Furnarius chilensis Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 671 (Lesson, 1830b) -3 April 1830.

Furnarius lessonii "Dumont, Atlas, Diet, scienc. nat." ,
in Lesson, Voyage, livr. 15, p. 671

(Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April, 1830. JSJ

The account in the Manuel is unsigned and must be credited to Lesson.

We might lack here a citation to a publication by Dumont to whom Lesson (1828c)

referred, but he seems to have thought that Dumont named this in an entry in the

Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles - however, the dictionary's entry for "Fournier" by

Dumont (1820) in volume 17 (pp. 331-336) makes no mention of a species named for Lesson
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and as it antedates the voyage of the Coquille cannot therefore be relevant. However, in the

volume of collected ornithological images from the Dictipnnaire (2e partie: Regne organise), all

images captioned with vernacular names but not scientific names, image 58, fig. 1 is labelled

"Fournier Lesson" and is linked in the index to Dumont's 1820 entry but we have not found

out when this plate was published although if this is the Chilean bird the earliest it could

have been depicted would be in 1824 and that only if a specimen had survived Garnot's

shipwreck (but one did not). The Richmond Index includes a card for "Fournier Lesson"

based on text in Lesson (1840) where Lesson cited "Dumont, pi. 75, fig. 1" and Richmond

added "where in vernacular only"; the plate he referred to is plate 75 in the Traite

d'Ornithotogie of Lesson (1831) where "Fournier de Lesson, Dumont" is inserted as a

synonym for Furnarius chilensis. Sherborn (1927: 3508) had no listing for an original Dumont
source for Furnarius lessonii.

The descriptions offered for this taxon by Lesson (1828a), Garnot (1829b) and Lesson

(1830b) are sufficiently different to suggest that the specimens described differed enough to

signal the collection in Chile of at least two species of Cinclodes.

(30) Myzomela eques (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:156

Cinnyris eques [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 4, caption on pi. 31, fig. 1 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827f)-b.d. 25 July, 1827. {S}.

Synonymy:

Cinm/ris eques Lesson & Garnot, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles el de geologie

[a.k.a. Bulletin Ferussac], 11 (3): 386 (Lesson & Garnot, 1827c)- [31] July 1827 56 [July

per the Richmond Index]. Sherborn (1926a: 2176). Mention is made of plate 31, fig. 1

of the Voyage.

Cinnyris eques Less., Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 50: 22 (Lesson, 1827e) -24

November 1827 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. Includes a cross reference to Voyage

pi. 31.

Cinnyris eques Less., Manuel d’Ornithologie, 2, p. 45 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. With cross reference to pi. 31 [sic].

Cinnyris eques 'Lesson', Drapiez, Dictionnaire classique d'Histoire naturelle, 15, p. 511

(Drapiez, 1829) - May 1829.

Cinnyris eques Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 678 (Lesson, 1830b). - 3 April 1830.

Cinnyris eques Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Cinnyris eques Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 678". [1830]

In the Manuel there is no mention of Garnot.

Mathews (1930: 747) cited plate 30 instead of plate 31.

Salomonsen (1967b: 341) gave the source of this name as the Bulletin but the article is in

tire July issue and with no day-date known the evidence for the date of the name in the plate

caption gives that source precedence. Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 156) based their date on

the Bulletin, the need to change being discovered only now.

56 Or later; see Note to Appendix II.
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We do not consider the recognition of the plate caption as the first source for this name
to be a First Reviser action. There is evidence for the date of the plate to "on or before" a day

earlier than the end of July, and, by contrast, the date for the Bulletin depends - in the

absence of other evidence - on Art. 21.3.1 of tire Code to sustain its July date (as July 31) and,

as footnoted, evidence exists to support a general hypothesis that the issues of the Bulletin

were dated with the month of compilation and printed after the month end (see footnote to

Appendix II).

(31) Myzomela rubratra rubratra (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 2:157

Cinnyris rubrater Lesson, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 50: 30 (Lesson, 1827e) -b.d. 24

November 1827 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915; 7J. Sherborn (1930a: 5594).

Synonymy :

Cinnyris rubrater Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 56 (Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14 June

1828 [BdF].

Cynniris [sic] rubrater (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 10, p. 433 (Lesson, 1829b) -

4 April 1829.

The Manuel makes no mention of Garnot.

(32) Xanthotis flaviventer (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2:164

Myzantha flaviventer [Lesson], Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 67 (Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14

June 1828 [BdF]. Nomen novum. {S}.

Synonymy.

Philedon chrysotis [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 6, caption on pi. 21 bis

(Lesson & Garnot, 1828a) - 22 March 1828. {SJ

Philedon chrysotis Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 645 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Sherborn (1925a: 1270).

Philedon chrysotis Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Philedon chrysotis Less., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.] 645". [1830]

It is clear from the Manuel, in the account of tire genus Myzantha, where a final note57

begins with the name Philedon chrysotis, and says that the name chrysotis has already been

given to a 'philedon', that Lesson was aware of Lewin's new combination Meliphaga chrysotis

- derived from Latham's Certhia chrysotis - and, considering Latham/Lewin's species and this

to be conspecific, he proposed the new name flaviventer. However, it would appear that this

change was too late to affect the caption for plate 21 bis. Salomonsen (1967b) inserted a

footnote on page 372, linked to Meliphaga lewinii which was directly relevant to Meliphaga

flaviventer which he had on p. 386 where there is no link to p. 372.

The suppression of Latham's name by Opinion 792 (ICZN, 1966) does not allow Lesson

& Garnot's name to be restored to use. However their name is not suppressed for the

purposes of homonymy.

57 Written in the first person plural but with no mention of Garnot.
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Mathews (1930: 784) cited plate 21 rather than 21 bis, with the entry in the Manuel

d'Ornithologie in his synonymy.

(33) Garritornis isidorei isidorei (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 2:171

Pomatorhinus isidorei Lesson, 1827, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles
, 50: 37 (Lesson,

1827e) -b.d. 24 November 1827 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. Sherborn (1927b: 3259).

Synonymy:

Pomatorhinus isidorei Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 64 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. With cross reference to theabove-mentioned Dictionnaire.

Pomatorhinus isidorii [sic] Less., Dictionnaire Classique d'Histoire naturelle, 14: 199.

Lesson (1828g) - "Septembre" = October 1828 [Sherborn, 1922: xliv]. Sherborn

(1927b: 3259). An incorrect subsequent spelling.

Pomathorhinus [sic] isidori [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 10, caption on pi. 29, fig. 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1829b) - 4 April 1829.

Pomatorhinus isidori Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 680 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Pomatorhinus isidori [sic] Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Pomatorhinus isidori [sic] Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.J 680". [1830]

In the Manuel there is no mention of Garnot and no description in Latin.

Mathews (1930: 565) cited this from plate 29 not from the earlier dictionary entry.

Although one might have supposed that this was named for the expedition's

commander - Louis Isidore Duperrey - it seems that this was not the case, as on p. 681 in the

Voyage Lesson says clearly that he had Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire in mind. In 1827 the latter

was only 22 years old, but he was "docteur en medicine, jeune naturaliste connu par

d'importants travaux".

(34) Melanocharis nigra nigra (Lesson, 1830) H&M4; 2:172

Dicaeum niger Less., 1830, Voyage, livr. 15, p. 673 (Lesson, 1830b) - b.d. 3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1928c: 4312).

Sclater (1858: 157) erected the genus Melanocharis

:

four species were assigned to this

genus by Sharpe (1885).

Mathews (1930: 727) mentioned the depiction of tills species in '1830' in pi. 23 of the

Centurie zoologique (Lesson, 1830-32). Dickinson et al. (2011: 118) considered it most probable

that the plates of this work appeared in numerical order; that would place plate 23 in

livraison 5 which appeared in or before March 1831; however, if it was in livraisons 1

through 3 publication would seem to have been in or before about November 1830 and

precedence would still lie with the text in the Voyage.

(35) Toxorhamphus novaeguineae (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 2:173

Cinnyris novaeguineae Lesson, 1827, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 50: 22 (Lesson,

1827e) - b.d. 24 November 1827 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. Sherborn (1928c: 4421).

Synonymy :

Cinnyris novaeguineae Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 44 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF].
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Cinnyris novaeguineae Lesson, Drapiez, Dictionnaire classique d'Histoire naturelle, 15, p.

513 (Drapiez, 1829) - May 1829.

Cinnyris novaeguineae Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 677 (Lesson, 1830b) -b.d. 3 April 1830.

The account in the Manuel, written in the formal first person plural, makes no mention of

Garnot.

(36) Philestumus carunculatus rufusater (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2:174

Icterus rufusater Less., 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 355 (Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14 June

1828 [BdF]. {SJ

Includes mention of pi. 23, fig. 1 in the Voyage.

Synonymy :

Icterus rufusater [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 10, caption on pi. 23, fig. 1 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1829b) - 4 April 1829.

Icterus novaezealandiae (no author given here), Voyage, Livr. 10, p. 415 (Lesson, 1829b)

- 4 April 1829. {S} With cross reference to plate 23, fig. 1.

Icterus rufusater Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 649 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830. Sherborn

(1930a: 5668).

Icterus rufusater Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Icterus rufusater Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 649." [1830]

In the Manuel there is no mention of Garnot. It seems as if Lesson named rufusater from

the Bay of Islands but that in the text in the Voyage he briefly employed novaezealandiae - after

the plate caption had been added. That he did not go on to use this in 1830 in later pages in

the Voyage may have been an oversight, but he may have temporarily adopted

novaezealandiae after seeing that Stephens (1826) had used that as a new name for

carunculatus.

Mathews (1930: 856) showed that the name novaezealandiae had been introduced by

'Shaw' [= Stephens] (1826: 265) as a new name for carunculatus Gmelin, which was from

South Island in New Zealand. Mathews treated Philestumus carunculatus as a monotypic

species and observed that novaezealandiae 'Lesson & Garnot' from p. 415, was applied to

North Island birds; it is in fact an unavailable junior synonym (presumably objective) of

rufusater preoccupied by Shaw's name (actually Stephens not Shaw) and was unnecessary.

Mathews (1930: 856), who gave the source publication of novaezealandiae of Lesson & Garnot,

not Shaw, as p. 451 in the Voyage and the source of rufusater as plate 23 but gave no date for

that plate, and made no mention of the Manuel.

Treated in the genus Creadion by Amadon (1962a: 158). However Creadion has recently

been rejected in favour of Philestumus, see Opinion 2284 (ICZN, 2011).

Gill et al. (2010) rightly listed Icterus novaezealandiae Lesson & Garnot as a synonym of the

North Island bird; but the name is also, as they point out, a junior homonym of Creadion

novaezealandiae Stephens, 1826, which is now a junior synonym of nominate Philestumus

carunculatus (Gmelin, 1789) - treated as a separate species by Gill et al. (2010). This separation

should probably have been followed by Dickinson & Christidis (2014) (Paul Scofield, in litt.,

26 July 2015).
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(37) Mohoua ochrocephala albicilla (Lesson, 1830) H&M4; 2:174

Fringilla albicilla Less., 1830, Voyage, livr. 15, p. 662 (Lesson, 1830b) -b.d. 3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1923a: 167).

Mathews (1930: 554) placed this in the genus Certhiparus Lafresnaye, 1842; this account

was preceded by one for Mohoua ochrocephala seen as quite different, and yet in both these

accounts there is reference to exactly the same plates in Buller (1872-73) and (1887-88).

See Mayr (1986a: 460), but see also Gill et al. (2010: 294) who, like Mathews, treated

albicilla as a different species from ochrocephala, which contra Dickinson & Christidis (2014) is

probably correct as the two are very different (Paul Scofield, in litt., 26 July 2015).

(38) Edolisoma melas melas (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2:182

Lanius melas 'Less, et Garnot' MS, Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 128 (Lesson,

1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1928b: 3986).

Synonymy.

Lanins niger Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 589 (Garnot, 1829b) 58 - 21 November 1829.

Here called the Pie-grieche melanure. Sherborn (1928c: 4315).

Lesson (1837: 422) listing the Pie-grieche melanure provided a footnote reading
"
Lanius

melas, Less., et Garn., zool de la Coq., texte. Lanius niger, Horst." This evidence links the

name used by Lesson in the Manuel (but not, so far as we could find, in the Voyage) with the

name used by Garnot.

Mathews (1930: 543) cited this from the Manuel with the date 28 January 1828 (which we
have shown to be wrong); he also listed Lanius niger as a synonym of Edolisoma melas

.

Mayr (1941: 99) cited tire name as melas but spelled it rnelan (perhaps following Sclater,

1858); Peters & Mayr (1960) listed this from the correct source and date, but from the original

melas they changed the spelling to melaena. For restoration of the original spelling see David

& Gosselin (2002).

In the Manuel although referring to "Less, et Garnot Zool. Coquille" there is nothing to

suggest that Garnot contributed to the brief account in the Manuel.

(39) Lalage leucomela karu (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:183

Lanius karu [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 3, caption on pi. 12 (Lesson & Garnot,

1827e)- b.d. 18 April 1827. {SJ.

Synonymy :

Lanius karu Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 127 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. Sherborn (1927b: 3307). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 12.

Lanius caru [sic] (author not given here). Voyage, livr. 8, p. 344fn. (Lesson, 1828e
)
- 29

November 1828. An incorrect subsequent spelling.

Ceblepyris karu Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 633 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Sherborn (1927b: 3307).

58 Name preoccupied by Lanius niger Forster, 1781 see Sherborn (1902: 656).
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Ceblepyris karu Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Ceblepyris karu Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 633". [1830]

Mathews (1930: 549) treated Lalage karu as a polytypic species distinct from Australian L.

leucomela.

Mayr (1960: 201) correctly cited this from the plate - although without reference to the

later text - and, by citing both authors, was in accord with Zimmer (1926); but it was Lesson

who was cited by Sherborn (1927b) and whose name appeared in the plate lists.

The account in the Manuel is written in the formal first person plural; there is nothing to

suggest that Garnot was involved.

(40) Pitohui kirhocephalus kirhocephalus (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:201

Lanins kirhocephalus [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 2, caption on pi. 11 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827d) - b.d. 17 January 1827. {S}.

Synonymy :

Lanius kirhocephalus Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 134 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1925a: 1327). Includes cross reference to Voyage pi. 11.

Vanga kirhocephalus Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 633 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Vanga kirhocephalus Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Vanga kirrhocephalus [sic] Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 632" [sic = 633].

[1830]. An incorrect subsequent spelling.

Note different spelling only in the plate list.

The account in the Manuel bears only Lesson's name and makes no mention of Garnot.

Mayr (1967: 45), who cited both authors, gave no livraison number and listed the

mention in tine text from p. 632, a number taken from the plate list but not quite correct there.

(41) Peltops blainvillii (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:205

Eurylaimus blainvillii [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 3, caption on pi. 19, fig. 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827e) - b.d. 18 April 1827. {S}.

Synonymy :

Eurylamus [sic] blainvillii Lesson & Garnot, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de

geologie [a.k.a. Bulletin Fertissue], 11 (3): 302 - June 1827 [per Richmond Index].

Eurylaimus blainvillii 'Less, et Garnot' MS, Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 176

(Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF]. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 19, fig. 2.

Eurylaimus blainvillii Garnot, Livr. 13, p. 595 (Garnot, 1829b) -21 November 1829.

Eurylamus blainvillii Gam., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Eurylamus blainvillii Gam., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 595". [1830]

Mayr (1986c: 529) ascribed this to the plate and the text, but gave the author as Garnot,

not agreeing with the views of Zimmer (1926) whose opinion was followed by Dickinson &
Christidis (2014: 205).
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Named for Henri Marie Ducrotay de Blainville (1777-1850) 59
.

In the Manuel part of the account is in the first person singular and there is no mention

of Garnot. Lesson made reference to Temminck's account of the genus which is discussed

below.

Sherborn (1924a: 804) reported this name from Temminck, May 1822 as "Pis. color. (22)".

This is a mistake based on confusing evidence (see Dickinson, 2001, p.30). Livraison 22 of the

Planches Coloriees includes an extra leaf of text. That leaf, headed "Additional" is self-

evidently a belated insertion into the work intended to bring togther tire text relating to

species in the genus Eurylaimus - the recto deals with plate 261, which is from livraison 44

(May 1824), and the verso relates to plate 297 from livraison 50 (September 1824). It now
seems certain that this leaf of Temminck's text must have followed the publication by Lesson

& Garnot (1827e) - although there may have been an earlier insertion in or after May 1828

meaning two changes - and until there is firm evidence of a genuine delivery date for this

leaf we suggest it be dated from 31 December 1827.

(42) Melloria quoyi (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:206

Barita quoyi Lesson & Garnot, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a.

Bulletin Ferussac], 10 (2): 289 (Lesson & Garnot, 1827b) - b.d. February 1827 [per

Richmond Index). Sherborn (1930a: 5405).

Cross reference to Voyage pi. 14.

Synonymy :

Barita quoyi [Lesson], Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 140 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF], Mention here made of pi. 14 (see also above) but no description included and

that plate had not yet been published. 60

Barita quoyi [Lesson & Garnot],Voyage, Livr. 9, caption on pi. 14 (Lesson & Garnot,

1829a) - 28 February 1829.

Barita quoyi Less., Voyage,
Livr. 14, p. 639 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Barita quoyi Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Barita quoyi Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 639". [1830]

In the Bulletin the proposed name is followed by 'Nob.' 61 and the evidence of editorial

action is limited to "M L et G dedient cet oiseau au savant ..." 62
. In the Manuel the authorship of

the name is not ascribed to anyone but the account reads "que nous decrirons ..." seeming to

imply that it had not already been named and using the formal French first person plural

'nous' which Lesson used even when referring to no-one but himself. There is no mention of

Garnot so had this been newly described here the description would have to be seen as by

Lesson.

59 Later succeeded Cuvier as Chair of Anatomy at the Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle.

60 Thus a nomen nudum but already published in 1827 although no mention made of that.

61 For “Nobis" (Latin) meaning 'to us' or 'ours'; at the time generally used when signalling a novelty (see also

Olson, 2015).

62 "Messieurs L and G dedicate this bird to the learned .
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For many years treated, as by Amadon (1962b: 168) - who gave Lesson as the sole

author - and by Schodde & Mason (1999: 534), in the genus Cracticus; but the subgeneric

name Melloria mentioned by the last authors, and which had been used by Mathews (1930:

653) - who had erected the genus in 1912, was restored to use at genus rank following

Kearns et al. (2013); see Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 206) where authorship of the name in

the plate caption was ascribed to both Lesson and Garnot.

(43) Corvus tristis Lesson & Garnot, 1827 H&M4; 2:237

Corvus tristis Lesson & Garnot, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a.

Bulletin Ferussac], 10 (2): 291 - b.d. February 1827 [per Richmond Index]. Sherborn

(1931c: 6631).

A cross reference to Voyage pi. 24 is included (but the caption added used a different

name, see below; strong evidence for plate number insertion from plates avant la lettre).

Synonymy.

Corvus senex Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 370 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. Sherborn (1930b: 5879). With cross reference to plate 24 of the Voyage.

Corvus senex [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 8, caption on pi. 24 (Lesson & Garnot,

1828c) - 29 November 1828.

Corvus senex Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 650 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Corims senex Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Corvus senex Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 650". [1830]

In this Bulletin article describing two new taxa, each name, where introduced, is

followed by "Nob."; the other taxon named is Barita quoyi and the evidence of editorial

involvement mentioned in that context relates to this taxon too. Plowever, it does not appear

that Desmarest had any involvement with the descriptions. In the Manuel there is no

mention of Garnot.

Mathews (1930: 898) cited this correctly and listed the synonym; he used the genus-

group name Gymnocorvus coined by Lesson ("1830" = 1831) - the page Mathews cited (p.

327) is better dated 1831 (see Dickinson et al. 2011: 119).

(44) Myiagra alecto chalybeocephala (Lesson & Garnot, 1828) H&M4; 2:243

Muscicapa chalybeocephala 'Less, et Garn/, in Lesson, 1828. Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 187

(Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1925a: 1205).

Cross reference to Voyage pi. "16, fig. 1 [sic]" is included here and in that context

attributed to Lesson & Garnot.

Synonymy.

Muscicapa chalybeocephalus [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 8, caption on pi. 15, fig. 1

(Lesson & Garnot, 1828c) -29 November 1828.

Muscicapa chalybeocephalus Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 589 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21

November 1829.

Muscicapa chalybeocephalus Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa chalybeocephalus Garnot, Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 589". [1830]
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In the Manuel on p. 187 the species account is immediately preceded by "Aux especes de

gobe-mouches que nous venons de citer, nous en decrirons sept especes nouvelles
" 63 a phrase in

formal French not, of itself, implying joint authorship of these descriptions, although each of

these seven accounts64 begins with the name "Less et Garn." and reference to the Voyage, and

in each case there is a Garnot signature after the description, although in the case of this

species only the description on p. 188 of a bird in moult is attributed to "(Garnot)".

Nonetheless, taken together the evidence supports all seven of these accounts in the Manuel

being joint accounts.

Mathews (1930: 517) cited this from pi. 15 overlooking the earlier appearance in the

Manuel.

Mayr (1986b: 525) cited pi. 15 from November 1828, and text p. 589 from a year later;

overlooked was the account in the Manuel which we find must be given precedence.

Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 243) offered no correction to the source reference.

(45) Arses telescopthalmus telescopthalmus (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:243

Muscicapa telescopthalmus [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 5, caption on pi. 18, fig. 1

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827g) - b.d. 17 October 1827. {S}.

Synonymy :

Muscicapa telescophthalmus [sic] 'Less, et Garn.' in Lesson, Manuel d'Omithologie, 1, p.

190 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1931b: 6399). With cross

reference to Voyage pi. 18 [sic], fig. 1. An incorrect subsequent spelling; but see also

below.

Muscicapa enado [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 8, caption on pi. 15, fig. 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1828c) - 29 November 1828.

Muscicapa telescopthalmus Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 593 (Garnot, 1829b) -21

November 1829.

Muscicapa enado Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 643 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Sherborn (1926a: 2151).

Muscicapa enado Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list. 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa telescopthalmus Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa telescopthalmus Garn., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.] 593". [1830]

Muscicapa enado Less., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.] 643". [1830]

The text in the Manuel, which seems to be signed by Garnot, is descriptive and makes no

mention of any differences from Lesson's enado. Flowever, as discussed above, we see the

account in the Manuel as implicitly jointly authored.

Sharpe (1879: 409) listed Muscicapa enado in synonymy65
, but Lesson (1831: 387) did not

list it as such in the Traite d'Omithologie nor had he in the Manuel.

63 "To the species of flycatcher listed above we add the descriptions of seven new species".

64 The seven are chalybeocephala (44), telescophthalmus (45), guttula (46), chrysomela (47), pomarea (48), inornate

(49), and toitoi (52).

65 This refers to the synonymy of Arses telescophthalmus [sic]; a typical example of Sharpe using the spelling he

considered classically correct (thanks to Sharpe, the museum catalogue is at the root of the arguments about

many of the names where, today, usage of a spelling is argued on the grounds of prevailing usage).
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Correcty cited by Mathews (1930: 512) with enado listed in his synonymy; but although

cited from the plate the name was credited to Garnot alone. This name was applied to the

female.

A correct original spelling which is an incorrect Latinization of a Greek compound name
with no internal information. Had this derived from telescopus (xp^soKOTioc), meaning

conspicuous, and the Latinized op(h)thalmos, meaning eyes, the correct result would have

been the variable adjectival telescopop(h)thalamus. Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 243) treated it

as variable on that mistaken basis, but due to the overlap between the stem and the suffix we
now suggest that it must be treated as invariable (note too that the original combination had

telescopthalmus with the feminine gender Muscicapa).

Mayr (1986b: 515), citing the plate, gave the author as Garnot and used the emended
spelling from the Manuel - an unjustified emendation.

(46) Symposiachrus guttula (Lesson & Garnot, 1828) H&M4; 2:244

Muscicapa guttula 'Less, et Gain/ in Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 191 (Lesson,

1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdFj. Sherborn (1926c: 2870).

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 15 [sic], fig. 2.

Synonymy:

Muscicapa guttula [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 9, caption on pi. 16, fig. 2 (Lesson

& Garnot, 1829a) - 28 February 1829.

Muscicapa guttula Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 591 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21 November
1829.

Muscicapa guttula Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa guttula Garn., Voyage,"Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 591". [1830]

Mayr (1986b: 507) cited plate 16 from early 1829 and p. 591 in the later text and gave the

author as Garnot. Tins overlooked the precedence of the Manuel (even without a date

correction). Although the species account in the Manuel ends with "(Garnot)" Lesson did not

explicitly say that Garnot alone provided the description; however, the overall context -

discussed above - merits acceptance of co-authorship, Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 244)

gave the author as Lesson alone; the need to accept both authors for this in the Manuel has

been stated above (p. 109).

Mathews (1930: 515) cited this from the plate, crediting Garnot alone, and overlooked

the earlier publication in the Manuel.

Placed in Symposiachrus following Christidis & Boles (2008) and sources therein.

(47) Carteromis chiysomela chrysomela (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:245

Muscicapa chrysomela [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 5, caption on pi. 18, fig. 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827g) - b.d. 17 October 1827. {S}

Synonymy:

Muscicapa chrysomela Less, et Gam. in Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 189 (Lesson, 1828a)

- 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1925a: 1263). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 18,

fig. 2.

Muscicapa chrysomela (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 8, p. 344 fn. (Lesson, 1828e)

- 29 November 1828.
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Muscicapa chrysomelci Garnot, Voyage

,

livr. 13, p. 594 (Garnot, 1829b) -21 November
1829.

Muscicapa chrysomela Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa chrysomela Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 594". [1830]

In the Manuel the closing signature of Garnot suggests he may have supplied the text but

Lesson did not explicitly say so; however, as stated above, we consider co-authorship was
implied and merited.

Mathews (1930: 524) cited this correctly and listed both authors.

Mayr (1986b: 514) cited Garnot as the sole author, as opposed to tire views of Zimmer

(1926) which were accepted and followed by Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 245).

Placed in Carterornis following Christidis & Boles (2008) and sources therein.

(48) Pomarea pomarea (Lesson & Garnot, 1828) H&M4; 2:246

Muscicapa pomarea Less, et Garn. in Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 192 (Lesson,

1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn(1929c: 5101).

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 17.

Synonymy :

Muscicapa pomarea [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 7, pll. 17A, 17B, 17C (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828b) - 21 June 1828.

Muscicapa pomarea (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 8, p. 298 (Lesson, 1828e) - 29

November 1828. With cross reference to pi. 17.

Muscicapa maupitiensis Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 592 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21 November
1829. Sherborn (1928a: 3914).

Muscicapa pomarea Less., 'Man', Voyage, livr. 13, p. 592 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21

November 1829.

Muscicapa pomarea Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 643 (Lesson, 1830b) - 9 January 1830.

Muscicapa pomarea Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa maupitiensis Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa pomarea Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list. No. page given. [1830]

Muscicapa maupitiensis Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 592". [1830]

The plate caption, unlike the plate lists, refers solely to Muscicapa pomarea; fig. A is an

adult male; fig. B is said to be an old bird (and the text infers that this is what Garnot called

maupitiensis for on p. 593, after describing the bird depicted in fig. B, its says "Cet oiseau a

ete rapporte de Pile de Maupiti")66
, and fig C. a female.

The 'Man' - cited in relation to tire use of the name pomarea on p. 592 - refers to

treatment in the Manuel. In there a description of Muscicapa pomarea beginning on p. 192

leads to a description on p. 193 of an unnamed bird recorded from the island of Maupiti by

M. de Blosseville67 and after this "(Garnot)" is added. While it is likely that Garnot provided

66 "This bird was brought back from the island of Maupiti."
67 Jules Alphonse Rene Poret de Blosseville (1802-1833) (see Cretella, 2010).
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both descriptions this is not made explicit by Lesson; however, as discussed above, co-

authorship is implied and acceptance of that is merited.

Mathews (1930: 525), crediting both authors, cited this from the plate (and the synonym
maupitiensis from the text) but did not mention that the name pomarea had appeared in the

Manuel,
which Mathews, as we have seen, dated from 28 June 1828.

Mayr (1986b: 493) cited the plate in 1828 from the Voyage and ‘Muscicapa maupitienis'

from p. 592 in 1829 - on which page pomarea is also listed - and cited Garnot as the author.

He did not refer to the name in the Manuel probably because Zimmer (1926) dated the

Manuel from 28 June. Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 246) also took the plate caption as the

source of the name and credited both Lesson & Garnot; however when the correct date is

applied to the Manuel it is the prior publication.

(49) Monarchal cinerascens inomatus (Lesson & Garnot, 1828) H&M4; 2:247

Muscicapa inornata Less, et Garn. in Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 191 (Lesson,

1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdFJ. Sherborn (1927b: 3200).

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 15 fig 1.

Synonymy'.

Muscicapa inornata [Lesson & GarnotJ, Voyage, livr. 9, caption on pi. 16, fig. 1 (Lesson

& Garnot, 1829a) - 28 February 1829.

Muscicapa inornata Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 591 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21 November
1829. Sherborn (1927b: 3200).^

Muscicapa inornata Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa inornata Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 591". [1830]

Mathews (1930: 522) cited this from pi. 16 fig. 2 [sic] and misdated that 1828 with no

more precise date and apparently overlooked the inclusion of the name in the earlier Manuel.

As with the preceding species Mavr (1986b: 503) cited this from the plate in 1829 and

from p. 591 in text from the same date giving Garnot as the author. This suffered from the

same misinformation on dates of publication, and precedence goes to the Manuel where, for

reasons discussed earlier, we now, contra Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 24&) consider this a

species account involving joint authorship.

(50) Phonygammus keraudrenii keraudrenii (Lesson & Garnot, 1826) H&M4; 2:251

Barita keraudrenii Lesson & Garnot, 1826, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a.

Bulletin Ferussac], 8 (1): 110 (Lesson & Garnot, 1826a) - b.d. May 1826 [per Richmond

Index]. Sherborn (1927b: 3309).

Synonymy:

Barita keraudrenii [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 1, caption on pi. 13 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1826c) - 1 November 1826.

Barita keraudrenii Lesson, Dictionnaire classique d'Histoire naturelle, 13, p. 399 (Lesson,

18281) - January 1828

Phonygama keraudrenii (no author given here), Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 141

(Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1927b: 3309). With cross reference to

Voyage pi. 13.

Phonygama keraudrenii Less., 'Man', Voyage, livr. 14, p. 636 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9
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January 1830.

Phonygama keraudrenii Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Phonygama keraudrenii Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 636". [1830]

At the end of the 1826 paper a "D." appears; this presumably signals editorial

involvement, evident where he wrote "MM. Lesson et Garnot ont dedie .

.

." 68
. They are given in

the title as the authors and we treat them so.

The 'Man', mentioned in connection with p. 636 in the Voyage, refers to treatment in the

Manuel. In the Manuel Lesson wrote "j'ai dedie ..." 69
,
a phrase expressed in the singular voice

which we consider shows that account to have been by Lesson alone.

Pierre Francois Keraudren (1769-1858) was the Inspector-General for the health of the

French navy from 1813 to 1845 and an early admirer of Lesson.

For use of spelling Phonygammus see Lesson & Garnot, 1826, Bull. Sci. Nat., 8 (2): 110; op.

cit. supra. Sherborn (1929b: 4923) did not list that; he attributed the genus-group name
Phonygama [sic] to "Voy. 'Coquille', Zool. 1, pi. xiii (? 1826)" but this is based on the plate list

from 1830 as the plate caption used tire genus-group name Barita. Sherborn (1929b: 4923) also

referred to the "Man. Orn. 1, June 1828, 141", however this name appears to be an incorrect

subsequent spelling of the 1826 name.

(51) Mamicodia ater (Lesson, 1830) H&M4; 2:251

Phonygama ater Less., 1830, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 638 [Lesson] - b.d. 9 January 1830].

Sherborn (1923b: 526).

Mathews (1930: 881) attributed this name to Lesson & Garnot although citing p. 638 in

Lesson's chapter; he also believed Mamicodia to be feminine in gender and used Manucodia

atra. See, however. Direction 26 (ICZN, 1955).

(52) Petroica macrocephala toitoi (Lesson & Garnot, 1828) H&M4; 2:257

Muscicapa toitoi Less, et Garn. in Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 188 (Lesson,

1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF], Sherborn (1931b: 6533).

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 16 [sic] fig. 3.

Synonymy :

Muscicapa toitoi [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 8, caption on pi. 15, fig. 3 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828c) - 29 November 1828.

Muscicapa toitoi Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 590 (Garnot, 1829b) - 21 November 1829.

Muscicapa toitoi Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa toitoi Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.j 590". [1830]

The description in the Manuel appears to be signed by Garnot but this is one of tire seven

species dealt with as a series of species accounts involving both authors. We consider

Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 257) to have wrongly attributed the name to Lesson alone.

68 "Messieurs Lesson and Garnot have dedicated ...”

.

69 "I have dedicated ...".
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Mathews (1930: 451) attributed the name to Lesson alone.

(53) Petroica longipes (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2:257

Muscicapa longipes [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, livr. 3, caption on pi. 19, fig. 1

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827e) - b.d. 18 April 1827. {S}.

Synonymy.

Muscicapa longipes Garnot, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 248 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1927c: 3656). With cross reference to pi. 19, fig. 1.

Muscicapa longipes Garnot, Voyage, livr. 13, p. 594 (Garnot, 1829b) -21 November
1829.

Muscicapa longipes Garn., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Muscicapa longipes Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 594". [1830]

Mathews (1930: 470) cited this from pi. 19 crediting Lesson alone as the author; he used

the genus-group name Miro which had been coined by Lesson ('1830' = 1831).

Mayr (1986d: 568) gave Garnot as the author, where Zimmer (1926) would have cited

both authors. Based on the plate and Zimmer's views Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 257)

cited both authors.

However, Mayr's view could well have been taken from the Manuel where Lesson says

"... que M. Garnot a nommee dans la Zoologie de la Coquille..." 70 but the description is not

'signed' by Garnot. Although using the name Muscicapa Lesson's text in the Manuel refers to

it as a 'fourmilier' (or antbird) and not a 'gobe-mouche' (or flycatcher). Here Lesson also says
"
C'est la myiothera Novse-Zelandiae, Less." 71 although without explaining where, previously, he

had used that name; a name not reported by Sherborn (1928c). This name was listed in

synonymy by Mathews (1930: 470) who considered it a nomen novum.

It would seem that this species was overlooked when the Manuel, some 60 pages earlier,

was dealing with the 'flycatchers' including tire close relative of this species there named
Muscicapa toitoi, and that its insertion on p. 248 was a belated one.

Gill et al. (2010: 305) apparently followed Mathews (1930) in considering that Lesson was
here proposing Myiothera novaezelandiae as a nomen novum. P. longipes is treated as a separate

species from P. australis following Gill et al. (2010: 305) and references therein.

(54) Dicaeum erythrothorax eiythrothorax Lesson & Garnot, 1828 H&M4; 2:264

Dicaeum erythrothorax [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, Livr. 7, caption on pi. 30, figs. 1 &
2 (Lesson & Garnot, 1828b) - b.d. 21 June 1828. {SJ

Synonymy:

Dicaeum erythrothorax Less., Voyage, Livr. 15, p. 672 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1926a: 2215).

Dicaeum erythrothorax Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Dicaeum erythrothorax Less., Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.] 672". [1830]

70 "which Monsieur Garnot has named in .

71 "This is the Myiothera novae-zealandiae Lesson". One would normally conclude from the use of "the" that the

reference was to a name already introduced elsewhere.
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Salomonsen (1967a: 189) gave accurate plate and page numbers, but omitted livraison

numbers and consequently offered dates (1828, 1826) that need explanation. As shown above

1828 applies to the plate, but the page dates from 1830. The 1826 date is from the title page

for the book (the date of its first livraison). He also listed Lesson alone as the author, but

Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 264) cited both authors following Zimmer (1926).

(55) Leptocoma aspasia aspasia (Lesson & Gamot, 1828) H&M4; 2:272

Cinnyris aspasia [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 7, caption on pi. 30, fig, 4 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1828b) -b.d. 21 June 1828. {S}

Synonymy :

Cinnyris sericeus Lesson, 1827, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 50: 21 (Lesson,

1827e) - 24 November 1827 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. Reference is made to PI.

30, fig. 3 [sic] of the Voyage. [S]

Cinnyris sericeus Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 43 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. Sherborn (1930b: 5897). Here Lesson referred to pi. 30, fig. 5 [sic] 72
.

Cinnyris aspasia Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 676 (Lesson, 1830b) - April, 1830. Sherborn

(1923b: 496).

Cinnyris aspasia Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Cinnyris aspasia Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.J 676". [1830]

In the Manuel Lesson clearly ascribed the name sericeus to himself, no doubt based on his

entry in the dictionary from where the name sericeus first has date precedence over the name
aspasia and it has been used as the species epithet by Rand (1967: 240) within the genus

Nectarinia and by Cheke & Mann (2001) and Dickinson (2003) in genus Leptocoma. This was a

mistake and was pointed out by LeCroy (2010: 137). Cinnyris sericeus Lesson, 1827, was a

secondary homonym of Certhia sericeus Bechstein, 1811. This had been pointed out by

Hachisuka (1952) and by Mees (1966) in a paper on "Anthreptes malacensis" and, as observed

by LeCroy (2010), the name aspasia had been used by Beehler & Finch (1985), Bechlcr et al.

(1986) and by Coates (1990). Dickinson & Christidis (2014) made the correction with an

explanatory footnote, but they should have referred to Art. 59.3 of the Code (ICZN, 1999) not

Art. 57.

One might speculate that Lesson himself discovered that his name sericeus was
preoccupied and deliberately introduced the name aspasia for that reason, but we found no

clear evidence to support that except that a passage about the quality of the iridescent

feathers that is present in the Manuel account of sericeus is repeated word for word in the

account of aspasia in the Voyage .

(56) Cinnyris jugularis clementiae Lesson, 1827 H&M4; 2:276

Cinnyris clementiae Lesson, 1827, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 50: 18 (Lesson, 1827e)

- b.d. 24 November 1827 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. {S}

72 Lesson's comment was no doubt made from the plate avant la lettre and there is a fifth image although it is

only of an enlarged bill. As the image that concerns us is the bottom one it could have been appropriate to

refer to it as Lesson did.
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Here Lesson referred to pi. 30 fig. 2 in the Voyage. However, the plate lists assert that Fig.

2 was a second illustration of Dicaeum erythrothorax and the image confirms that.

Synonymy.

Cinnyris clementine Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie
, 2, p. 40 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. Sherborn (1925a: 1358). This includes the same cross reference.

Cinnyris zenobia [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 7, caption on pi. 30, fig. 3

(Lesson & Garnot, 1828b) - 21 June 1828. {S}

Cinnyris zenobia Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 679 (Lesson, 1830b) -3 April 1830. Sherborn

(1932: 7040).

Cinnyris zenobia Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Cinnyris zenobia Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 679". [1830]

Named for Clemence Dumont ("mon epouse"), daughter of Charles Henri Dumont, and

Lesson's second wife (Lesson, 1846: 63) 73
. The account in the Manuel, written in the first

person singular, mentions this.

Mathews (1930: 734) citing Lesson's dictionary description treated this as the nominate

form in a polytypic species which he listed several species after C. jugularis. He listed zenobia

as a synonym.

Rand (1967: 246) listing zenobia as a synonym did not give the earlier and original source

for the name which is the plate caption. We have not discovered why the name zenobia was

introduced. It is extraordinary that Lesson did not use the name clementiae in the plate

caption or the texts in the Voyage.

(57) Sporophila telasco (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2:400

Pyrrhula telasco 'Less, et Gam.' MS, Lesson, 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 340 (Lesson,

1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828 [BdF], {SJ.

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 15 [sic], fig. 3.

Synonymy.

Pyrrhula telasco (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 6, p. 252 (Lesson, 1828c) - 22

March 1828. Nomen nudum.

Pyrrhula telasco [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 9, caption on pi. 16, fig. 3 (Lesson &
Gamot, 1829a) - 28 February 1829.

Pyrrhula telasco Less., Voyage, Livr. 15, p. 663 (Lesson, 1830b) -3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1931b: 6397).

Pyrrhula telasco Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 741. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Pyrrhula telasco Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 663". [1830]

Paynter (1970: 148) was mistakenly able to cite this taxon name for 1828 because he had

the wrong plate number (15 instead of 16); however, the 1828 date is valid based on the

earlier publication of the name in the Manuel. The account in the Manuel is brief and nothing

suggests that Garnot helped with it.

73 In full she was Marie Clemence Dumont de Sainte-Croix and she bore Lesson a daughter Anai’s

(b. 27.11.1827, d. 3.11.38).
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(58) Troglodytes aedon chilensis Lesson, 1830 H&M4; 2:558

Troglodytes chilensis Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 665 (Lesson, 1830b) -b.d. 3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1925a: 1231).

No synonyms or issues here.

(59) Mino dumontii (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 2:580

Mainatus dumontii Lesson in Lesson & Garnot, 1827, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de

geologic [a.k.a. Bulletin FerussacJ, 10 (1): 159 (Lesson & Garnot, 1827a) - b.d. January 1827

[per Richmond Index], Sherborn (1926a: 2043).

Synonymy:

Mino dumontii [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 5, caption on pi. 25 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827g) - 17 October 1827.

Mino dumontii Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 404 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 26 [sic],

Mino dumontii Less., Voyage, Livr. 15, p. 652 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Mino dumontii Less, Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Mino dumontii Less, Voyage, "Atlas” plate list, citing "[p.] 652". [1830]

In the Bulletin the name Mino is introduced on p. 158 as a subgeneric name. There is

clear evidence of editorial work by Desmarest where the text says "C'est encore dans les

profondes forets de la Nouvelle-Guinee, si pen comities et si riche en animaux nouveaux, cjiie M. L.

rencontra le Mino de Dumont” 74 (the beginning of this phrase mirrors the words of Lesson in

the Manuel suggesting that Lesson provided his draft for, or a proof of, that to Desmarest but

the authorship of the work is clearly stated with the title and of the authorship of the name
by Lesson alone equally clearly shown.

B. NAMES IN SYNONYMY

In this section the names in the headings are the original combinations and, as in section

A, are cited with a capital letter for the genus-group name and a small letter for the species-

group name, and without hyphens or diacritic marks; all are names that belong in

synonymy.

(60) Alecthelia Urvillii Lesson & Garnot, 1826 H&M4; 1:21 [Syn]

Alecthelia urvilii Lesson & Garnot in Lesson, 1826, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de

geologie [a.k.a. Bulletin Ferussac], 8 (1): 115 (Lesson, 1826b) - b.d. May 1826 [per

Richmond Index], Sherborn (1931c: 6773).

Here we employ a mandatory spelling correction to use two Ls; this is based on the

dedication, i.e. on internal evidence.

74 "The Mino of Dumont was another finding of Monsieur L. in the deep forests of New Guinea so little-

known and so rich in new creatures".
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Synonymy:

Alecthelia urvillii [sic] [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, Livr. 4, caption on pi. 37 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827f) - 25 July, 1827.

Alecthelia urvillii Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 225 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 37.

Alecthelia urvilii Less., Voyage, Livr. 16, p. 703 (Lesson, 1830c) - 3 April 1830.

Alecthelia urvillii Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Alecthelia urvillii Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 703". [1830]

Named for Dumont d'Urville.

In the paper first cited the genus-group name Alecthelia is proposed by Lesson on p. 114

and on p. 115 the new species is introduced as from "Less, et Garn.". There is no evidence of

editorial involvement by Desmarest. In the Manuel the account is by Lesson, but he uses the

formal first person plural "nous avons dedie cet oiseau .
.." 75 perhaps recalling that it had been

described jointly two years earlier.

A junior synonym of Megapodius freycinet Gaimard, 1823 see Ogilvie-Grant (1893: 458),

Mathews (1927: 15), and, as from Gebe, of the nominate form - see range given by Dickinson

& Remsen (2013: 21).

(61) Megapodius duperryii Lesson & Garnot, 1826 H&M4; 1:21 [Syn]

Megapodius duperryii 'Garn.' MS, Lesson & Garnot, 1826, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et

de geologic [a.k.a. Bulletin Ferussac], 8 (1): 113 (Lesson & Garnot, 1826b) -b.d. May, 1826

[per Richmond Index], Sherborn (1926a: 2047).

Synonymy:

Megapodius duperreyi [sic] [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, Livr. 2, caption on pi. 36

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827d) - 17 January 1827.

Megapodius duperreyii Less, et Garu. [sic], Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 223 (Lesson,

1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF]. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 36.

Megapodius duperreyii (no author given here). Voyage, Livr. 16, p. 700 (Lesson, 1830c)

-1 May 1830.

Megapodius duperreyi Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Megapodius duperreyi Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 700". [1830J

The 1826 paper is apparently by both authors, but "Garn." seems to signify that Garnot

coined the name. There is no evidence of editing by Desmarest. In the Manuel there is no

reference to the 1826 description and although Garnot may have helped with the fresh

account there is little to suggest it.

A junior synonym of Megapodius reinwardt Dumont, 1823; see Mathews (1927: 12); Peters

(1934: 4).

75 "We have dedicated this bird . .
.".
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(62) Colutnba kurukuru var. taitensis Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 1:77

Columlm kurukuru var. taitensis Less., Voyage, livr. 8, p. 297fn (Lesson, 1828e) -b.d. 29

November 1828. {S}

While Lesson provided the scientific name in a footnote there is a link to that from the

vernacular name in the main text where a description is provided. Sherborn (1931b: 6374)

listed Kurukuru taitensis (Less.) from Prevost & des Murs (1849: 251) mentioning that they

gave Lesson as their source: apparently Sherborn failed to find that although Prevost & des

Murs cited the correct page.

Treated as a synonym of Ptilopus [sic] purpuratus (Gmelin, 1789) by Salvadori (1893: 105).

(63) Crotophaga casassi Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 1: 136

Crotophaga casassi Lesson, Manuel, 2, p. 134 (Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14 June 1828. Sherborn,

(1924b: 111 7).

Synonymy:

Crotophaga casasii [sic] (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 6, p. 252 (Lesson, 1828c) -

22 March 1828. Nomen nudum.

Crotophaga casasii Lesson, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 619 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January, 1830.

Incorrect subsequent spelling.

Shelley (1891: 432) treated this as a synonym of Crotophaga sulcirostris Swainson, 1827

(64) Ardea jugtdaris Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 1:191

Ardea jugularis (no author given here). Voyage, Livr. 8, p. 299 (Lesson, 1828e)- 29

November 1828. {S}

Lesson (1828e) described this, from the Society Islands, as follows "La seconde espece est

un crabier gris, de la taile de la petite aigrette. Son bee est en partie noir et rougedtre. La tete, le con et

les dessus du corps sont d'un brun teinte de bleudtre. Un trait blanc nait de la mandibule mferieure,

et descend comme deux rubans long d'un police sur les parties laterales du cou. La region abdominale

et les couvertures inferieures de la queue sont d'un gris enfume. Ce heron nous parait evidemment

nouveau, et nous proposons de la nommer ardea jugularis." 76

This name was proposed earlier by Wagler (1827) so that Lesson's name is a junior

primary homonym. Despite it clearly being proposed as new it was not listed by Sherborn

(1927b: 3296).

Mathews (1927: 198) listed Wagler's Ardea jugularis as a synonym of Egretta sacra - a

species first described from the Society Islands - and almost certainly Lesson applied his

name to the same species. Lesson's name appears to be a nomen oblitum as well as a junior

homonym so we have not delved deeper to confirm its identity.

76 "The second species is a grey ardeid the size of the little egret. Its bill is part black and part reddish. The

head, neck and upperparts are brown tinged with blue. A white line begins from the lower mandible and runs

for the length of a ‘pouce' down the sides of the neck. The abdomen and the under tail coverts are a smoky
grey. This heron certainly seems to be new and we propose to name it ardea jugularis." A 'pouce' was a French

measurement close to a modern inch.
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(65) Charadrius pyrhocephalus Gamot, 1826 H&M4; 1:204 [Syn]

Charadrius pyrhocephalus Garnot, 1826, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 7, p. 46 (Garnot,

1826) -b.d. January 1826 [per Richmond Index]. Sherborn (1929d: 5340).

Synonymy:

Charadrius pyrocephalus "Less. & Gam." Lesson, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 42

p. 27 (Lesson, 1826c) - 23 September 1826 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. Charadrius

pyrocephalus (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 5, p. 209 (Lesson, 18271") - 17

October 1827.

Charadrius pyrocephalus [sic] Less, et Garn., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 331 (Lesson,

1828a) - 14 June 1828 [BdF], Includes a cross reference to the Voyage, but not to

Garnot, 1826.

Charadrius pyrocephalus Less., Drapiez, Dictionnaire classique d'Histoire naturelle, 14, p.

85 - September, 1828 (Drapiez, 1828b) - September 1828.

Charadrius pyrocephalus Garn., Voyage, livr. 12, p. 541 and fn (Garnot, 1829a) - 4 July

1829.

Charadrius pyrrhocephalus [sic] Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 719 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May
1830. Incorrect subsequent spelling.

Lesson in the Manuel wrote, and the account seems to be by him alone, that this is "...

sans doute Tespece mentionee ... par Sonnini sous le nom de pluvier des lies Falkland, charadrius

falklandicus" 77
.

A junior synonym of Charadrius falklandicus Latham, 1790; see Sharpe (1896: 295).

(66) Tringa urvillii Garnot, 1826 H&M4; 1:205 [Syn]

Tringa urvillii Gamot, 1826, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 7, p. 46 (Garnot, 1826) - b.d.

January 1826 [see Dumont & Lesson, 1828, p. 485; and the Richmond Index]. Sherborn

(1931c: 6774).

Synonymy:

Tringa urvillii Garn., Voyage, livr. 5, p. 209 (Lesson, 1827f) - 17 October 1827.

Tringa urvilii [sic] Garnot, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 309 (Lesson, 1828a)78 - 14 June
1828^ [BdF].

Tringa urvillii Garn., Dumont & Lesson, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 56: 485

(Dumont & Lesson, 1828) - 11 October 1828 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 8].

Tringa urvillii Gamot, Voyage, livr. 12, p. 541 and fn 2 (Garnot, 1829a) - 4 July 1829.

Tringa urvillii Garnot, Voyage, livr. 16, p. 720 (Lesson, 1830c) -1 May 1830.

In the Manuel the species account does not mention Garnot and is evidently by Lesson

alone, putting his name cinctus before the prior name urvilii from Garnot.

A junior synonym of Charadrius modestus Lichtenstein, 1823; see Sharpe (1896: 238).

77 "Without doubt the species mentioned ... by Sonnini under name of Falkland Islands plover .
..".

78 Treated by Lesson (1828) as a synonym of Vanellus cinctus despite Garnot's name having date precedence.
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(67) Vanellus cinctus Lesson & Garnot, 1827 H&M4; 1:205 [Syn]

Vanellus cinctus [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage

,

livr. 2, caption on pi. 43 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827d) - b.d. 17 January 1827. {S}.

Synonymy:

Vanellus cinctus (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 5, p. 209 (Lesson, 1827f) - 17

October 1827. Linked to a footnote giving the name Tringa urvillii. See above.

Vanellus cinctus Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 309 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF], Sherborn (1925a: 1292). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 43,

Vanellus cinctus Less., Dumont & Lesson, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 56: 485

(Dumont & Lesson, 1828) — 11 October 1828 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 8]. Mentions

pi. 43.

Vanellus cinctus, Voyage, livr. 16, p. 720 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Vanellus cinctus Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Vanellus cinctus Less., Voyage, "Atlas
1

" plate list, citing "[p.] 720". [1830]

A junior synonym of Charadrius modestus Lichtenstein, 1823, and of Tringa urvillii Garnot,

1826; see Sharpe (1896: 238).

(68) Picus chilensis Lesson & Garnot, 1827 H&M4; 1:306 [Syn]

Picus chilensis [Lesson & Garnot], 1827, Voyage, Livr. 3, caption on pi. 32 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827e) - b.d. 18 April 1827. {S}.

Synonymy :

Picus chilensis (no author given here), Voyage, Livr. 6, p. 241 - 22 March 1828 (Lesson,

1828c). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 32.

Picus pitius (no author mentioned), Voyage, Livr. 6, p. 241 fn. - 22 March 1828

(Lesson, 1828c).

Picus chilensis Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 113 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. Sherborn (1925a: 1230). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 32.

Picus chilensis Gam., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Picus chilensis Garn., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 241". [1830]

Lesson (1828a: 113), in a confusing account in his Manuel written apparently without

involvement from Garnot, suggested that Molina had confused "notre Picus leuconotus" with

some other species. Sherborn (1927c: 3525) listed Picus leuconotus only in the context of

Bechstein, 1805.

Lesson (1828c: 241) was clearer, he wrote
"
Sous le nom de carpentero, les Chiliens confondent

indistinctement deux especes de pic. Le Picus lignarius .... nous ne Tavons pas rencontre. Mais il se

peut que son Picus pitius soit notre Picus chilensis." 79

79 Using the name 'carpentero' the Chileans confusingly treat two species of woodpecker. [One is] the Picus

lignarius ... which we did not encounter. But it is possible that his (Molina's] Picus pitius is what we call Picus

chilensis."
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Peters (1948: 104) did not list this synonym (in accordance with his policy for restricting

such entries); however, he did refer to the name on p. 100 where the synonymy with Picus

pitius is indicated in the context of that being the type species of the genus Pituipicus.

A junior synonym of Colaptes pitius (Molina, 1782); see Hargitt (1890: 28) and Hellmayr

(1932: 248).

(69) Todiramphus divinus Lesson, 1827 H&M4; 1:345 [Syn]

Todiramphus divinus Lesson, 1827, Memoires de la Societe d'Histoire naturelle de Paris, Ser. 2,

3: 421, pi. 12 (Lesson, 1827c). -b.d. October, 1827. [See footnote80
]. {S}

Synonymy :

Todiramphus divinus Lesson, Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de geologie [a.k.a. Bulletin

Ferussac], 12 (2): 270 (Lesson, 1827d). - October, 182781
. Sherborn (1925c: 1984).

Todiramphus divinus Less. (Mem. Soc. d'hist. nat. Paris, t. Ill, p. 419, pi. 12), Manuel, 2,

p. 101 - 14 June 1828.

Todiramphus divinus N. (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 8, p. 318 (Lesson, 1828e)

- 29 November 1828. Cited from the Memoires no mention of the Bulletin.

Todiramphus divinus Lesson, Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles, 54, p. 479 (Lesson,

1828i) - 25 April 1828 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 8].

Todiramphus divinus Lesson, Voyage, livr. 15, p. 687 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Todiramphus divinus 'Lesson', Drapiez, Dictionnaire classique d'Histoire naturelle, 16, p.

280 (Drapiez, 1830) - October, 1830.

Drapiez (1830) noted that Lesson had at first thought this was the female of Todiramphus

sacer (a new combination based on Alcedo sacra).

It will be noted we have two sources both dated 'October 1827'. Sharpe (1892: 288) listed

this name as a synonym of Todiramphus veneratus (Gmelin, 1788) and cited, first, p. 287 from

the Voyage with date 1826, and then the Memoires with date 1827; he did not mention the

Bulletin. However Sharpe's p. 28782 is a mistake for p. 687, which dates from 1830. Sharpe did

not list Lesson's article in the Bulletin and thus did not act as a First Reviser; nor did

Mathews (1927: 385) who only listed the Memoires. We therefore act as First Reviser under

Article 24.2 of the Code (ICZN, 1999) selecting Lesson's article in the Memoires over his paper

in the Bulletin. Our reason for this is our acceptance of October 31 as the date for the

Memoires against 'post October' for the Bulletin on the grounds that issues of the Bulletin

were dated for the month of collation and appeared after that month (see footnote 81 below

and the Note to Appendix II). Our selection, necessary because others may doubt the

sufficiency of the evidence, is consistent with historical citational choice (see Ronsil, 1949).

80 The entire 1827 volume of the Memoires seems, from the BHL display (accessed 02 July 2015), to have

appeared in its entirety with a cover dated 'Octohre, 1827'.

81 Best taken as published in November; see note to Appendix II.

82 A search close to p. 287 leads to mention of the genus Todiramphe on p, 298 but no mention of divinus.
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(70) Psittacara patagonica (Lesson & Gamot, 1829) H&M4; 1:365 [Syn]

Psittacara patagonica [Lesson & Garnot], 1829, Voyage, livr. 10, caption on pi. 35 bis

(Lesson & Garnot, 1829b) - b.d. 4 April 1829. {S}

Synonymy :

Psittacara patagonica (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 6, p. 241 (Lesson, 1828c) -

22 March 1828.

Arara patagonica Lesson, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 143 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June

1828 [BdF]. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 35 bis - which was, as yet,

unpublished so that the name here was a nomen nudum because there was no

description and the 'indication' to the plate was invalid.

Psittacara patagonica Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 625 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Sherborn (1929b: 4786).

Psittacara patagonica Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Psittacara patagonica Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 625". [1830]

Salvadori (1891: 205-208) treated the species Cyanolyseus [sic] patagonus on the basis of a

nominate form patagonus Vieillot, 1817 from La Plata and Patagonia and a subspecies byroni

Children, 1831, in Gray's Zoological Miscellany (p. 12) from Chile. He listed Psittacara

patagonica 'Lesson' in the synonymy of byroni but listed Arara patagonica from Lesson's Traite

in the synonymy of the nominate form. Hellmayr (1932: 255) also listed ''Psittacara patagonica

(not Psittacus Vieillot) Lesson" under byroni.

Lesson (1830: 625) stated that he met with this species at the Bay de Concepcion in Chili

and thus well within the range of byroni
; on the same page he listed

"
Psittacus patagonicus,

Azara; Vieillot, Diet. Hist. Nat. 25: 367" which strongly suggests that Lesson did not consider

he was coining a new name, especially as patagonus while apt for a bird from Patagonia is

inappropriate for a bird from central Chile.

Olson (1995) showed that the name byroni had been mistakenly attributed to this species

rather than to Enicognathus leptorhynchus (P.P. King, 1831) and proposed the name bloxami

based on a type specimen collected near Concepcion. Of course patagonicus Lesson would

have considerable date precedence over bloxami but we believe Lesson's name is best

considered an incorrect subsequent spelling of Vieillot's name and treated as an unavailable

senior synonym of Cyanoliseus patagonus bloxami Olson, 1995.

(71) Anthus sordidus Lesson, 1830 H&M4; 2: 59 [Syn]

Anthus sordidus Less., Voyage, Livr. 15, p. 664 (Lesson, 1830b) - b.d. 3 April 1830.

Sherborn (1930c: 6027).

A junior synonym of Lessonia rufa (Gmelin, 1789) see Cory & Hellmayr (1927: 34). Type

species of the genus Lessonia.

(72) Hymenops nyctitarius Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 2:98 [Syn]

Hymenops nyctitarius Lesson, 1828, Voyage, livr. 6, p. 239 (Lesson, 1828c) - b.d. 22 March

1828. {S}
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This name is referred on this page to "Commers., Dessins inedits" 83
. Lesson here provided

no description but did give a vernacular name "le clignot du Paraguay

"

which name Hellmayr

(1932: 234) tracked down to "Butfon, 1778" and on the basis of this indication Traylor (1979)

considered the name validly introduced. {S}.

A junior synonym of Hymenops perspicillatus (Gmelin, 1789) see Traylor (1979: 178);

however, the Chilean bird found by Lesson and Garnot must be assigned to H. p. andinus

(Ridgway, 1879) the Chilean form.

(73) Synallaxis tupinieri Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 2:129 [Syn]

Synallaxis tupinieri Less., 1828, Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 281 (Lesson, 1828a) - b.d. 14

June 1828 [BdF].

With cross reference to Voyage pi. 29, fig. 1 (as yet unpublished); but also described. {S}

Synonymy:

Synallaxis tupinieri [Lesson & Garnot), Voyage, livr. 10, caption on pi. 29, fig. 1

(Lesson & Garnot, 1829b) - 4 April 1829.

Synallaxis tupinieri, Voyage, livr. 15, p. 665 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830. Sherborn

(1931c: 6685).

Synallaxis tupinieri Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Synallaxis tupinieri Less., Voyage,"Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 665". [1830]

The account in the Manuel is apparently by Lesson with no mention of Garnot.

Sclater (1890: 30) listed this as a synonym of Oxyurus spinicauda (J.F. Gmelin, 1789) and

Hellmayr (1925: 56) listed it as a synonym of Aphrastura spinicauda but wrote that topotypical

spinicauda from Tierra del Fuego may differ from birds from mainland Chile whence came

Lesson's tupinieri. However, at the moment all these birds are considered to be nominate

spinicauda - see Peters (1951: 73) and Dickinson & Christidis (2014: 129).

(74) Sericulus regens "Lesson & Garnot", 1826 H&M4; 2:142 [Syn]

Sericulus regens [Lesson & Garnot], 1826, Voyage, livr. 1, caption on pi. 20 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1826c) - b.d. 1 November 1826. {SJ.

Synonymy

:

Sericulus regens Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 1, p. 256 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. Sherborn (1930a: 5454). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 20.

Sericulus regens in Lesson, Dictionnaire classique d'Histoire naturelle, 14, p. 280 (Lesson,

1828h) - September, 1828.

Sericulus regens Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 641 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Sericulus regens Less., Voyage, livr, 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Sericulus regens Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 640". [1830]

Although cited as a new name tins was in fact just a new combination based on Oriolus

regens Quoy & Gaimard, 1824, but the collection of the female, together with some males, by

83 "The unpublished drawings by Commerson" according to Traylor (1979: 178).
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M. Fonton and of the plate provided by Lesson in the Zoologie, is mentioned by Dumont
(1827a). Lesson in the Manuel acknowledged that this was the same species as that depicted

by Lewin and called Meliphaga chrysocephala and made no mention of Garnot.

In Sharpe (1882: 395) Lesson & Garnot's name is listed as a synonym of Sericulus melinus

(Latham, 1801) and another listed synonym was Meliphaga chrysocephala Lewin, 1808.

Sericulus melinus was supposedly the subject of Watling's drawing 125 and Hindwood (1970)

considered the subject to be indeterminable. We also consider Sericulus regens (Quoy &
Gaimard, 1824) to be a junior synonym of Sericulus chysocephalus (Lewin, 1808).

(75) Philedon dumerilii Lesson & Garnot, 1828 H&M4; 2:148 [Syn]

Philedon dumerilii [Lesson & Garnot], 1828, Voyage, livr. 6, caption on pi. 21, figs. 1 & 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1828a) - b.d. 22 March, 1828. {S}

Synonymy.

Philedon dumerilii Less., Manuel d'Ornithology, 2, p. 73 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. Sherborn (1926a: 2041). With cross reference to Voyage pi. 21.

Philedon dumerilii (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 10, p. 416 (Lesson, 1829b) - 4

April 1829.

Philedon dumerilii Less., Voyage, livr. 14, p. 644 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Philedon dumerilii Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Philedon dumerilii Less., Voyage, “Atlas

"

plate list, citing "[p.] 644". [1830]

In the plate figure 1 is said to be an adult and fig. 2 an immature bird.

In the brief account in the Manuel there is no mention of Garnot.

Treated as a subspecies of Anthornis melanura (Sparrman, 1786) by Mathews (1930: 791)

and by Salomonsen (1967b: 443); but subsequently made a junior synonym of Anthornis

melanura melanura (Sparrman, 1786) by Gill et al. (2010: 289).

(76) Philedon rubrifrons Lesson, 1830 FI&M4; 2:159 [Syn]

Philedon rubrifrons Less., 1830, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 646 (Lesson, 1830a) - b.d. 9 January

1830. Sherborn (1930a: 5599).

Gadow (1884: 210) listed this as a junior synonym of Glycyphila [sic] fulvifrons (Lewin,

1838) but in the same synonymy listed the prior name Certhia melanops (Latham, 1801)

without accepting it. Mathews (1930: 752) accepted the prior name and treated this as a

synonym of Gliciphila melanops (mistakenly citing Philemon in place of Philedon).

Salomonsen (1967b: 426) refers to this as the type species of Gliciphilia Swainson, 1837,

showing the equivalence of the two names, although he treated that genus group name as a

synonym of Phylidonyris and on p 430 listed Phylidonyris melanops. Christidis & Boles (1994:

67) and Schodde & Mason (1999: 310, 316) restored the genus Gliciphila to use. Thus Lesson's

name is a synonym of Gliciphila melanops.

(77) Epimachus regius Lesson, 1825 H&M4; 2:253 [Syn]

Epimachus regius Lesson, 1825, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 6, p. 263 (Lesson, 1825) -

b.d. November 1825 [per Richmond Index and Mathews, 1930, p. 867]. Sherborn (1930a:

5455).
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Synonymy.

Epimachus regius [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage

,

livr. 1, caption on pi. 28 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1826c) - 1 November 1826.

Epimachus regius Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 6 (Lesson, 1828a) - 14 June 1828

[BdF]. With cross reference to Voyage pi. 28.

Epimachus regius Less., Voyage, livr. 9, p. 402 (Lesson, 1829a) - 28 February 1829.

Epimachus regius Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 667 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830.

Epimachus regius Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830.

Epimachus regius Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 667". [1830]

A synonym of Lophorina paradisea (Swainson, 1825); previously Ptilorhis84 paradiseus (see

Mathews, 1930: 867); Lesson in the Manuel makes this association and in pp. 7-10 quotes

extensively from Swainson by means of a translation by Garnot, otherwise Garnot' s role in

providing this account is not evident.

(78) Sitta otatare Lesson & Gamot, 1829 H&M4; 2:474 [Syn]

Sitta otatare [Lesson & Garnot], 1829, Voyage, livr. 10, caption on pi. 23, fig. 2 (Lesson &
Garnot, 1829b) - b.d. 4 April 1829. {S}.85

Synonymy

:

Sitta otatare N. (no author given here). Voyage, livr. 8, p. 299 (Lesson, 1828e) - 29

November 1828. Nomen nudum.

Sitta otatare Less., Vouave, livr. 15, p. 666 (Lesson, 1830b) - 3 April 1830. Sherborn

(1929a: 4642).

Sitta otatare Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 742. Plate list - 1 May 1830. Here spelled o-

tatare.

Sitta otatare Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing"[p.] 666". [1830]. Here spelled o-

tatare.

Sharpe (1883: 525) listed this as a synonym of Tatare longirostris (Gmelin, 1789) from the

Society Islands. Included in his synonymy were the senior name caffra Sparrman, 1786

(which Sharp elected not to accept) and musae Forster, 1844. Sharpe's account is interesting in

several ways. First he acknowledged that the genus Tatare as he conceived it was close to

Acrocephalus referring to the work of Canon Tristram (1883), recently published in January.

Secondly, he acknowledged that this genus should have been published in volume 5 of the

Catalogue of the Birds of the British Museum and that Seebohm had admitted as much. Sharpe

listed six other species from seven different Pacific islands or island groups
(
mendanae from

the Marquesas, syrinx from the Caroline Islands, rehsei from what is now Nauru,

aecjuinoctialis from Christmas Island, pistor from Fanning Island, now Tabuaeran86
, in the Line

Islands and mariannae from the Marianne Islands). Two of these names came from Tristram's

84 Correct original spelling Ptiloris see Sherborn (1929d: 5210).

85 In his Traite Lesson (1830: 317) apparently renamed this Tatare otaitiensis which is a junior synonym.

However, Lesson (1842) described Tatare fuscus which is considered to apply to a dark morph from the same

island.

86 It was later found on Washington Island, now Teraina.
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paper: pistor was wholly new, but mariannae was proposed as a new name to replace luscinia

of Quoy & Gaimard which in Acrocephalus was a preoccupied name87
. As Sharpe did not

agree to subsume Tatare in Acrocephalus there could have been no preoccupation and he

should have retained luscinia] The name mariannae, listed as a synonym by Mathews

(1930:594), is not in current use, but birds from Aguijuan and Pagan in the northern

Mariannas have been named in the second quarter of last century. Quoy & Gaimard (1830)

collected only on Guam and although the name luscinius is in use for birds from Guam it

seems likely that Tristram was correct and that mariannae should be used.

Although otatare was treated as a synonym of Acrocephalus langirostris (Gmelin, 1789) it is

now considered that the extinct population from Mo'orea on which the latter name was

based was a distinct species from Acrocephalus caffer (Sparrman, 1786) from Tahiti and it was
on Tahiti that Lesson collected; so otatare is best treated as a synonym of caffer (Cibois et al,

2011, and A. Cibois pers. comm. 09.06.15).

In Dickinson & Christidis (2014) the range statement of Acrocepalus luscinius should have

read Guam; the range given was that correctly applied on the opposite page to Acrocephalus

hiwae.

(79) Hirundo taitensis Lesson 1830 H&M4; 2:479 [Syn]

Hirundo taitensis Less., 1830, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 648 (Lesson, 1830a) -b.d. 9 January 1830.

Sherborn (1931b: 6374).

A junior synonym of Hirundo tahitica J.F. Gmelin, 1789. See Sharpe (1885: 141).

C. OTHER NAMES (IDENTITIES NOT SAFELY RESOLVED) 88

(80) Columba cyanovirens Gamot & Lesson, 1826

Columba cyanovirens Garnot & Lesson in Desmarest, 1826, Dictionnaire des Sciences

naturelles, 40: 343 (Desmarest, 1826b) - b.d. 24 June 1826 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7].

Sherborn (1925b: 1733).

Synonymy:

Columba cyanovirens [Lesson & Garnot], Voyage, livr. 4, caption on pi. 42, figs. 1 & 2

(Lesson & Garnot, 1827f)- 25 July 1827.

Columba cyanovirens Lesson, Drapiez, Dictionnaire classique d'Histoire naturelle, 13, p.

87 Tristram (1883) did not make clear what name existed that gave cause to claim preoccupation. No such

name is listed by Sherborn (1902) and of the pre 1830 names listed in Sherborn (1927c: 3718) associated with

the genera Aedon, Curruca and Philomela only the first seems to offer any basis for concern and this would

relate to possible preoccupation in the wren genus Thryothorus (because Quoy & Gaimard placed their bird in

that genus). However, Aedon luscinia Forster, 1817, is a nightingale not a wren and the name was a new
combination based on Motacilla luscinia Linnaeus, 1758; Forster adopted Aedon as a new genus with this

species as Iris type species (see Ripley, 1964: 32), thus the wren connection is illusory.

88 The name Dacelo fulvus was applied by Lesson (1825) to a large kingfisher described by its call; this name is

listed in the synonymy of Dacelo novaeguineae by Mathews (1927: 373) who considered he had used in validly

in 1918, but bringing the name into use was unecessary as Lesson (1830: 248) described it as Choucalcyon

australe - also listed by Mathews. By its publication vehicle this falls outside our scope.
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548 (Drapiez, 1828a). - January 1828.

Columba cyanovirens Less., Manuel d'Ornithologie, 2, p. 169 (Lesson, 1828a) - 28 June

1828. [No hyphen] Cross references to Voyage pi. 42 both figures, separately

described.

Columba cyanovirens Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 713 (Lesson, 1830c) - 1 May 1830.

Columba cyanovirens Less., Voyage, livr. 16, p. 743. Plate list - 1 May 1830. Spelled

cyano-virens.

Columba cyanovirens Less., Voyage, "Atlas" plate list, citing "[p.] 713". [1830] Spelled

cyano-virens.

Desmarest
,
described this as an "espece inedite" 89

,
and wrote "cette petite espece, dont

la description nous a ete communique par MM. Garnot et Lesson" 90
,
on this basis we believe

it correct to recognise them as the authors.

There is nothing in the Manuel to suggest any involvement in the species account on the

part of Garnot.

Lesson (1831: 471) listed this, but attributed the name solely to the bird depicted in

figure 1, now giving that in fig. 2 the name Columba virens. Salvadori (1893), like Lesson

(1831), considered the two figures to relate to two different species; he (p. 112) drought fig. 1

to be a female of Ptilinopus superbus (Temminck, 1809) see Mathews (1927: 29), and (p. 149)

thought fig. 2 depicted P. pectoralis (Wagler, 1829) see Mathews (1927: 41). Thus, if Salvadori

was correct, this name should appear with 'partim' in the synonymy of both those species.

(81) Psittacus stavorini Desmarest, 1826

Psittacus stavorini Carnot et Lesson' MS, Desmarest, 1826, Dictionnaire des Sciences

naturelles, 39: 60 (Desmarest, 1826a) - b.d. 29 April 1826 [Mathews & Iredale, 1915: 7]. {SJ

Synonymy :

Psittacus stavorini Lesson, Voyage, livr. 9, p. 355 (Lesson, 1829a) - 28 February 1829.

Psittacus stavorini Lesson, Voyage, livr. 14, p. 628 (Lesson, 1830a) - 9 January 1830.

Sherborn (1931a: 6129).

Desmarest (1826a), within a long account of parrot species, described this as the size of

the Ton tricolor’ of Buffon with die same body proportions. It's plumage was a uniform

shining black except for the lower underparts which were a beautiful red. He speculated

that it might be the same as Gmelin's Psittacus novaeguineae - a junior synonym of

Chalcopsitta atra (Scopoli, 1786). While Desmarest must have had notes or even a description

from Lesson & Garnot he did not explicitly say so.

Salvadori (1891: 15) reported that no specimen existed and indeed Lesson (1830a) stated

that the specimen had been bought in Waigeu and that it had been lost in the 1824

shipwreck. Salvadori wondered if this might be identical with Chalcopsittacus insignis

Oustalet, 1878. See also Mathews (1927: 284).

Named for the Dutch admiral: Jan Splinter Stavorinus (see Jobling, 2010: 364).

89 "Undescribed species."

90 "This small species of which the description was comminicated to us by Messieurs Garnot et Lesson."
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(82) Saxicola memla Lesson, 1830

Saxicola merula Less., Voyage, livr. 15, p. 662 (Lesson, 1830b) -b.d. 3 April 1830. Sherborn

(1928b: 4016).

This name appears in Gadow (1883: 185) in the synonymy of Pachycephala melanura

Gould, 1842, where Gadow provided an opinion from Salvadori who, it is stated, had

examined the type and considered it "the female of P. macrorhynchus Strickland [1849]".

These two names are each ranked as species, with several subspecies by Dickinson &
Christidis (2014), and Gadow in unifying two species erred in his treatment despite

Salvadori's identification. Mayr (1962) proposed suppression of this name for the purpose of

priority on the basis that it was a juvenile and not certainly from New Ireland as stated

(Strickland's macrorhynchus had a type locality of Amboina) although Mayr does not seem to

have arranged for the type to be compared with P. citreogaster which is from New Ireland).

Mayr's proposal was accepted and the name suppressed by Opinion 684 (ICZN, 1963).

(83) Edolius coinice Lesson, 1828

Edolius comice (no author given here), Voyage, livr. 8, p. 344 (Lesson, 1828e) - 20

November 1828. {S}

Lesson (1828e: 344) reported this as one of three 'gobe-mouches' collected in New
Ireland of which the only specimen was lost in the shipwreck Garnot suffered on his way
home. The description is of a drongo, but is rather general and makes no special mention of

the exceptional tail feathers of the New Ireland endemic later described as Edolius

megarhynchus Quoy & Gaimard, 1830, which although said to have come from Dorey [=

Manokwari], New Guinea in fact came from Port Praslin in New Ireland (see Vaurie, 1949)

the same harbour visited by Ea Coquille. Quoy & Gaimard (1830: 184-5) made no mention of a

native name which Lesson reported to be cornice. As Lesson's name cornice was not listed by

Sherborn (1925a: 1416) or by Sharpe (1877), and has remained ignored, we recommend that

this be treated as indeterminate.

DISCUSSION

We include a table comparing the names we have used as our numbered headings

above with the names used in the volumes of the Peters Check-list and with those used in the

Howard and Moore Checklist, 4th Edition. (Table III below).

We provide information on the earliest traced date of publication for 94 names of birds

based on the work of the members of the expedition of the corvette La Coquille - for the list

of names see Table IV (pp. 133-136) which lists all synonyms including the 11 that belong to

group A names. Where appropriate we have also commented on spelling issues.
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Author(s)
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Due to the way in which the Voyage was published, with the plates preceding the text, and

the prior and parallel publications of Lesson, there has long been confusion over dates of

publication and over spellings. We have analysed the 94 names that should have appeared

in Sherborn's Index Animalium and in Table III eight of the 94 lines lack the grey background

that signals that Sherborn cited one of the given publications we cover.

These eight names are:

• Podiceps kalipareus Sherborn (1927b: 3305) cited this to Gray (1846)

• Fnrnarius lessonii was omitted by Sherborn (1927c: 3508)

• Myzantha flaviventer91 - now Xanthotis flaviventer - was omitted by Sherborn (1926b:

2450)

• Eurylaimus blainvillii - now Peltops blainvillii - here Sherborn (1924a: 804) was
seriously misled, due to one of Temminck's rare, and often unremarked, updatings

of his texts for the Planches Coloriees (not, in this case, the issue of a cancellans but a

signalled additional page)

• Columba kurukuru var. taitensis where Sherborn (1931b: 6374) attributed this name, as

Kurukuru taitensis, to the authors of the zoology of a later voyage although those

authors cited the original publication to the page

• Ardea jugularis Lesson was not listed by Sherborn (1927b: 3296) who instead listed

the name Ardea jugularis Wagler, 1827, just the year before; normally in such a case

Sherborn would list the two competing sources for Lesson stated that he was

naming this as new
• Hymenops nyctitarius which Sherborn (1928c: 4447) omitted

• Edolius cornice which Sherborn (1925a: 1416) omitted

Of the 27 cases where a plate from the Voyage should have been cited as the original

source - had Sherborn accepted names in plate captions - 15 are cited from the Manuel

d'Ornithologie, one is cited from the Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de Geologie, nine are cited

from the later text of the Voyage and die other two are the unusual cases of Eurylaimus

blainvillii and Podiceps kalipareus.

It will be observed from the same set of evidence that Sherborn's treatment of names

which did first appear in the Manuel d'Ornithologie is also inaccurate. Philesturnus

carunculatus rufusater, Sporophila telasco and Synallaxis tupinieri should have been credited to

that source and Myzantha flaviventer was overlooked. Wrongly credited to the Manuel - apart

from names from the plates - were (1) Centropus ateralbus where the original publication was

in the Bulletin des Sciences naturelles et de Geologie, and (2) three taxa (.Psittaculirostris

desmarestii, Cinnyris sericeus and Cinnyris jugularis clementiae

)

which should have been cited

from volumes of the Dictionnaire des Sciences naturelles.

In the case of the Voyage there is not a single case where Sherborn cited a name from a

plate caption. This looks like a deliberate policy, and merits comparison with Sherborn's

treatment in die Index Animalium of the first 20 livraisons of Temminck & Laugier's Planches

Coloriees; in respect of names in those parts he dated most names with the uniform date

91 A nomen novum.
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"Ap[ril] 1822" which is evidently based on his belief that all the texts were made available

together with livraison 21.

For Temminck’s Planches Coloriees Sherborn must have chosen not to rely on the dates of

the parts on which he had reported over 20 years earlier (Sherborn, 1898) 92 - probably on the

grounds that he would then need to know the spellings on the wrappers and only two out of

20 wrappers were available to him - Sherborn could not cite page numbers for the Planches

Coloriees as there were none. Sherborn (1922: cxxii) did not reveal any awareness that 101

parts were needed to deliver 600 plates (see Dickinson, 2001) and thus that attribution of a

particular plate to a given livraison was a matter of guesswork.

So there is considerable similarity between the Planches Coloriees and the Voyage because

not only did Temminck's plates, for his early livraisons, appear before the text but Sherborn

dated some names from Temminck's Manuel d'Ornithologie when, in fact, plates in the

Planches Coloriees had appeared first. It is likely that in other works, where captioned plates

appeared before the related texts, Sherborn focussed on the letterpress. Sherborn (1902: vii)

wrote:

"In the case of plates appearing before the text, the date of each is given if

ascertainable ..., but in no case is the date of a plate accepted in preference to the

date of text, for the reasons which follow: -

The figure depicted on a plate may, or may not, be the drawing intended by the

author; it is the work of the artist, who is also responsible for the descriptive legend.

In numerous instances the description legend on a plate is quiet erroneous, and has

been repudiated by the author in his text. Until the text descriptive of the plate

appears, the names on the plate must be considered nomina nuda, and it is open to

anyone to describe and rename such nomina nuda."

This was reprinted in full in Sherborn (1922: viii-ix) in quotation marks but the text is

footnoted "This paragraph is reprinted from vol. 1. The practice now obtains that names

combined with recognisable figures must be accepted as valid" 93
.

If we first compare the data in Peters Check-list with what was provided by Dickinson &
Remsen (2013) and Dickinson & Christidis (2014), drawing on the first 10 years of this study,

the following changes can be seen to have been made:

• Patagioenas araucana had Lesson alone as author; this was corrected to Lesson &
Garnot.

92 Sherborn in the Index along with his usual date "Ap. 1822" gave the livraison number in a rounded bracket

and that number was almost always correct, so he could have used his 1898 findings hence our assessment

that Iris primary reason for not doing so was the lack of the wrappers and an inability to spell out the names
that appeared therein. However, where Sherborn (1930c: 6038) wrote, of Strix spadiceus, "l have not seen the

wrapper, but suspect this to be the trivial name" he recognised, as he had in (1922: ix), that the names on the

wrappers combined with the depictions validly introduced the names concerned.
93 This note should not be taken to imply that Sherborn changed his data to take account of this. It is thought

that Sherborn originally grouped his cards in sets per publication so as to be consistent, but it is evident that for

publication in tire Index Animalium they needed to be in alphabetical order and Sherborn in the period just

prior to the publication of this 1922 footnote must have spent weeks arranging his cards in that order. His

inserted afterthought would have meant that searching for the cases affected would have seemed an

unacceptable delay and an almost insuperable task.
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• Ducula oceanica had Lesson & Garnot as authors; this was corrected to Desmarest.

• Ducula zoeae had Lesson alone as author; this was corrected to Desmarest.

• Ptilinopus m. puella Lesson alone as author; this was changed to Lesson & Garnot.

• Hemiprocne mystacea was correctd from Lesson to Lesson & Garnot (and from the

Bulletin not the Atlas)

• Sephanoides sephanoides was corrected to Sephanoides sephaniodes and its author from

Lesson to Lesson & Garnot

• The author of Amazilia amazilia was corrected to Lesson & Garnot and the source

was corrected from the Manuel to the Atlas

• Thaumastura cora and Zonerodius heliosylus both had Lesson alone as author; this was
corrected to Lesson & Garnot

• Larosterna inca had Lesson alone as author; this was corrected to Lesson & Garnot

• Henicopernis longicauda had Garnot as sole author; this was corrected to include

Lesson

• Todiramphus s. vagans had been attributed to the text of the Voyage but was corrected

to the Manuel

• Psittaculirostris desmarestii had had Desmarest as author; this was changed to

Dumont
• Muscisaxicola maclovianus had been attributed to the text in the Voyage but was

corrected to the Annales three years earlier

• Edolisoma melaena was corrected to melas.

• Peltops blainvilln had had Garnot alone as author; this was corrected to include

Lesson

• Melloria quoyi had had Lesson alone as author; this was corrected to Lesson &
Garnot

• Myiagra a. chalybeocephala had been attributed to Garnot from the plate this was
changed to Lesson

• Arses telescophthalmus was corrected to telescopthalmus; authorship was corrected

from Garnot alone to Lesson & Garnot

• Symposiachrus guttula had been attributed to the plate and to Garnot alone as author;

this was changed first by attribution to the Manuel and second by treating Lesson as

sole author, but see below

• Carterornis chrysomela had had Garnot alone as author; this was corrected to Lesson

& Garnot

• Pomarea pomarea had been attributed to the plate and to Garnot alone as author; the

authorship was corrected to Lesson & Garnot

• Monarcha c. inornatus had been attributed to the plate and to Garnot alone as author;

this was changed first by attribution to the Manuel and second by treating Lesson as

sole author

• Petroica longipes authorship was corrected from Garnot to Lesson & Garnot as from

the plate caption

• Dicaeum erythrothorax was corrected from Lesson to Lesson & Garnot as from the

plate caption.
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Of the above this study has shown the following two cases now need to be corrected:

• Psittaculirostris desmarestii Desmarest should not have been changed to give Dumont
as the author94

• Myiagra a. chalybeocephala citation then being thought to come from the plate should

have had Lesson & Gamot as authors (but see below for source correction)

If we now compare what was relied upon by Dickinson & Remsen (2013) and Dickinson

& Christidis (2014) as modified by the corrections above, with the results of this study, we
see the following corrections to be needed:

1. Radjah radjah - previously ascribed to Lesson but becomes Garnot & Lesson based

on Lesson's explicit note regarding Garnot's role and the evidence of Lesson's own
involvement.

2. Pelecanoides garnotii is revealed to require joint authorship by Lesson & Garnot95
.

3. Phalacrocorax gaimardi - was ascribed to the plate caption in the Voyage and thus to

Lesson & Garnot, but the evidence for the date of publication of the Manuel puts that

first and in there the description is by Garnot in Lesson and not by both of them.

4. Myzomela eques was first published in the plate caption (Atlas) but the joint

authorship is unchanged.

5. The following five taxa (a) Myiagra alecto chalybeocephala
,
(b) Symposiachrus guttula,

(c) Pomarea pomarea, (d) Monarcha cinerascens inornatus and (e) Petroica macrocephala

toitoi must be treated alike as all are from the Manuel , by a matter of a few days, in

addition the text therein shows these all deserve joint authorship by Lesson &
Garnot rather than by Lesson alone - only P. pomarea had joint authorship in

Dickinson & Christidis (2014) where two of these five were still based on the Atlas

plate dates.

CONCLUSIONS

The evidence we present repeats what is well known, namely that Lesson was involved

with numerous parallel projects, and makes the point that these provided the background

wherein new names are particularly subject to questions about which source came first.

We believe we have fully addressed this for the period from 1826 to early 1830.

The evidence also shows that Sherborn was not infrequently mistaken (an 'error' rate of

42.2 %)% in the source he considered to be the earliest for a given name97 and that subsequent

authorities have also been very inconsistent. This is particularly the case in respect of

assigning authorship to the new scientific names included on the plates where we commend
the views of Zimmer (1926): these should be attributed to both authors (except for Columba

94 A case where the breach of etiquette in “naming something after oneself" is caused by a strict interpretation

of Art. 50 of tire Code.
95 A case where Lesson must have intended to name this for his colleague but where consistent application of

Art. 50 finds cause to add Garnot's own name to the authorship.

% Based on 90 listings (there were 4 omissions) 38 cited the wrong source.

97 Which implies that ZooBank must not accept the content of Sherbom's Index Animalium without careful

validation; and we hope that this report will greatly facilitate that validation (it being essential to consider

works in tain rather than take each name in isolation).
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zoeae because the plate caption for that gave Lesson as the author - but Desmarest's account

in the Dictionnaire appeared before the plate).
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APPENDIX I:

Livr.

(part)

Pagination Bird plates

Author

Dates of issues

of the Bibl. de

la France

per Sherbom &
Woodward
(1901a) and

Mengel (1983)

per

Mathews

(1913: 122)

per Mathews

(1913) and Mengel (1983)

1 1-48 13, 20, 28 Fesson 1 Nov 1826

2 49-88 11, 34, 36, 43 Fesson 17 Jan 1827

3 89-112 12, 19, 26, 32, 47 Fesson 18 Apr 1827

3 113-116 Gamot 18 Apr 1827

3 117-128 Fesson 18 Apr 1827

4 129-168 129-176 31, 37, 40, 41, 42, 50 Fesson 25 Jul 1827

5 169-216 177-224 18, 22, 25, 35, 45 Fesson 17 Oct 1827

6 217-256 225-264 21, 21 bis, 27, 33, 39 Lesson 22 Mar 1828

7 257-296 265-304 10, 17, 30, 44, 48 Lesson 21 Jun 1828

8 297-352 305-360 15, 24, 38, 46, 49 Lesson 29 Nov 1828

9 353-408 361-416 14, 16 Lesson 28 Feb 1829

10 409-456 417-464 23, 29, 35 bis Lesson 4 Apr 1829

11 457-504 465-512 31 bis Lesson 30 May 1829

12 505-506 513-562 Lesson 4 Jul 1829

12 507-560 Gamot 4 Jul 1829

13 561-600 563-608 Garnot 21 Nov 1829

14 601-612 609-612 Garnot 9 Jan 1830

14 613-648 613-656 Lesson 9 Jan 1830

15 649-696 657-706 Lesson 3 Apr 1830

16 697-743 707-743 Lesson 1 May 1830
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APPENDIX II: The parts of the Bulletin des Sciences nuturelles et de Geologie - Vols, 1-27.

The following information can be gleaned from these volumes as displayed by the Biodiversity

Heritage Library (BITL). Volume title pages are present; apart from a few wrappers (shown on BHL)
month dates have to be found in the tables of contents or deduced from these where the notes on errors

being corrected refer to particular months of issue and certain pages therein.

PERIOD I (1824-1828): 3 VOLS. PER YEAR, 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME

1824

Vol. 1 Vol. 2 Vol. 3

January 1-96 May 1-112 September 1-128

February 97-208 June 113-224 October 128-256

March 209-304 July 225-380 November 257-336

April 305-384 August 321-384 December 337-352

1825

Vol. 4 Vol. 5 Vol. 6

January 1-160 May 1-160 September 1-160

February 161-288 June 161-304 October 161-320

March 289-400 July 305-392 November 321-416

April 401-448 August 393-448 December 417-448

1826

Vol. 7 Vol. £ Vol. 9

January 1-160 May 1-168 September 1-128

February 161-272 June 169-312 October 129-256

March 273-408 July 313-416 November 257-384

April 409-448 August 417-448 December 385-408

1827

Vol. 10 Vol. 11 Vol. 12

January 1-192 May 1-176 September 1-200

February 193-320 June 177-320 October 201-304

March 321-432 July 321-400 November 305-352

April 433-448 August 401-448 December 353-408

1828

Vol. 13 Vol. 14 Vol. 15

January 1-176 May 1-168 September 1-224

February 177-272 June 169-304 October 225-320

March 273-376 July 305-400 November 321-408

April 377-448 August 401-448 Index/year 1-43
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PERIOD II (1829-1831): 4 VOLS. PER YEAR, 3 ISSUES PER VOLUME

| Vol. 16 Vol. 17 Vol. 18 Vol. 1L9

1829
January 1-160 April 1-160 July 1-144 October 1-152

February 161-344 May 161-320 August 145-320 Nov/Dec 153-416

March 345-480 June 321-480 September 321-480 Index/year Unseen

| Vol. 20 Vol. 21 Vol. 22 Vol. 23

1830
January 1-192 April 1-192 July 1-160 October 1-160

February 193-368 May 193-336 August 161-352 November 161-286

March 369-480 June 337-480 September 353-480 Index/year 1-50

I Vol. 24 Vol. 25 Vol. 26 Vol. 27

1831
January 1-128 April 1-144 July 1-112 October 1-112

February 129-248 May 145-256 August 113-208 November 113-208

March 249-384 June 257-368 September 209-304 Index/year 1-38

Note: We have not seen any wrappers for the monthly issues. Some evidence that the month dates

are dates of collation rather than publication is available from the Bibliographie de la France, 1828, issue 8

of 23 February which, in an entry set out the rates of subscriptions to the Bulletin
,
states that the January

1828 issues of the eight different parts have been printed. Ferussac's original, and later overarching, title

- Bulletin General et Universel des annonces et des nouvelles scientifiques - provides proof, set out in our

footnote 15, that the April-June issue (Vol. II, Nos 4, 5 & 6) should have been published in the first week
of July. We believe this was Ferrusac's standard policy and that he maintained this approach when the

journal was subdivided.
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APPENDIX III: New names: a comparison of original combinations with those used in the Howard and
Moore Complete Checklist of the Birds of the World, 4th. edition (2013-14) and corrections to be made
to the latter (the eleven listed synonyms do not appear in the Checklist).

Original combinations

Combinations used by Dickinson &
Remsen 2013, and Dickinson and

Christidis, 2014

Corrections

needed
Page

1 Anas radjah Garnot & Lesson, 1S28 Radjah radjah radjah (Lesson, 1828) (Garnot & Lesson) H&M4; 1:13

2 Talegallus cuvieri Less. 1828 Talegalla cuvieri cuvieri Lesson, 1828 H&M4; 1:20

3
Podiceps chilensts 'Gamot' MS, Lesson,

1828
Rollandia rolland chilensis (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 1:51

B
Podiceps americanus Lesson & Garnot in

Lesson, 1S28

4 Podiceps occipitalis Garnot, 1826 Podiceps occipitalis occipitalis Garnot, 1826 H&M4; 1:52

2 Podiceps kalipareus [calipareus]

5 Columba araucana [Lesson & Garnot], 1827 Patagioenas araucana (Lesson & Gamot, 1827) IL&M4; 1:59

6
Columba oceanica 'Lesson & Garnot' MS,

Desmarest, 1826
Duculula oceanica oceanica (Desmarest, 1826) H&M4; 1:74

7
Columba zoeae 'Lesson' MS, Desmarest,

1826
Duculula zoeae (Desmarest, 1826) H&M4; 1:75

8 Columba puella Lesson & Garnot, 1827
Ptilinopus magnificus puella (Lesson &
Gamot, 1827)

H&M4; 1:76

9 Cypselus mystaceus Lesson & Garnot, 1827
Hemiprocne mystacea mystaceat Lesson &
Garnot, 1827)

H&M4; 1:95

10
Orthorynchus sephaniodes [Lesson &
Garnot], 1827

Sephanoides sephaniodes (Lesson & Garnot,

1827)
H&M4; 1:112

11
Orthorynchus amazilia [Lesson & Garnot],

1827

Amazilia amazilia amazilia (Lessson & Garnot,

1827)
LI&M4; 1:127

12 Orthorynchus cora [Lesson & Gamot], 1827 Thaumastura cora (Lessson & Gamot, 1827) H&M4; 1:133

13 Centropus ateralbus, Lesson, 1826, Centropus ateralbus Lessson, 1826 H&M4; 1:138

14 Centropus menbeki [Lesson & Garnot], 1828
Centropus menbeki menbeki Lesson & Gamot,

1828
H&M4; 1:138

15 Cuculus rufiventer Less. 1830 Eudymmys orientalis rufiventer Lesson, 1830 H&M4; 1:144

16 Procellaria Lessonii Gamot, 1826 Pterodroma lessonii Garnot, 1826 H&M4; 1:178

17
Pujfimtria gamotii Lesson & Garnot in

Lesson, 1828,
Pelecanoides garnotii (Lesson, 1828) (Lesson & Garnot) H&M4; 1:181

18 Ardea heliosyla [Lesson & Garnot], 1828 Zonerodius helwsylus (Lesson & Gamot, 1828) LI&M4; 1:184

19 Pelecanus gaimardi Gamot in Lesson, 1828
Phalacrocorax gaimardi (Lesson & Garnot,

1828)
(Garnot) H&M4; 1:196

20 Hcematopus [sic] leucopodus Gamot, 1826 Haematopus leucopodus Gamot, 1826 LI&M4; 1:200

3 Ostralega leucopus

21 Sterna inca [Lesson & Gamot], 1827 Larosterna inca (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 1:230

22 Falco longicauda [Lesson & Gamot], 1828
Henicopernis longicauda (Lesson & Garnot,

1828)
H&M4; 1:236

23 Synm tomtom Lesson, 1827 Syma tomtom torotoro Lessson, 1827 LI&M4; 1:343

24 Alcedo vagans Less., 1828 Todiramphus sanctus vagans (Lesson, 1828) LI&M4; 1:345

25 Dacelo macrorrhinus Lesson, 1827
Melidora macrorrhina macrorrhina (Lesson,

1827)
H&M4; 1:346
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26
Psittacus desmarestii 'Lesson & Garnot' MS,

Desmarest, 1826

Psittaculirostris desmarestii desmarestii

(Dumont, 1826)
(Desmarest) H&M4; 1:383

27 Sylvia macloviana Garnot, 1826
Muscisaxicola maclovianus maclovianus

(Garnot, 1826)
H&M4; 2; 61

28 Certhia antarctica Garnot, 1826
Cinclpdes antarcticus antarcticus (Gamot,

1826)
H&M4; 2: 122

4 Furnarius fuliginosus

29
Furnarius chilensis 'Lesson et Garn.' MS,

Lesson, 1828
Cinclodes patagonicus chilensis (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2: 123

5 Furnarius lessonii

30 Cinnyris eques [Lesson & Garnot], 1827
Myzomela eques eques (Lesson & Garnot,

1827)
H&M4; 2: 156

31 Cinnyris rubrater Lesson, 1827 Myzomela rubratra rubatra (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 2: 157

32 Myzmithaflaviventer Lesson, 1828 Xanthotisflaviventerflaviventer (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2: 164

6 Philedon chn/sotis

33 Pomatorhinus isidorei Lesson, 1827 Garritornis isidorei isidorei (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 2: 171

34 Dicaeum niger Less., 1830, Melanocharis nigra nigra (Lesson, 1830) H&M4; 2: 172

35 Cinnyris novaeguinea

?

Lesson, 1827
Toxorhamphus novaeguineae novaeguineae

(Lesson, 1827)
H&M4; 2: 173

36 Icterus rufusater Less., 1828
Philesturnus carunculatus rufusater (Lesson,

1828)
H&M4; 2: 174

37 Fringilla albicilla Less., 1830 Mohaua ochrocephala albicilla (Lesson, 1830) H&M4; 2: 174

38
Lanins melas 'Less, et Garnot' MS, Lesson,

1828
Edolisoma melas melas (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2: 182

39 Lanius karu [Lesson & Garnot], 1827 Lalage kucomela karu (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2: 183

40
Lanius kirhocephalus [Lesson & Garnot],

1827

Pitohui kirhocephalus kirhocephalus (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827)

H&M4; 2: 201

41
Eurylaimus blainvillii [Lesson & Garnot],

1827
Peltops blainvillii (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2: 205

42 Barita quoyi Lesson & Gamot, 1827 Melloria quoyi quoyi (Lesson & Garnot, 1827) H&M4; 2: 206

43 Carous tristis Lesson & Gamot, 1827 Corvus tristis Lesson & Gamot, 1827 H&M4; 2: 237

7 Corvus senex

44
Muscicapa chalybeocephala 'Less, et Gam.',

in Lesson, 1828
Myiagra alecto chalybeocephala (Lesson, 1828) (Lesson & Garnot) H&M4; 2: 243

45
Muscicapa telescopthalmus [Lesson &
Garnot], 1827

Arses telescopthalmus telescopthalmus (Lesson

& Garnot, 1827)
invariable H&M4; 2: 243

8 Muscicapa enado

46
Muscicapa guitula 'Less, et Garn.' in

Lesson, 1828
Symposiachrus guttula (Lesson,1828) (Lesson & Garnot) H&M4; 2: 244

47
Muscicapa chrysomela [Lesson & Garnot],

1827

Carterornis chrysomela chrysomela (Lesson &
Garnot, 1827)

H&M4; 2: 245

48
Muscicapa pomarea Less, et Garn. in

Lesson, 1828
Pomarea pomarea pomarea H&M4; 2: 246

9 Muscicapa maupitiensis
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49
Muscicapa inornate! Less, et Gam. in

Lesson, 1828
Monarcha cinerascens inomatus (Lesson, 1828) (Lesson & Garnot) H&M4; 2: 247

50 Barita keraudrenii Lesson & Gamot, 1826
Phonygammus keraudrenii keraudrenii (Lesson

& Gamot, 1826)
H&M4; 2: 251

51 Phonygama ater Less., 1830, Manucodia ater (Lesson, 1830) H&M4; 2: 251

52
Muscicapa toitoi Less, et Garn. in Lesson,

1828
Petroica macrocephala toitoi (Lesson, 1828) (Lesson & Garnot) H&M4; 2: 257

53
Muscicapa longipes [Lesson & Garnot],

1827
Petroica longipes (Lesson & Gamot, 1827) H&M4; 2: 257

54
Dicaeum erythrothorax [Lesson & Garnot],

1828

Dicaeum erylhrothorax erythrothorax (Lesson

& Gamot, 1828)
H&M4; 2: 264

55 Cinnyris aspasia [Lesson & Garnot], 1828
Leptocoma aspasia aspasia (Lesson & Garnot,

1828)
H&M4; 2: 272

10 Cinnyris sericeus

56 Cinnyris clementine Lesson, 1827 Cinnyris jugularis clementiae Lesson, 1827 H&M4; 2: 276

11 Cinnyris zenobia

57
Pyrrhula telasco 'Less, et Garn.' MS,

Lesson, 1828
Sporophila telasco (Lesson, 1828) H&M4; 2: 400

58
Troglodytes chilensis Less., 1830, Voyage,

livr. 15, p. 665
Troglodytes aedon chilensis Lesson, 1830 H&M4; 2: 558

59
Mainatus dumontii Lesson in Lesson &
Garnot, 1827

Mino dumontii (Lesson, 1827) H&M4; 2: 580
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